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The first of its kind in English, this collection explores twenty one well established and lesser
known female filmmakers from mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the Chinese diaspora.
Sixteen scholars illuminate these filmmakers' negotiations of local and global politics, cinematic
representation, and issues of gender and sexuality, covering works from the 1920s to the
present. Writing from the disciplines of Asian, women's, film, and auteur studies, contributors
reclaim the work of Esther Eng, Tang Shu Shuen, Dong Kena, and Sylvia Chang, among others,
who have transformed Chinese cinematic modernity.Chinese Women's Cinema is a unique,
transcultural, interdisciplinary conversation on authorship, feminist cinema, transnational
gender, and cinematic agency and representation. Lingzhen Wang's comprehensive
introduction recounts the history and limitations of established feminist film theory, particularly its
relationship with female cinematic authorship and agency. She also reviews critiques of classical
feminist film theory, along with recent developments in feminist practice, altogether remapping
feminist film discourse within transnational and interdisciplinary contexts. Wang's subsequent
redefinition of women's cinema, and brief history of women's cinematic practices in modern
China, encourage the reader to reposition gender and cinema within a transnational feminist
configuration, such that power and knowledge are reexamined among and across cultures and
nation-states.
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VOLUME is made possible by the concerted effort of numerous academic and administrative
units at Brown and Nanjing universities. First and foremost, since its establishment in 2008, the
Nanjing-Brown Joint Program in Gender Studies and the Humanities* has offered international
scholars a rigorous, critical platform for issues related to globalization, higher education, gender,
and contemporary China. Much of the Program’s research and teaching has focused on gender
and Chinese cinema in particular. Together with the Department of Drama and Movie Arts and
the National Center for Modern Chinese Literature at Nanjing University, the Nanjing-Brown
Joint Program co-organized the first international conference on gender and Chinese cinema in
June 2008, providing the spring-board for this collection’s formation. The School of Liberal Arts
in Chinese at Nanjing University generously sponsored the conference, hosting up to 150
international scholars, filmmakers, and graduate students for the four-day event. Brown
University’s Office of the Provost also provided an internationalization seed fund for the Program
in 2008, paving the way for translations and editing of two critical anthologies on Chinese female
filmmakers and gender issues in Chinese cinema, respectively.In different ways and at different
stages, many individuals were integral to the production of this anthology. Special thanks to
Director Huang Shuqin from Shanghai Film Studio, Professor Dong Jian of Nanjing University,
and Professor Mary Ann Doane at Brown University for their enthusiastic support of research on
gender and Chinese cinema and their inspiring keynote speeches at the international
conference. I am deeply grateful to Nanjing University Professors Lü Xiaoping, Yang Yishu,
Zhang Jianqin, and Li Xingyang as well, for their tireless efforts in managing all logistical details
for the event.Over one-third of the essays in this collection are not from the conference. I also
thank these contributors for their quick and enthusiastic responses to my soliciting letters and
subsequent commitment to the project. Thomas Moran, Robin Visser, and Chris Tong are much
appreciated for their excellent translations of three Chinese essays in the volume.The critical
vision and detailed suggestions of Jennifer Crewe, Associate Director and Editorial Director at
Columbia University Press, were indispensable to the final version of this book. In addition, two
anonymous readers from Columbia University Press offered most constructive revisions and
great encouragement. Finally, I thank my friends, colleagues, and students, who have given
invaluable advice and assistance in the process of editing and producing this volume:
Christopher Lupke, Thomas Moran, Julia Perkins, Susan Solomon, Melina Packer, and Cui
Han.* The Nanjing-Brown Joint Program in Gender Studies and the Humanities is a major
transnational collaboration between the Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities and
Social Sciences at Nanjing University and three academic units at Brown, namely: the Pembroke
Center for Teaching and Research on Women, the East Asian Studies Department, and the
Cogut Center for the Humanities.Chinese Women’s CinemaIntroductionTRANSNATIONAL
FEMINIST RECONFIGURATION OF FILM DISCOURSE AND WOMEN’S CINEMALINGZHEN



WANGTHIS ANTHOLOGY centers on Chinese women filmmakers from mainland China, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, and the Chinese diaspora from the 1920s to 2007. It studies twenty-five women
filmmakers, while offering critical comments on many others. The sixteen contributors provide
critical insights and interdisciplinary dialogues to this volume, which is the first dedicated to
Chinese female filmmakers and their films. Foregrounding Chinese women’s complex
negotiations with global and local politics, cinematic representation, and issues related to
gender and sexuality, the anthology aims to reassess and revise theoretical, political, and
academic frameworks for transnational feminist research on women and cinema.Three issues
are the central concerns of this anthology. First, despite their large number and historical
significance, few English-language studies have been devoted to Chinese women filmmakers or
their films. This is particularly disconcerting considering the rapid development of Chinese film
studies and the increased establishment of feminist film studies in Western academia. This
volume interrogates the gendered nature of Chinese film studies, its long-term focus on national
cinema, and its recent trend in global media. Second, classical feminist film theories have
undergone crises since the mid-1980s. The advent of poststructuralism and the theories of
semiotics and psychoanalysis have restrained conceptions of female authorship and agency.
Furthermore, exclusive reference to Hollywood productions and Western avant-garde cinema
rendered classical feminist film theory blind to its complicity in perpetuating racial, heterosexual,
and cultural hegemony. This anthology joins recent feminist endeavors within and outside film
studies to reevaluate established film theories, remap feminist film discourse, and engage
neglected but diverse practices of women filmmakers around the world.Finally, American studies
of “non-Western” women and feminist practice have been relegated to area studies, which is
predicated on the framework of the nation-state. The women who are objects of these studies
have been marked as the other, isolated from the “center” with a fictive cultural essence.1
Today’s accelerated global circulation of capital, people, commodities, information, and media
(including Hollywood films) has led to questions of the suitability of area studies as the site for,
and the nation-state as the organizing principle of, studies on transnational gender and cinema.
Challenges from different economic and political positions can, however, lead research in
different directions and produce radically different meanings. Instead of viewing globalization as
a means of erasing existing borders and differences for the sake of a future cosmopolitan utopia,
this anthology engages with transnational feminist practice, which views globalization processes
as inherently gendered, sexualized, and racialized, as erecting new borders even while erasing
old ones,2 and as continuously generating uneven relationships. Today, feminist film studies
must step outside the restrictive framework of the nation-state and critically resituate gender and
cinema in a transnational feminist configuration that enables the examination of relationships of
power and knowledge among and within cultures and nation-states.In the following, I first
provide a critical overview of the history and limitations of established feminist film theory,
particularly in relation to female cinematic authorship and agency. I move next to existing
critiques of established feminist film theory and of feminist theory generally, before turning to



recent developments in feminist practice to remap feminist film discourse in transnational and
interdisciplinary contexts. Finally, I redefine women’s cinema and offer a brief history of women’s
diverse cinematic practices in modern China.FEMALE AUTHORSHIP AND FEMINIST FILM
THEORYFemale cinematic authorship—and its controversial history—occupies a central place
in the development of feminist film theory. Judith Mayne states, “Virtually all feminist critics who
argue in defense of female authorship as a useful and necessary category assume the political
necessity for doing so.”3 This statement indicates that the political significance of female
authorship makes it a central concern in feminist film studies and that the study of female
authorship requires defending. But against what forces must feminist critics defend female
authorship, and what discourses are available for such a battle? Since several important reviews
of feminist film theory exist already,4 I will not provide another detailed study here, but will survey
the most critical issues concerning female film authorship in feminist film theory’s
development.The concept of the film auteur is usually traced to a group of young French critics
and film directors who contributed to the magazine Cahiers in the 1950s. They sought to elevate
film to the status of art, and called for a cinema distinguished by visual artistry that would
express the director’s individual personality, in contrast to traditional script-based French films
adapted from works by established writers.5 Holding that only geniuses could produce the new
art cinema, they adopted the traditional romantic and literary conception of the artist. This
contradiction, according to some, led to productive debates that eventually shifted the analysis
of auteurism from a critical policy of the 1950s and 1960s to a theory of authorship in the
1970s.6 During the late 1960s and 1970s, influenced by the structural linguistics of Ferdinand
de Saussure and structural anthropology of Claude Lévi-Strauss, the study of film authorship
transformed into “auteur-structuralism.” The attraction of structuralism for film criticism lay in its
“scientificness,” which allowed “critics to practice a descriptive mode of analysis that moved
them beyond the impressionistic declarations of value that characterized Romantic auteurism.”7
The intervention of semiotics and psychoanalysis in the field of film theory in the 1970s moved
this structuralist endeavor in the direction of poststructualism, calling into question the unity of
the author exterior to or prior to the text.Feminist film theory developed during the 1970s’ and
1980s’ heyday of structuralism and poststructuralism. Semiotics, which concentrated on the
structures, systems, and conventions by which cultural texts signify, helped feminist film theory
“shift its focus from the critique of the ideological content of films to the analysis of the
mechanisms and devices for the production of meaning in films.”8 It transformed the perception
of film as a reflection of reality to an active, systematic reproduction of dominant patriarchal
cultural values, especially through its construction of subject positions for viewers’ identification.
Concerned with the gendered effects of the dominant mode of film production typified by
Hollywood, feminist scholars appropriated Lacanian psychoanalysis to account for the internal
logic of sexual difference coded in dominant cinema. Structuralism, semiotics, and
psychoanalysis helped feminist scholars break with the previous empirical and sociological
study of films as realist texts. Furthermore, they led to the critical revelation of film as a coded



cinematic reproduction of a phallocentric system representing woman either as nonexistent and
nonmale9 or as the object of the male gaze and desire10 without desire of her own.11 But in the
process, feminist scholars faced the danger of collapsing overdetermined structures, or
structuralist specificities, into a universal, ahistorical homogeneity12 that overlooked the
contradictions and interplay among different structures and subjects and inadvertently
reinforced the coded condition of woman as a nonsubject. This is evident in feminist scholars’
original theorization of Hollywood cinematic spectatorship as a relation involving one-way
identifications with the central male subject positions,13 leaving little space for resistance and
difference, and none for female subjects.Feminist film theory of the 1970s and 1980s became
especially vulnerable when coming to terms with female authorship, historical agency, and
socially embedded subjectivity. Psychoanalysis, although providing a way to discuss sexual
difference, bases its system on male desire and subjectivity, allowing little room for assessing
female desire, sexuality, and subjectivity in the symbolic and cinematic narrative structure. As
some feminist critics have argued, sexual difference in psychoanalysis is fundamentally a
pseudodifference, because it centers exclusively on the male and reduces the female to its
symmetrical other.14 French feminists have responded with the concept of radical feminine
difference, which, according to Lacan, can be perceived only as something already repressed
and thus unrepresentable in the symbolic order. Though it might erupt or disturb the order, the
feminine never positively appears in the symbolic and linguistic order.The more significant
challenge to the study of female authorship in any field came from poststructuralist theory and
practice. The 1970s antihumanist structuralist and poststructuralist claim of the death of the
author in literary and cultural studies has paradigmatically reconfigured the critical focus from
“the concept of artist as a self-expressive personality to the concept of subject positions within
the text”15 occupied mostly by readers. Poststructuralism invalidated any consideration of
authorial intent or of the external author’s relation to the text’s production of meaning. Despite the
need to foreground women’s and other minorities’ cultural practices as well as their agencies
and voices, feminist scholars have encountered difficulty bridging the gap between the author
outside the text together with specific social, cultural, and political positions and experiences in
history, and the author within the text, who can only be traced or re-imagined through
circumvented means, like recurring styles, images, and other textual evidence. In addition,
antiessentialism has questioned the stability of individual identity and the uniqueness of female
representation,16 further dissolving the significance of the woman author’s relation to the
text.Since the 1970s, feminist scholar-filmmakers and critics have attempted to address the
political issue concerning feminist cinema and women’s historical and social agency. For Laura
Mulvey, a feminist film should promote experimental and avant-garde film practice to imagine
radical alternatives and shun classic Hollywood narrative technique, which centers exclusively
on male voyeuristic and fetishist desire and pleasure. While the iconoclastic style and film
language of avant-garde cinema departed from that of traditional commercially oriented films, it
introduced new problematic implications for the feminist political agenda. For instance, avant-



garde cinema had been practiced mainly by male elites for a small, exclusive audience. Its
individualistic style and association with high culture drew on the model of authorship
associated with male-centered arts.17 Additionally, as some feminist critics point out, given “the
institutionalized ways in which cinema functions, and how individuals are acculturated to
respond to it, it is difficult to know to what extent a truly alternative cinematic practice is
possible.”18Feminist critics since the late 1980s have attempted to retheorize cinematic female
authorship within the general frame of semiotics, psychoanalysis, and poststructuralism. Most
significantly, they have reconceived cinema as a discourse and not a fixed structure,
reformulated female desire within the symbolic order, and regarded Hollywood cinema as
diverse rather than monolithic. According to John Caughie, the introduction of semiotics to the
analysis of film generally took two forms. The first, typified by Christian Melz’s early work and
found largely in English-language scholarship, centers on the structure, form, and codes of
narrative. The second, influenced by Emile Benveniste’s work and concerned with signifying
practice and film as discourse,19 addresses the problem with the formalism of the first approach
by reconceptualizing film “not simply as a statement (something already formulated, ‘given’), but
also as an enunciating practice, an ‘utterance’ (something in process at the moment of
projection).”20 This analysis privileges the enunciating subject who speaks or provides visual
representation from her or his particular perspective. Feminist psychoanalysis also shifted its
focus from the critique of the patriarchal apparatus in dominant cinema and the question of
spectatorship to the exploration of female desire, fantasy, expression, and authorship.21Kaja
Silverman’s The Acoustic Mirror: The Female Voice in Psychoanalysis and Cinema combines
the reformulation of female desire and identification in psychoanalysis with the discursive turn in
film studies described above.22 Returning to Freud, she stresses maternal loss as the original
loss for boys and girls and reconfigures female desire and identification through the concept of
the negative Oedipus complex (a girl desires and identifies with the mother). Silverman
concentrates not on the male gaze and visual image but on female and maternal voice in her
critique of male dominance in classic Hollywood cinema, bringing issues of subjectivity to the
discussion of female authorship. In discussing the female authorial voice, she extends her
attention from the constructed subject and the spectator “to consider the ways in which the
Benvenistian model might help us to rethink authorship, as well.”23 Her reformulation of
authorship relies on the idea of an enunciating subject and of film as an enunciation process. But
situating her project in poststructualism, especially in linguistically based semiotics and
psychoanalysis, Silverman must argue that the author is constructed in and through discourse
and can only be inferred, traced, or imagined through textual and libidinal enunciations and
inscriptions in the text: “an author ‘outside’ the text who would come into existence as a
dreaming, desiring, self-affirming subject only through the inscription of an author ‘inside’ the
text”24 (my emphasis). Accordingly, authorial inscription assumes several textual forms: through
voice-over and points of view, namely through the subject of speech in the film, through formal
expression of the more general “libidinal coherence” or desire circulating in a single author’s



films, through “second identification” with a fictional character that stands for the film’s director,
or through a “nodal point”—a sound, image, or scene to which the film or films repeatedly
return.25 Her re-theorization of female desire, identification, and unconscious fantasy in the pre-
Oedipal realm helps her launch, to a certain extent, (one type of) sexual difference into the
discussion of enunciating subjects and authorial inscription at the textual and formal level; it
furthermore aids in projecting a bridge that gestures toward the extratextual gendered speaking
subject.Silverman’s work has advanced theories of female authorship within feminist film theory.
But her achievement has also revealed the historical incapacity of semiotic and psychoanalytic
theory to address women as historical, social, and cultural subjects outside or in relation to the
text. Although Silverman demonstrates her awareness of the political significance of the
biographical author when she states: “the libidinal masculinity or femininity [in the text] must be
read in relation to the biological gender of the biographical author, since it is clearly not the same
thing, socially or politically, for a woman to speak with a female voice as it is for a man to do so,
and vice versa,”26 the model she provides for “conceptualizing the relation between the author
‘inside’ the text and . . . the author ‘outside’ the text”27 is, as some critics have pointed out,
based on a vague assertion.28 Though she attends to the authorial inscription and enunciations
within the libidinal economy of the film text, it remains unclear to what extent “the fact of female
authorship gives a particular or distinct inflection to the representation of female desire.”29In
“Female Authorship Reconsidered,” Judith Mayne is preoccupied by precisely these questions
of female authorship and the representation of female desire. She continues the work Claire
Johnston began in her study of the director Dorothy Arzner, who made eighteen films in the
Hollywood studio system during the late 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s. One of the first feminist
critics to shift the sociological and realistic focus in feminist film criticism to structuralist
(semiotics and psychoanalysis) and ideological (ideology defined as the system of
representation via Louis Althusser) film studies,30 Johnston has left a controversial legacy over
the concept of female political agency in film production. She rejects the concepts of artistic
creativity and authorial intent by embracing the structuralist approach to auteurism, which took
an individual director’s preoccupations (generated by her or his psychoanalytic history) in the
text to decode the unconscious structure of the film and its unintended meanings.31 At the same
time, however, as a feminist and Marxist critic, she promotes the development of political and
subversive strategies in female filmmaking. The contradiction—between textual and
unconscious structure and political agency—embodied in Johnston’s position is both
emblematic and symptomatic of feminist film theory. She reasons that disruptions, dislocations,
and demystifications of patriarchal ideology at the textual level were the only forms of subversion
women’s cinema of the early 1970s could take: “New meanings have to be created by disrupting
the fabric of the male bourgeois cinema within the text of the film.”32 A genuinely revolutionary
conception of counter-cinema for women’s struggle, she held, was not realizable under the then-
historical conditions, but a future practice.33 Yet Johnston does not say how women’s disruptive
cinema could develop into women’s counter-cinema. This unresolved methodological tension



led decades later to renewed discussions of women’s historical roles in filmmaking.Several of
Johnston’s early arguments helped advance feminist film theory during the late 1980s and
1990s. Questioning several stances of early 1970s feminist film criticism, she insisted on the
usefulness of the theory of auteurism (albeit with a structuralist bent), and pointed out that
European avant-garde cinema was prone to reproducing patriarchal myth34 and that women’s
cinema should combine politics with entertainment.35 Her studies of Arzner illustrate how while
patriarchal discourse dominated Hollywood cinema, it contained complex internal heterogeneity
through which other discourses could appear.36 “The discourse of the woman,” according to
Johnston, “is the principal structuring element which rewrites the dominant discourse of the film
together with the patriarchal ideology into which it locks.”37Mayne attempts to readdress issues
raised by Johnston and other feminist film scholars. Most importantly, she develops Johnston’s
work on the existence of female discourse in Hollywood cinema and advances the discussion of
the author outside the cinematic text. Johnston defines woman’s discourse as a disruption and
dislocation of male discourse from within; Mayne tries to turn deconstructive and negative
strategies into constructive and positive policies. Drawing on Donna Haraway’s understanding
that “irony is about contradictions that do not resolve into larger wholes, even dialectically, about
the tension of holding incompatible things together because both or all are necessary and
true,”38 Mayne argues that woman’s discourse in Arzner’s Dance, Girl, Dance (1940) (female
friendship and community) and the dominant discourse (heterosexual romance) should be
understood as two compelling and incompatible truths that coexist with equal visibility in the
cinematic text.39 In other words, female discourse is not merely a disruption that is
subsequently absorbed into the dominant narrative, but helps construct a different relationship
or self-representation that coexists and competes with the dominant discourse.Furthermore,
Mayne has linked the persona of Arzner the director, especially her public identity as a lesbian,
to more radical readings of her films. She notes that despite the attention given to Arzner’s work,
“one striking aspect of her persona . . . has been largely ignored.” While photos accompanying
feminist research on Arzner imply a lesbian identity, virtually none of the critics who analyze
Arzner’s work have discussed it. Mayne reveals how the relationship between women’s historical
social and sexual roles and the films they produce is marginalized within feminist film discourse:
“discussions of her work always stop short of any recognition that sexual identity might have
something to do with how her films function, particularly concerning the ‘discourse of the
woman’ and female communities, or that the contours of female authorship in her films might be
defined in lesbian terms.”40 She illustrates, in contrast, how Arzner’s sexual identity sheds light
on the secondary female figures in Arzner’s films, “who do not evaporate into the margins,”41
because they are mirror reflections of Arzner herself.42 The components of self-reflection and
female community so central to female authorship in Arzner’s work are not identical, according
to Mayne, yet the lesbian gesture, so incompatible with the heterosexual assumptions of
psychoanalytic language, uncovers a desire for another representation of desire.43To be sure,
Mayne’s article does not draw any historical connections between Rainer’s biography and her



films. Rather, she uses Arzner’s photos as an artistic text to render her critical intervention of
female authorship at the intertextual level. Though Mayne claims that challenging the implicit
homophobia in feminist film theory would be reason enough to read the marks of lesbian
authorship in Arzner’s work, she eschews discussion of Arzner’s life and biography to avoid
charges of essentialism from the poststructuralist position. The title of Catherine Grant’s article,
“Secret Agents,”44 captures the complex situation of female film authorship theorized over the
last thirty years. Despite recognition of the political necessity of engaging women’s social and
historical roles in studies of women’s cinema, and despite the implicit yet persistent arguments
made by feminist film critics that films directed by (some) women directors contain—however
limited—the power to disrupt, subvert, and reshape, it has proven difficult to break from the
“pure” poststructuralist and psychoanalytic stance to a more productive framework embracing
textual-contextual and representational-historical interactions.The seemingly antiessentialist
feminist film theory on authorship has locked itself into an essentialist and antihistorical logic.
First, its very restraint from discussing the author or director in its analysis of her/his text
presumes the author’s essential existence. If authorship is understood, via Michel Foucault, as a
historical and institutional function,45 and if the identity of the individual author is regarded as
socially, economically, and culturally formed, the author and the text should be understood as
interconnected. Put differently, unless the author is understood as an essential entity completely
outside discourse, she/he should not be barred from the discussion of her/his text. Situated
historically, Roland Barthes’s proclamation of the death of the author does not renounce all
connections between the author and the text; instead it pronounces the end of the patriarchal,
individualist, and Western definition of authorship dominant at the time.46Second, confined
within textual structure and psychoanalysis, feminist film theory adopts a textual essentialism
and a universal model of sexual difference. Though Mayne’s intertextual strategy has brought
her research closer to Arzner, it has nevertheless flattened and fixed the historical subject into
mere performative images. These images may strongly suggest an alternative sexual desire and
identity, but they are deprived of specific historical and social significations. What did it mean to
be a lesbian in 1930s’ and 1940s’ Hollywood? What do these images suggest about lesbian
status in the United States at the time? Did Arzner express opinions about being a lesbian and a
woman director? Ironically and unexpectedly, Mayne’s antiessentialist stance reinforces a
textual essentialism that reduces complex social, historical, and sexual issues to imagery texts
and that assumes a universal and ahistorical truth or essence about lesbian desire and identity.
Bracketing the female author together with her social and historical background when
discussing her cinematic text could, therefore, lead to a universal essentialism deprived of
specific socioeconomic and historical experiences of women in the world.These problems have
been addressed but also perpetuated more recently by Geetha Ramanathan. Turning to feminist
discourse to break down the wall between text and context in previous discussions of women’s
cinema,47 she argues, “[f]eminist auteurship entails the impression of feminist authority, not
necessarily that of the auteur herself, on screen. What is at stake here is the films’ larger



acknowledgement of an informing discourse that is ideological in both form and content.”48 The
author might be the facilitator, but not a key element in constituting feminist authority.
Ramanathan focuses instead on aesthetic formats or representation strategies in women’s films
that contest or refuse the dominant patriarchal mode of representation and that enhance the
conditions of representability for women. In other words, if a contextually recognized feminist
discourse (counter-hegemonic and patriarchal ways of representation) is clearly conveyed in the
diegesis of a film text, the film is impressed with a feminist authority;49 but this authority does
not necessarily originate with female authors/directors—it is, in her words, “not necessarily or
exclusively their own.”50 Whereas she claims, “I do want to hold out for an articulated existence
of women outside the discursive frame of representation, and would maintain that unrecorded
experience does not necessarily mean absence,”51 her focus on visual strategies and narrative
aesthetics in her discussion of feminist authorship nonetheless elides women’s diverse
experiences and their roles as participating historical subjects.TRANSNATIONAL FEMINISM
AND THE REMAPPING OF FEMINIST FILM DISCOURSESince its inception, feminist film
theory has received criticism on a number of counts. In a 1976 essay,52 E. Ann Kaplan points
out that the abstraction and esotericism of Claire Johnston and Pam Cook’s mode of feminism
are “at odds with the early notion that women’s studies should be accessible to a broad
spectrum of women.”53 This early feminist theory often reduced all women to a single position in
a monolithic, patriarchal system, a tendency that “leaves no room for discussing and clarifying
specific class differences among women.” Kaplan shows that, because semiotic and structuralist
theories are “applied to any work without specific reference to time, place or historical period,”54
they are limited by their ahistorical, universalized, and implicitly elitist nature.Lesbian and queer
scholars have argued that because of its psychoanalytic foundation early feminist film theory
fails to address homosexual desire and pleasure without reference to binary heterosexuality.55
Scholars of race and ethnicity fault textual and spectator theories based on the psychoanalytic
concept of sexual difference for being “unequipped to deal with a film which is about racial
difference and sexuality,”56 and actively “suppress[ing] recognition of race.”57 Alternatively, as
Jane Gaines suggests, “history seems to be the key to understanding black female sexuality.”58
Theories of women’s sexuality universalized from a particular experience of white women have
dismissed and failed to conceive of differently configured female sexuality in, for example, the
history of black slavery. The sexual violence, repression, and displacement in black history have
a stronger formative force than the Oedipal myth.In the 1980s and 1990s, new interdisciplinary
modes of criticism began addressing the hierarchy, hegemony, and exclusivity regarding class,
race, and sexuality implicit in feminist theories and practices based on the experiences of
Western, white, middle-class, heterosexual women. In 1989, the term “intersectionality” was
coined by the legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw to underscore the multidimensionality of
marginalized groups’ lived experiences and to denote how race and gender interact to shape the
dimensions of black women’s employment experience.59 By ignoring women’s experiences
unaccounted for by categories of race or gender discrimination, feminist and antiracist



discourses failed to address the intersections of racism and patriarchy. The result, Crenshaw
writes, is “that the resistance strategies of feminism will often replicate and reinforce the
subordination of people of color.”60 According to intersectional feminism, cultural patterns of
oppression are influenced and bound together by intersecting systems of society, especially
race, gender, class, and ethnicity.61 Although racism and sexism intersect in the lives of people,
they seldom do in feminist and antiracist practices: “The problem with identity politics is not that
it fails to transcend difference, as some critics [liberal feminists] charge, but rather the opposite—
that it frequently conflates or ignores intra group differences.”62Having also emerged in the late
1980s, third-world (women of color) feminism likewise critiqued the middle-class and white
hegemony in feminism’s conceptualization and homogenization of women’s experience.
Together with postcolonial theory, it has shed light on globalized histories of gender and power
and revealed the role Western imperialism plays in the productions of knowledge and identity in
the colonial and postcolonial world.63 If intersectionality theory has helped transform feminist
discourse from a universal, single-axis framework to a dynamic, interconnected multiaxis
movement within the United States, third-world feminism has emphasized cultural specificity and
historical differences in feminist research in a global context and repositioned the center of
feminist discourse beyond the Western-oriented paradigm.Transnational feminism’s political and
intellectual roots grew out of a confluence of critical discourses and activities like
intersectionality theory, third-world feminism, postmodernist discourse, and postcolonial studies
in the early 1990s, but at the same time it critically revised these positions, committing itself to
the critique of modernity, capitalism, different forms of patriarchy, and Western imperialism.
Whereas conventional postmodernism celebrates hybridity and cultural difference as something
cosmopolitan, Western, and an apolitical matter of style, and popular neoliberalism endorses
the development of so-called global civil society, transnational feminist practice, like
postcolonialism, endeavors to uncover the unequal and political power relationships among
different subjects and spaces. It pays attention to imperial processes in colonial and neo-colonial
societies, and examines the strategies to subvert the material and discursive effects of those
processes. According to Inderpal Grewal and Caren Kaplan, patriarchal hegemonies take many
forms with different geopolitical centers and exist in a scattered, sometimes overlapping manner.
Transnational feminist practice intends to “articulate the relationship of gender to scattered
hegemonies such as global economic structures, patriarchal nationalisms, ‘authentic’ forms of
tradition, religious fundamentalism, local structures of domination, and legal-juridical oppression
on multiple levels.”64It differentiates itself from earlier “international” and “global” feminism or
sisterhood based on existing configurations of nation-states as discrete and sovereign entities.
Though international feminism dates from the late nineteenth century, most of its international
organizations and endeavors have centered on Western European and North American nations.
Global feminism, on the other hand, has upheld a universalized Western model of women’s
liberation celebrating individuality and modernity. Eliding the diversity of women’s agency in
world history, it perpetuates Western cultural imperialism. The discourses of “international” and



“global” feminism therefore “rely on political and economic as well as cultural concepts of
discrete nations who can be placed into comparative or relational status, always maintaining the
West as the center.”65As a consequence, choosing the term “transnational” over “international,”
according to Grewal and Kaplan, reflects the need to “destabilize rather than maintain
boundaries of nation, race, and gender.”66 Yet transnational feminism also considers the
historical formation and effect of those boundaries, which have produced specific, diverse, and
unequal relationships among different regions and groups of people. “Through such critical
recognition, the links between patriarchies, colonialisms, racisms, and other forms of domination
become more apparent and available for critique or appropriation.”67 This way of thinking about
scattered hegemonies and the “shared or common context of struggle due to common
exploration and domination across the north-south divide,” Chandra Talpade Mohanty argues,
forms “political links” and thus “a political rather than biological or cultural base for alliance” and
solidarity.68As a historically situated practice, transnational feminism has limitations:69 its
indebtedness to postcolonial, postmodernist, intersectional, and third-world feminist discourses
situated in Western academia reveals its privileged geopolitical position and accounts for its
neglect of economic issues and of still other parts of the world, such as socialist and
postsocialist nations and areas. But no critical and political discourse is free of historical
conditions. While fully aware of its historical position as having originated from the U.S.,
transnational feminist practice targets transnational issues as its subject and commits itself to
critiquing Western imperialism and modernity. Since “[T]here IS NO SUCH THING as a feminism
free of asymmetrical power relations,” transnational feminist practice “involves forms of alliance,
subversion, and complicity within which asymmetries and inequalities can be critiqued.”70The
most significant contribution of transnational feminism is its remapping of feminist practice in a
politically reassessed global and globalized context without losing sight of the importance of
specific feminist practice at any given time and place. It offers the most effective approach to
interdisciplinary studies of women and representation in diverse parts of the world. In other
words, transnational feminism helps to chart both the linked historical analogies and the different
perspectives of disempowered and marginalized groups. Though transnational feminist practice
arose in the early 1990s as a specific response to globalization and the expanding transnational
flow of capital, technology, and people, its critical findings and insights nonetheless have direct
relevance to the study of gender in the entire modern period. Globalization “is not a new
development; it must be seen as part of the much longer history of colonialism in which Europe
attempted to submit the world to a single ‘universal’ regime of truth and global institutional
power.”71 The significance of transnational feminism for film and media studies continues to
grow,72 because it offers the possibility of addressing issues related to women and cinema in
the world at multiple and diverse levels.First, transnational feminism helps resituate established
feminist film theory in the global and neocolonial context, by not just revealing the universal and
ahistorical model assumed in Western feminist film theory, but by also linking the model to
colonial and neocolonial histories that facilitated and disseminated that theory. Even in the



current era of globalization, when the European unitary subject has indeed become scattered by
the effects of mobile capital and multiple competing subjectivities, transnational feminism
cautions that “the historical thread or inertia of First World domination remains a powerful
presence.”73 The geopolitical recontextualization of established feminist film theory helps to
trace the asymmetrical power relationship in the production and circulation of discourse and
knowledge in a global context and to better reassess the complex roles Western feminist film
theory has played in different parts of the world. Instead of dismissing universalized Western
feminist theory as irrelevant to studies of women and representation in other parts of the world,
transnational feminist practice directs attention to the diverse historical effects produced by the
colonial and neocolonial transmissions of power and knowledge. It is, therefore, critical to both
discover the uneven power relationship that sets in motion Western feminist discourse across
different parts of the world and examine the specific historical significations Western feminist film
theory has made in a particular local setting.In Chinese context, feminist discourse was
originally bound together with Western imperialism and then took different routes and
transformations. After China’s defeat in its war against Western imperialist countries toward the
end of the nineteenth century, Western feminist discourse began appearing in China together
with discourses of the modern nation-state, modernity, and Marxism. Socialist state feminism
was influenced by Marxism and class revolution. In mainland China, except for socialist state
feminism, which was for a period part of the political system, the effects of other Western
feminisms (anarchical, liberal, or psychoanalytic) were confined to an elite Westernized circle.
On the other hand, Western feminisms have been received differently depending on context and
have very often been appropriated for varied local agendas. Liberal and psychoanalytic
feminisms, for example, were completely rejected in socialist China as individualistic and
bourgeois practices. But in the postsocialist 1980s, they were adopted piecemeal by Chinese
cultural critics to address gender issues in presocialist modern China.74 The applications of
Western feminist film theory and criticism to 1980s and 1990s film production have encountered
different receptions in mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, due to their different
geopolitical locations and historical demands. In this volume Yu-Shan Huang and Chun-Chi
Wang illustrate how Western feminist film practice and criticism played a significant role in the
development of Taiwan women’s cinema in a film industry still dominated by men in the early
1990s. But in postsocialist, mainland China, after over thirty years of state-socialist feminism,
Western cinefeminism has never played a major role in the development of women’s cinema.
Scholars like Louisa Wei, well-versed in Western feminist film theory, have sought out films by
Chinese women directors to validate points made by Western feminist film critics (the gesture
itself is indicative of both the uneven power relationship between Chinese women’s cinematic
practice and Western feminist film theory and of a reflection on the relationship), but have come
to an unexpected conclusion. In her chapter in this volume, Wei reveals that the theoretical
frameworks of psychoanalysis, Marxism, and other feminist film theories are not readily
applicable to the Chinese context of the 1980s and 1990s, although some specific concepts are



useful for textual analysis. In her chapter on Mabel Cheung Yuen-Ting, Staci Ford discusses the
mixed features of Hong Kong–style feminism (among middle-class women). She argues that
traditional Chinese gender culture and Western neoliberal values as well as Western third-wave
feminism have contributed most to the formation of Hong Kong–style feminism, which seeks
harmony rather than confrontation with men or patriarchal gender roles. Ford compares this
feminism with second- and third-wave feminism in the United States, and advocates cross-
Pacific conversations on women and cultural values. Transnational feminism calls our attention
to global but uneven and dissimilar circuits of culture and capital, and also allows us to zoom in
on a specific temporospatial and geopolitical frame to examine effects produced by interactions
among multiple and diverse historical forces.Second, transnational feminism helps explore the
historical effects of the modern nation-state and nationalism, which first-world feminism usually
dismisses.75 Transnational feminism recognizes the importance of nationalism in the rise of
women’s movements and feminism in third-world countries and has helped bring “nation” as an
important category, together with race and sexuality, into its counter-Western-universal research
on feminism and women. Third-world women first articulated their critical voices through
anticolonialism and nationalism, a departure from Western women’s rights-oriented movements.
But transnational feminism does not homogenize third-world nationalist or feminist practices. It
reveals diverse and contradictory situations in third-world countries and questions the
(hetero)masculine patriarchy that emerged with modern nationalism and collaborated with
patriarchal forces in local regions. Transnational feminism refuses to romanticize transnational
globalism as a form of neutral universalism or third-world nationalism as a final means of
salvation. Transnational feminism addresses the Eurocentric assumptions of Western feminism
as well as various patriarchal cultures of nationalist movements in history. Furthermore, it
interrogates women’s internalization of nationalism in their transnational encounters. Although
first-world women and feminism have seemed to transcend nationalist concerns, they are in fact
tied to the projection of their national power. While women’s movements in the third world have
exhibited an explicit relationship to anticolonial nationalism, Western women, according to some
transnational feminists, are invisibly complicit with their national power.76 This explains why, for
instance, many working-class women in labor struggles in Britain still supported British
colonialism.77 Contrary to the belief that feminism exists in an antagonistic relation to
nationalism, transnational feminism reveals how feminism and nationalism often constitute and
depend on each other78 with both positive and negative effects.This perspective on nationalism
and feminism provides an effective and flexible approach to the complicated, historically specific
situations regarding women and nationalism in different parts of the world. Discussing women’s
cinema in socialist China, for example, requires examining the role of socialist nation-states and
socialist feminism. Neither the Western feminist view of dominant cinema as phallocentric and
repressive, which leaves no space for female subjectivity, nor its call for a counter-cinema in
commercial society has much relevance to socialist China. In my chapter on socialist female
director Dong Kena, I demonstrate a historically nuanced relationship between the socialist



nation-state, its feminist policy, and the Chinese women who participated in socialist national
formations. After taking power in mainland China in 1949, the socialist state empowered women
by promoting and institutionalizing their political, social, and economic roles; nevertheless, it
demanded women’s self-sacrifice and identification with an implicitly masculine model. Most
Chinese women, like Dong Kena, embraced socialist views and ideals, but their involvement in
socialist filmmaking also exposed discrepancies in socialist gender ideology, articulated an
implicit critique of its masculine nature, and enunciated a displaced and alternative vision of life
and the female self. The relationship between women and the Chinese socialist nation is neither
purely conformist nor oppositional. Ching Yau, on the other hand, reveals how in the 1970s Hong
Kong director Tang Shu Shuen was caught in a set of contradictory discourses of orientalism,
colonialism, and nationalism. Westerners criticized Tang’s award-winning film Dong furen (The
Arch, 1969) as lacking authentic and original Chinese-ness, while the local press, following
Hong Kong’s colonial policy to import Anglo-American culture and to delegitimize residual
Chinese culture, celebrated Tang’s supposed Western image. Meanwhile, local, cultural-
nationalist discourse split between expecting Tang’s film to be “Westernized” enough to gain
recognition for Chinese cinema abroad and blaming it for selling out to Westerners.
Contemporary public receptions of Tang’s film dismissed both her representation of female
subjectivity and her resistance to colonialism and nationalism. The question regarding the
modern nation and nationalism therefore demands critical engagement in the study of gender
and cinema.Third, transnational feminism can provide a political perspective for the study of
transnational cinema. In film studies, the concept of transnational cinema has emerged in
response to increasing economic and media globalization and the acceleration of technological
development. As a relatively new conceptual category, transnational cinema is mobilized to
address the significance of transnational financing, production, distribution, and reception of
films, to express the need to go beyond the limitations of national cinema, to draw attention to
films made by filmmakers living in cosmopolitan centers or in the diaspora, and to denote a
transnational and hybrid cinematic aesthetics and emotional identification. Some scholars of
transnational media have projected an apolitical and utopian vision of transnationalism by
arguing that it unfolds as an essentially self-motivated, and apparently amoral, cultural force79
and that the real world is no longer defined by its colonial past (or its neocolonial present), but by
its technological future, in which people will gain greater access to the means of global
representation.80 Transnational feminism, on the other hand, argues the opposite by directing
our attention to disproportioned movements across borders, and by exposing the underbelly of
“the global village”: racism, illegal border crossing, forced economic migration, political exile,
and xenophobia.81 Transnational flows of capital and people, according to transnational
feminism, are not neutral. Not all crossings are equal, and the flows of capital run upstream as
well as down. As some critics of films on transnational migration have pointed out, “when
privileged first worlders venture abroad,” for example, “border crossing is a matter of
‘cosmopolitan’ choice; and their trauma can be alleviated by the international apparatus of



embassies and rescue helicopters. When the third worlders cross borders. . . , however, there is
no aid, only the risk of severe punishment.”82 Staci Ford echoes this view in her contribution to
this volume: “When Americans come to Hong Kong many experience a status increase while for
the Hong Kong person who has grown up with a relative amount of privilege, a move to the
United States is often accompanied by—at least initially—some status decline.” In addition to the
uneven relationships between nation-states or regions, gender, race, and religion also contribute
to the dramatically different effects of border crossings.Many chapters in this volume discuss
transnational and transregional migration and issues related to the diaspora. Especially
foregrounding the transnational feature are essays on Hong Kong cinema, since, as a British
colony and world commercial center before 1997, Hong Kong served as both a destination for
migrants from around the world, including mainland China, and as a port for Chinese migration
to the West. Consequently, the content and form of its cinema has long exhibited transnational
characteristics. As some critics have argued, the notion of transnational cinema should not act
as a mere corollary of contemporary globalization; transnational cinematic productions of earlier
periods can be conceptualized within the schema.83 Given the history of colonization and
globalization and the transnational nature of cinema, the concept of transnational cinema can
offer a critically revisionist perspective to the study of world film history. Colonization not only
gave rise to regional nationalism, but also produced different forms of diaspora due to
transnational flows of capital, people, knowledge, and technology. As the chapters on Hong
Kong cinema in this volume illustrate, the processes of colonization and globalization,
nationalism, the existence of diaspora, and individual senses of self are mutually implicated. Kar
Law researches in his chapter the life and career of Esther Eng, Hong Kong’s first female
director and the first Chinese American director in Hollywood, who made more than ten films in
her lifetime, during which she moved back and forth between the United States and Hong Kong.
Whereas Ching Yau reveals a feminist message that is critical of both nationalism and
colonialism in her reading of Tang Shu Shuen’s The Arch, Kar Law details how Esther Eng’s
patriotism, as a second-generation Chinese American growing up in San Francisco, was key to
jumpstarting her filmmaking career during the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war in the early
1930s, and how her early films featuring patriotic Chinese heroes and heroines (with a certain
commercial formula) helped establish her in Hong Kong. Tang and Eng embodied and
articulated different concerns over nationalism, imperialism/colonialism, and the diaspora in their
cinematic practice, but their experience as Chinese women straddling different national and
cultural identities assigned both to the margins of film history. In the United States, Eng’s racial
profile as a Chinese American accounts for her exclusion from Hollywood film history; in Hong
Kong, Eng’s and Tang’s gender and hybrid identities (Tang’s ambivalent Chinese-ness and Eng’s
Chinese American status), as Yau and Law have argued, contributed to their erasure from the
history of Hong Kong film. The collaboration of regional patriarchal culture and colonialism or
racism is evident in their obliterating Tang and Eng from “His-(s)tory.”In the 1980s and 1990s,
due to anxieties about Hong Kong’s return to the PRC in 1997, Hong Kong migration to Canada



and the United States surged; likewise as open-door economic reform continued in mainland
China, migration to Western countries increased. Mable Cheung Yuen-Ting and Clara Law,
prominent Hong Kong women directors who studied filmmaking in the United States, both rose
to fame with early films on Chinese migration to the U.S. and its relation to gender, cultural
identity, and politics. Their careers diverged in the late 1990s when Law chose to migrate to
Australia, and Cheung chose to stay in Hong Kong. Staci Ford’s study of Cheung in this
collection situates her films in a broad transnational and cultural framework and reveals diverse
national and transnational influences on her filmmaking. Attending to the asymmetrical situations
involved in migrations, Ford also relates Cheung’s films to discourses related to nationalism,
feminism, and the history of the diaspora. The Chinese-ness Cheung explores, according to
Ford, is not only tied to an implicit pan-Chinese cultural solidarity, but is linked more crucially to
the political uncertainties of contemporary Hong Kong, the economic development of mainland
China, the universalized American dream, as well as American racism and Western hegemonic
standards of lifestyle and beauty. Shiao-ying Shen, in her chapter on Clara Law, on the other
hand, zooms in on Law’s individual and emotional migration to Australia by reading her Australia
films as metaphorically autobiographical. Shen locates Law’s films squarely in the realm of the
diaspora and compares them with migration films by other Australian filmmakers. Turning inward
and concentrating on the psychic space of diaspora, Shen’s chapter explores emotional and
identity issues concerning modern-day, transnational migration, issues once again tied to class,
race, gender, and culture. As an independent woman (economically, professionally, and
politically), Law’s struggle and transformation in the process of her migration appears, Shen
seems to suggest, to be culturally oriented. She uses films to express melancholy and loss; and
most recently, to enact a new sense of home(lessness) and identity in the diaspora.Last but not
least, transnational feminist practice challenges the existing disciplinary boundaries and trends
in fields like gender studies or area studies. Gender studies considers Western feminist theory
and studies of Western women to be normative; whereas feminism and studies of women
outside of “Western” spaces are often “demoted” to area studies. “There the experts of the day, it
is assumed, will tell us about the plight of women; each outlandish geographical zone will be
matched with an abused bodily part.”84 In her discussion of the structure of American
academia, Ella Shohat has shown that institutional hierarchies have long existed, and women’s
studies programs have reproduced these hierarchies through a division “whereby required
courses focus on ‘pure’ issues of gender and sexuality, while optional courses focus on women
of color and Third World women as ‘special topics.’ Within this approach, Third World women
are seen as if living on another planet, in another time.”85 Shohat has cautioned us against this
cultural essentialism, which implicitly relegates women from other parts of the world to
fundamentally different and thus inferior or victimized positions.86Despite changes and the
emergence of different perspectives in the domain of area studies (such as Chinese studies),
residual cold-war mentalities, traditional sinology, nation-state-oriented research, and recent
cosmopolitan approaches have joined hands to marginalize, whether explicitly or implicitly, the



role of women’s studies and feminist research. The glaring absence of scholarly interest in
women’s work can surely be found in the study of Chinese cinema as well. Scholarship on
Taiwan cinema, for example, has conspicuously excluded women filmmakers. Zhen Zhang
demonstrates in her chapter how despite Sylvia Chang’s unprecedented achievements in
acting, screenwriting, and directing in Taiwan and Hong Kong, she has never been seriously
studied. Despite the large number of Chinese women filmmakers and the major roles they have
played in mainstream film production and experimental cinema alike, few have been studied in
published scholarship.87 While some recent anthologies include one or, in rare cases, two
chapters on women filmmakers, they function as a token, isolated from the contextual history of
women’s varied engagements with cinematic representation and their contributions to Chinese
film production. Auteurism and auteur criticism, which have been dismantled or challenged by
poststructuralism and feminist film theory, have made, as Zhen Zhang argues, an unapologetic
comeback in Chinese area studies’ interest in national cinema and modernist, international, art-
house cinema. Women directors have, however, been exiled from this masculine style of
cinematic studies. The accelerated globalization of capital and media has recently led to
research trends that question the suitability of the nation-state category in area studies. Instead
of seeing transnational or globalization processes as inherently gendered, sexualized, and
racialized, these growing movements endorse depoliticization, aesthetic transcendence, and an
indifferent cosmopolitan style,88 and dismiss the significance of gender and alternative
histories. As a consequence of the hierarchical trend in both gender and area studies, Chinese
women’s studies and cinema remain on the margins of American academia.Transnational
feminist critiques of cultural essentialism, cold-war politics, nationalism, the apolitical view of
globalization, and academic hierarchy help address issues in gender studies and area studies
and foster critical dialogues and mutual illuminations between them. The study of women from
non-Western parts of the world requires a substantial reconfiguration of current feminist theories
and American institutional structure to foreground these women as historical subjects and to
highlight the concrete and multilevel engagements they have made with diverse global and local
historical forces. This must take place without reducing them to any single, fixed position,
whether as cultural or political victim, the symbol or token of masculine modernity, or a
fundamentally different “other” from a cultural relativist perspective. It is, therefore, critical for
projects on Chinese women’s cinema to focus on women’s active involvements in Chinese film
production, to examine their historical and subjective negotiations with various forces in a multi-
axis context, to reveal their diverse manners and styles in the process, and to assess the
different significations of their cinematic practices. Going beyond purely text-and-form-based
criticism, the study of Chinese women’s cinematic authorship, which is affected by and affects
sociohistorical discourses, provides the most compelling site to address Chinese women as
negotiating historical subjects.WOMEN’S CINEMA AND HISTORY OF CHINESE WOMEN’S
FILMMAKINGCompared with female cinematic authorship, the concept of women’s cinema has
not, despite its complicated history, encountered the deadlock situation concerning historical



subjects outside the text. But women’s cinema needs first of all to be differentiated from the
woman’s film, a Hollywood genre of emotional melodrama targeting a female audience popular
throughout the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. Also known as weepies, this genre is, according to
Molly Haskell, “founded on a mock-Aristotelian and politically conservative aesthetic whereby
women spectators are moved, not by pity and fear but by self-pity and tears, to accept, rather
than reject, their lot.”89 For Mary Ann Doane, the woman’s film identifies female pleasure in
cinema as being complicit with masochistic constructions of femininity.90 Women’s cinema on
the other hand generally denotes, despite certain disputes, films made and mostly directed by
women.91 Some critics may argue that only those films addressed to or concerned with women
should be called women’s cinema, but few critics question whether women’s cinema must have
female authorship.The idea of women’s cinema emerged in film theory in the late 1960s and
had, by the early 1970s, developed into a political counter-cinema challenging mainstream and
patriarchal cinema by resisting its language. In her 1973 essay, “Women’s Cinema as Counter-
cinema,” Claire Johnston maintains that woman’s discourse can grow from within the ideological
contradictions and heterogeneous discourses of mainstream Hollywood cinema. She describes
the function of women’s cinema in Hollywood from the 1920s to the 1940s as primarily disruptive
and revisionary: “its very survival in the form of irony is in itself a kind of triumph, a victory against
being expelled or erased.”92 Laura Mulvey dismisses the possibility of feminist work emerging
from within mainstream narrative film. In “Film, Feminism and the Avant-Garde,” Mulvey
envisages women’s counter-cinema in the tradition of political modernism93 and perceives
avant-garde cinema—with its storehouse of feminist aesthetic strategies of defamiliarisation,
rupture, and reflexivity—as a model for feminist film.94Women’s cinema has been further
contested and developed since the 1980s. Teresa de Lauretis has argued that women function
both in the cinema as representation, and outside the cinema as subjects of practice, and that
for feminists to pose critique from within and without patriarchal culture, the tension between
“woman” (e.g., constituted by Hollywood and psychoanalytic narrative) and “women” (historical
subjects) should be maintained.95 She defines women’s cinema as one that “crosses the
boundaries between avant-garde and narrative cinema, independent and mainstream, but which
is rigorously exclusive on political grounds.”96 Other feminist critics have also viewed women’s
cinema to be in intertextual relation with hegemonic cinematic traditions.97 In her 2002 book on
women’s cinema, Alison Butler notices that unlike the feminist film theory that emerged in the
1970s, when few films were made by women, the diverse forms and contents of contemporary
women’s cinema of the new millennium exceed the most flexible definition of counter-cinema.98
She proposes redefining women’s cinema as “minor” cinema, a term adapted from Gilles
Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s concept of minor literature, the literature of a minority or
marginalized group written in a major language. Butler moreover shows that the defining features
of minor literature—displacement or deterritorialization, the sense of everything as political, and
the tendency for everything to take on collective value—characterize women’s cinema. Just as
minor literature involves a community’s projection rather than its expression, it is useful to



perceive women’s cinema as premised on ways of imagining future communities instead of an
essentialist understanding of women.Butler’s reformulation of women’s cinema distances itself
from the narrow, politically signified women’s cinema of earlier discussions to include the
diversity of women’s cinema in the world. But in tracing its history in Anglophone feminist film
theory, Butler also naturalizes the concept’s development. She perceives 1970s feminist film
theory as the source of minor cinema and understands its growth as the automatic consequence
of the globalized expansion of women’s film production.99 The concept of minor cinema, as a
result, runs the risk of being ahistorical, abstract, and unable to account for historical complicity
or collaboration between feminist practices and the major language.Two major issues need to
be addressed before we can move to a more historically defined women’s cinema. First of all,
until the 1990s, women’s cinema was understood as a feminist and political concept—a counter-
cinema offering feminist insights and modes of opposing or disrupting mainstream and
patriarchal film production. Feminist critics did not dispute whether feminist counter-cinema must
be practiced by women. The political necessity that women make counter-patriarchal-cinema is,
however, inconsistent with the semiotic and psychoanalytic approach to women’s films, which, in
discussing the meaning of the female author’s films, always defers or brackets her along with her
intentions and interventions, her background and experience, and her social and historical
positions. This discrepancy cannot be attended to without discussing its underlying cause: the
early feminist expectation of a homogeneous group of women involved in the production and
discussion of women’s cinema. As discussed above, semiotic and psychoanalytic approaches
to film texts have contributed to textual and sexual essentialism relying on a white and Western-
centric universal model. The counter-cinema early feminist scholars promoted presumed the
makers of women’s cinema to be white, elite Western women. Consequently, the need to
consider their social and cultural positions in discussions of their films was much less significant.
The only difference among them lay in their sexual identity, which explains why the lesbian
identity of an author (as in Arzner’s case) and the role of lesbian relationships in films were
among the first issues feminist film critics dealt with in both Hollywood and psychoanalytic
narratives. The political goal of early women’s counter-cinema, which appears to contradict
textual and (post)structural analysis, has in fact reinforced the exclusion of other historical
contexts and different social and cultural positions of the director from consideration.Claire
Johnston’s insight that mainstream and dominant cinema is not monolithic and contains
alternative and marginalized discourses is significant, but it must be further argued that
dominant discourses and mainstream cinemas exist in plural forms, and that any given
patriarchal discourse is historically conditioned, coded along sexual, racial, social, geopolitical,
and cultural axes, and needs to be analyzed on multiple levels. Only through transnational
feminist understandings of patriarchy as scattered, overlapping, and multileveled, can we
understand that women’s cinema is not practiced against one dimension of a universal
mainstream discourse (psychoanalytic interpretation of Hollywood cinema), nor does it
constitute a uniform discourse (counter-Hollywood-cinema) in itself. To historicize women’s



cinema and bring authorial subjects into discussions will not invoke the traditional patriarchal
concept of authorial control over meaning production, because it is not the essentialized or
unified identity, but the historically conditioned relationship (a form of continuity) and
performative interactions between the author outside the text and the textual significations that
need to be studied.100 The agency of women filmmakers has long existed, but it is historically
conditioned and diverse. It is situated in women’s concrete and various negotiations with
differently established dominant discourses and in their socially and politically conditioned
cinematic practice or performance.Chinese women have made mainstream, commercial,
independent, and experimental films. Some are in line with dominant discourses, some oppose;
most, however, negotiate existing worldviews and ideological assumptions.101 Rather than
perceiving women’s cinema as containing fixed intrinsic and generic values—whether aesthetic,
sexual, or political—contributors of this anthology demonstrate the necessity of approaching
women’s cinema as historically constituted. Attending to the historical and discursive conditions
of women’s filmmaking, they assess women filmmakers’ lives and experiences in relation to their
cinematic practices and conduct analyses of women filmmaker’s cinematic texts and language.
In this book, Chinese women’s cinema generally refers to Chinese-language (dialects included)
films directed and sometimes written by Chinese women in Greater China, including mainland
China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the Chinese diaspora.102 The screenplay is an essential part of
filmmaking, and since the 1920s, Chinese women have produced screen scripts for numerous
influential films. Many directors discussed in this anthology are also screenwriters. This volume
in part explores the roles women have played through writing, performing, and directing for a
modern mass media and commercial industry. The diversity of geopolitical locations and the
regional differences within those locations challenge any understanding of Chinese women’s
cinema as a unified practice. Moreover, the turbulent and dynamic history of modern China
disables any view of Chinese women’s cinema as a linear development. With these caveats, I
will offer a brief history of Chinese women’s filmmaking in the mainland, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
and the diaspora;103 I will also situate and introduce chapters of this volume in their respective
historical contexts.Chinese women’s filmmaking, which includes directing and screenwriting,
began in Shanghai, when in 1925, Xie Caizhen directed the family melodrama, Guchu beisheng
(An Orphan’s Cry, 1925), and Pu Shunqing’s screenplay Aiqing de wanou (Cupid’s Puppets,
1925) was adapted to film. In 1928, Yang Naimei wrote Qi nüzi (A Wondrous Woman, 1928) with
the film version released in the same year; in 1929, Wang Hanlun helped direct and edit Nüling
fuchouji (Revenge of an Actress, 1929). Women’s relationships to filmmaking at this stage
appeared accidental because of the lack of institutional and social support. Early female
filmmakers’ initial careers as star actresses played a significant role in their transition to film
directing and screenwriting. In addition, their relationships with men also accounted for their
success in the 1920s Shanghai film industry.104 The highly contingent character of their
participation in early filmmaking in China aside, the first wave of Chinese women filmmakers
produced a wide variety of films, illustrating the complexity of women’s negotiations with



Shanghai’s semi-colonial conditions, the film industry, mainstream discourses, and commercial
and popular cultures. While An Orphan’s Cry followed a popular genre of the time, Wang
Hanlun’s family melodrama, Revenge of an Actress, continues the late Qing Mandarin ducks-
and-butterflies tradition, a popular urban literary genre of sentimental love and forbidden
romance that privileges the entertainment. Pu Shunqing’s Cupid’s Puppets, on the other hand,
turned to the Westernized and nationalist May Fourth movement, which critiqued the traditional
family and advocated freedom in love and marriage. Yang Naimei’s A Wondrous Woman
portrays a decadent Westernized modern woman with a distinctive autobiographical feature,
promoting Yang’s own unconventional sense of self and wish for self-creation. She thereby
depicted a complicated negotiation of the female self with the Westernized new woman, the
commercial film industry, and cinematic representation.With the advancement of modern
women’s writing and the rise of left-wing drama and literary movements in the 1930s, some
talented women emerged as writer-stars. In her chapter on Shanghai actress-writers from the
1920s and 1930s, Yiman Wang traces an intricate social and historical condition within which
women with public careers mediated their lives. She situates Yang Naimei and Ai Xia (who wrote
and acted in Xiandai yi nüxing, A Woman of Today, 1933) in a discursive framework of
multifarious and even contradictory historical forces that include Ibsen’s Nora of A Doll’s House
and her transformations in China, the May Fourth cultural movement, the Western modern-girl
phenomenon, left-wing ideology, the National Party’s New Life Movement, commercialism, and
Chinese cultural traditions. Her general argument is that attached to domestic space, writing
helps to discipline and not merely express female selves, and that acting, by displaying
intractable somatic materiality on and off the screen, can challenge sublimation. Her insight that
writing cannot be automatically conflated with female agency is significant, because, as Wang
notes, the social functions of women’s reading, writing, and acting vary according to specific
contexts and thus need to be specifically examined.While Ai Xia committed suicide as a result of
these diverse historical forces, Chen Boer, another star-writer in the 1930s, succeeded as the
first screenwriter and director in the Communist base of Yan’an (with Bianqu laodong yingxiong,
Working Hero in the Communist Base, 1946), after persuading the Communist government to
establish the studio in 1946.105 Chen was the first woman screenwriter and director fully
supported and endorsed by the Communist government.In the 1930s and 1940s, the first
professional Chinese American woman director, Esther Eng, a second-generation Chinese
American, developed her filmmaking career in Hong Kong and made more than ten Cantonese
films. Pro-feminist and patriotic, Eng was forgotten by both Hong Kong and Hollywood film
history. Kar Law, one of the first critics to rediscover Eng in the mid-1990s, provides a historically
rich and critically provocative account of Eng’s life, career, and films.The end of the Chinese Civil
War (1946 to 1949) led to the formation of three distinctive yet related Chinese systems and
geographical areas: socialist mainland China, Taiwan under the Nationalist Party’s rule, and
colonial Hong Kong under British governance. Since the three areas enjoyed relatively stable
political situations, their film production increased in the 1950s, marking a new beginning for



Chinese women’s filmmaking. The policy and development of the film industry in the three
regions, however, also began to diverge into different cinematic trajectories and traditions. The
first generation of professional women directors in each Chinese community was closely tied to
its historical situation, geopolitical context, and personal backgrounds. Though their cinematic
practices exhibit different social, cultural, and market influences and demands, each first group
of directors participated in its communities’ mainstream film production.After the establishment
of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, mainland China underwent unprecedented political,
social, and economic transformation: Chinese women’s emancipation reached its highest level
in history, and the Chinese film industry adjusted itself to the socialist economy and party-state
leadership. The implementation of socialist state feminism, which claimed absolute equality
between men and women, played a tremendous role in Chinese women’s filmmaking. Wang
Ping, Wang Shaoyan, and Dong Kena, the three best-known woman directors of the 1950s and
1960s, received institutional endorsement from state film studios. The relationship of Chinese
women directors with the nation-state and its socialist feminism demands more scholarly
attention. Obviously, socialist mainstream cinema contains a feminist discourse that makes us
rethink the function and role of feminist practice to dominant, mainstream discourse.Wang Ping
is the most well-known woman director of socialist China. In almost all of her popular
revolutionary films, like Liubao de gushi (The Story of Liubao Village, 1957), Yongbu xiaoshi de
dianbo (The Everlasting Radio Signals, 1958), Huaishu zhuang (Locust Tree Village, 1961), and
Nihongdeng xia de shaobing (Sentinels under the Neon Lights, 1964), she endorses both class
revolution and socialist feminism. One could conclude that Wang subjected herself to the
“mainstream” socialist discourse, or that socialist ideology left no space for personal expression,
but Wang’s early personal struggles and her trajectory from a Chinese “Nora” in the 1930s to a
left-wing activist in the 1940s, and finally to a Communist film director in the 1950s,106 provides
an alternative understanding of Wang’s personal and emotional commitment to socialist ideals.
In my study of a socialist director Dong Kena’s Kunlunshan shang yikecao (Small Grass Grows
on the Kunlun Mountain, 1962), I locate her subject in the state ideology and mainstream
cinema of socialist China. I reveal that socialist cinema is not monolithic, and that socialist
female authorship is contingent on a dynamic interaction of different and sometimes
contradictory historical forces surrounding a particular film’s production.In the 1950s Hong Kong
film industry, Shanghai film culture continued to have influence, especially during the early
postwar period, despite competition from the local, Cantonese film tradition. Among the many
Shanghai filmmakers to move to Hong Kong after 1949 were the actresses-turned-directors
Chen Juanjuan and Ren Yizhi (Yam Yi-Ji). Eileen Chang connected Hong Kong’s cinema in the
1950s and 1960s to Shanghai culture and the aesthetic she developed there. Yingjin Zhang’s
chapter on Chang’s screenplays from the 1940s to 1960s contributes to the study of Eileen
Chang more generally. Pertinent to this discussion is Zhang’s persuasive argument that despite
their general dismissal, Chang’s 1950s and 1960s screenplays exhibit a discernable continuity,
in their treatment of gender and aesthetic style, with her Shanghai literary writing. This chapter



exposes academic prejudices against the commercial intent of Chang’s screenplays and the
comic and popular film genres of the time. Zhang also examines how certain film genres
constrain women writers and how Chang’s strategy of repetitive performance negotiates a space
for her female characters and for her aesthetic preference for equivalent contrast and
harmony.The 1950s and 1960s Taiwan film industry differed dramatically from that of Hong
Kong. Without its own heritage, Taiwan film production began developing only after the
Nationalist government moved there in the 1950s.107 Due to political censorship, inconsistent
cultural policy, and the development of the local and rural economies, the number of privately
produced Taiwanese-dialect films increased. Ch’en Wen-min, a small businesswoman of
peasant origin, accidentally became Taiwan’s first woman screenwriter and director. Her first
screenplay, Nüxing de chouren (The Enemy of Women, 1957) was immediately filmed in 1957,
and her second, Xue Rengui yu Liu Jinhua (Xue Rengui and Liu Jinhua, 1957) was finished in
1957 with Shao Luohui directing. During their second collaboration on Xue Rengui zhengdong
(Xue Rengui’s Eastern Campaign, 1957), however, a dispute led to Shao Luohui dropping out of
the project, which made Ch’en Wen-min the first woman director in Taiwan. In her direction of
seven more Taiwanese-dialect films between 1958 and 1959, Chen focused on stories of
underprivileged women and their troubled family relationships.108 The success of Taiwan’s
local, private business model granted inexperienced but talented people such as Chen access
to resources. Chen also demonstrated how much a woman could achieve despite a socio-
economic environment largely inhospitable to women, especially those with working-class
origins.In 1960s socialist China, a younger generation of women began receiving professional
training in Beijing and Shanghai film schools, but the Cultural Revolution brought feature film
production in mainland China to a virtual halt from 1966 to 1972. Although Wang Ping and Dong
Kena resumed in 1974, the younger generation of women directors did not independently direct
films until the late 1970s. In 1970s Hong Kong, two women directors were well known: Kao Pao-
shu, an actress-turned-director who made seven conventional films in that decade, and Tang
Shu-shuen, an independent filmmaker, whose first film, The Arch, gained her international
recognition. Tang Shu-shuen was the first Chinese woman to study film in the United States. Her
privileged family background and the geopolitical and cultural contexts of colonial Hong Kong in
the 1960s and 1970s made it possible for her to return to make films in Hong Kong. Ching Yau
published a detailed study of Tang Shu-shuen in 2004,109 and in this volume, Yau provides a
feminist reading of The Arch and a discussion of its colonialist, nationalist, and orientalist
receptions.In 1960s and 1970s Taiwan, the film industry experienced drastic changes.
Influences from government, folktales and theater, modern literature, and Hong Kong film culture
were evident during the years when Mandarin films came to dominate the Taiwan market. More
woman directors emerged to produce a diverse body of films. From 1958 to 1979, actress-
turned-director Chang Fang-Shia directed about twenty films, becoming the most prolific Taiwan
woman director to date. In the mid-1960s, government-promoted “Healthy Realism” became the
new trend, but was soon replaced by romantic melodrama, a genre created by the popular



romance writer Chiung Yao. Liu Li-Li became the best-known and most prolific woman director of
Chiung Yao’s films. In the mid- and late-1970s, when government film studios responded to
Taiwan’s declining political status in international affairs by encouraging and supporting patriotic
propaganda films, Wang Ying, who had studied film in the United States and returned to Taiwan
in 1968, directed Nübing riji (Diaries of a Female Soldier, 1975) based on Xie Bingying’s diaries
written during the Northern Expedition and published in 1928.110The late 1970s and early
1980s witnessed innovations in all three Chinese cinemas, which for different reasons broke
from their immediate film and cultural traditions to usher in unprecedented opportunities for a
variety of cinematic practices. The new wave movements redefined regional and national
cinema in relation to international art and commercial cinema, but their relationship to women’s
cinema remains complicated and demands critical attention. In all three regions, women such as
Zhang Nuanxin, Anne Hui, and Chu T’ien-wen played key roles in the initial development of new
waves, but they were either subdued or consciously retreated as the Chinese new waves drew a
group of male auteur filmmakers into the world spotlight. The impact of new wave cinema on
women’s cinema varied by region; while it stimulated younger generations of filmmakers in
1980s and early 1990s mainland China and Hong Kong, its male dominance directly and
indirectly prompted a reactive, feminist cinema in Taiwan. In all cases, the number of woman
directors rose and remained high during this period, totaling around one hundred. More films
were directed by women in China at this time than in any other country in the world.In mainland
China, the economic reforms initiated in 1978 heralded an era of social, cultural, and economic
change. Several generations of woman directors with diverse backgrounds had assumed
directing positions in state studios by the end of the 1970s. The most influential group included
Zhang Nuanxin, Huang Shuqin, Wang Haowei, Shi Shujun, Shi Xiaohua, Ji Wenyan, Xiao
Guiyun, Ling Zi, Wang Junzheng, and Siqi Gaowa, who, having graduated from film academies
and institutes in the 1960s, helped diversify mainstream films in the 1980s and pioneered new
cinematic practices. When the new wave cinema rose in mainland China to counter socialist
realism and melodrama, it drew its first inspiration from French New Wave, Italian neo-realism,
and Andre Bazin’s theory of the long take, before climaxing in the practice of Fifth-Generation
male filmmakers such as Chen Kaige and Zhang Yimou. In 1979 Zhang Nuanxin was among the
first to introduce the new wave documentary style to China and to call for reform in Chinese
cinematic language.111 But her personal documentary style and gendered self-consciousness
in the early 1980s set her films apart from works by the Fifth Generation male directors, who
renewed national cinema by connecting it to international masculine art-house filmmaking.
Zhang’s subjective and personal mode of cinema is among the most significant achievements of
mainland Chinese women’s cinema’s to date and has been continued by directors such as Hu
Mei and Ma Liwen/Ma Xiaoying. The subjective mode, while rare, is not absent from pre-1980s
women’s cinema, but it was never linked to personal narrative until Zhang Nuanxin’s first film,
Sha’ou (The Drive to Win, 1981). The personal narrative refers to the construction of emotional
and historical experiences directly or indirectly related to the filmmaker her/himself. In other



words, women’s cinema turned self-expressive and self-conscious in the mainland during this
period.112 This personal filmmaking, together with an increase in Chinese women’s
autobiographical literature, decentralized socialist realism and articulated subjective gendered
perspectives. Yet this personal mode of representation should not be understood according to
an individualistic or liberal feminist framework; it remains embedded in socialist history and early
postsocialist conditions. While Western influences are noticeable, for example, in Zhang’s
documentary style, she reorganizes them in her films to enunciate historically constituted
personal voices from the early postsocialist era.113After making several mainstream films,
Huang Shuqin rose to fame with Ren, gui, qing (Woman, Demon, Human, 1987), an exploration
of the predicament of a woman who embraces unconventional visions and desires that Chinese
cultural and feminist critic, Dai Jinhua, hails as the first feminist film in China.114 In this
anthology, Xingyang Li situates Huang Shuqin’s representative films—Qingchun wansui
(Forever Young, 1983), Woman, Demon, Human, and Hua hun (The Soul of the Painter, 1994)—
in relation to the mainstream discourses of the time in which each is set: the socialist political
discourse of the 1950s, the open-door cultural discourse of the 1980s, and the popular and
commercial discourses of the 1990s. Historicizing women’s consciousness in each film, he
argues that the significance of women’s cinema must be situated in a polyphonic context and
understood as a consequence of dialogues between women and mainstream discourses.
Although Woman, Demon, Human has mostly been praised as a women’s film, Li attributes the
film’s success to its polyphonic nature.In 1982, the first film students graduated from Beijing Film
Academy since the Cultural Revolution. Female directors of this so-called Fifth Generation, most
of whom grew up during the Cultural Revolution, proved to be the most innovative in the 1980s
and 1990s. The films of Hu Mei, Li Shaohong, Ning Ying, Peng Xiaolian, and Liu Miaomiao
exhibit different aesthetic styles and thematic concerns. In her chapter on Hu Mei, Liu Miaomiao,
Li Shaohong, and Peng Xiaolian, Louisa Wei argues for the existence of a female counter-
cinema in 1980s and 1990s China, which functioned to (re)write women’s history/story,
(re)construct women’s speeches/voice, and/or (re)map women’s space/place. Wei bases her
discussions on textual analysis, but her knowledge of these directors from interviews brings their
historically situated “intentions” and “actions” into the discussion of the meaning and effect of
their films. Women directors’ intentions are linked to their films’ cinematic significations. Wei
situates her project in dialogue with Western cinefeminism, revealing, however, the limitation of
the latter in analyzing Chinese women’s cinema. By focusing on Ning Ying’s 2005 Wu qiong
dong (Perpetual Motion, 2005) in her chapter, Gina Marchetti shifts the discussion to
contemporary China, where a globalized market economy, neoliberal policies, postmodern
fragmentation of subjectivity, and post-feminist popular culture reinforce each other and provide
little hope for any effective feminist re-interventions. Marchetti connects Ning’s film with an array
of different Western and Chinese film traditions, genres, and cultures to indicate its highly
historical and transnational nature and to reveal the film’s, as well as the elite female characters’,
inconsistent and, at times contradictory, moves between Maoism and global capitalism,



traditional patriarchy and consumerism, and Chinese culture and Western style. Though
Marchetti’s chapter ends on a tentatively positive note, it questions globalization’s gendered
effects and its potential for positive change.After the penetration of China’s market economy into
film starting in the early 1990s, the state retreated from its previous full sponsorship of film
production and support of women, and the late 1990s saw a significant reduction in films made
by women, and many established women directors faded from view. At the same time, market-
oriented cultural production also granted women directors of younger generations space to
explore independent and commercial filmmaking. Significant among this group are Ma Liwen, Li
Hong, Xiao Jiang, Xu Jinglei, Li Yu, and Liu Jiaying. In her chapter, Kaplan compares the
representation of emotion in Hu Mei’s Nüer lou (Army Nurse, 1985) and Xu Jinglei’s Yige
mosheng nüren de laixin (Letter from an Unknown Woman, 2004) to assess the transformations
of different conceptions of female subjectivity from 1985 to 2004, when China changed from a
nation-state to a transnational-state with a market economy. Basing her analysis on Brian
Massumi’s distinction between affect and emotion, Kaplan finds that although Hu’s film was
made under the strong control of a nation-state that granted less agency to women, Hu
paradoxically establishes a less “normative” heroine with her unconventional style (comparable
to neo-New Wave) and expressive representation of feeling. On the other hand, because it was
produced in market-oriented China, Xu’s remake of Ophüls’s 1948 film resembles commercial
Hollywood-style melodrama. Although its heroine demonstrates control and agency over her
fate, she is represented as a normative and individualist woman with fixed emotions. In her
chapter, Jingyuan Zhang first studies Xu Jinglei as a multitalented cinematic force: a film
director, screenwriter (her first two films), and lead actress in Wo he baba (My Father and I,
2003), Letter from an Unknown Woman, and Mengxiang zhaojin xianshi (Dreams May Come,
2006). Second, Zhang reveals that while the films’ styles range from realistic and commercial to
avant-garde, Xu’s authorship can be traced through the thematic similarities of gender and
emotions. Zhang draws our attention to the commercial function of Xu Jinglei’s public persona,
which lends another unity to her films in a highly commercialized society. Finally, Zhang explores
the extent to which Xu’s films can be called feminist.In her chapter, Shuqin Cui concentrates on
sexuality and feminism in the films by Li Yu, from her independent film on female homosexuality,
Jinnian xiatian (Fish and Elephant, 2001), to Hongyan (Dam Street, 2005), her mainstream film
on the female body and male voyeurism, and to her recent commercial film, Pingguo (Lost in
Beijing, 2007), on the commodification of women and their bodies. Cui argues that although the
first two films contain promising feminist elements, the confinement of homosexual experience
within heterosexual discourse in the first inhibits a potentially queer discourse capable of going
beyond homo/hetero-binary conventions, and that the representation of women’s bodies as
spectacle in the second film induces sociocultural norms. Although Li Yu’s films produce a
certain resistance to mainstream cinema, they are full of contradictions and uncertainties. Cui
questions the possibility of feminist interventions in a globalized market economy and the validity
of one global, pure feminist cinema.The year 1979 marked the beginning of Hong Kong new



wave cinema, which for many critics and filmmakers was a historical “coincidence,” whose
significance lay not in its challenge to, but its diverse influences on, Hong Kong cinema. Ann
Hui’s Feng jie (The Secret, 1979), based on a real-life murder case, together with Tsui Hark’s Die
bian (The Butterfly Murders, 1979), was regarded as the germination of the Hong Kong new
wave. Hui was known for her “Vietnamese trilogy”—Lai ke (The Boy from Vietnam, 1978), Hu
Yue de gushi (The Story of Woo Viet, 1981), and Touben nuhai (Boat People, 1982)—films
examining the transnational social and political issues related to the experiences of Vietnamese
refugees. In 1990, she made the semiautobiographical Ketu qiuhen (Song of the Exile, 1990),
which interweaves subjective memory, political history, and the mother–daughter relationship,
foregrounding the role of transnational landscapes and cultures (mainland China, Macau, Hong
Kong, Britain, and Japan) in constituting personal identities and intersubjective relationships.
Whereas the women’s subjective cinema Zhang Nuanxin and Hu Mei practiced during the
1980s in the mainland shows the political dimension of the personal within national boundaries,
Hui’s Song of the Exile illustrates a compelling aspect of the transnational in its negotiation of the
personal from different diasporas. With twenty-five art-house and commercial films to her credit
by 2009, Hui has become the most versatile new wave film director in Hong Kong and the most
prolific Chinese woman director in the world.Perhaps because the majority of its directors
studied or lived abroad, women’s cinema in Hong Kong is distinguished by its transnational,
transcultural, and border-crossing characteristics. Unlike mainland Chinese woman directors,
whose professional rise had until the late 1990s relied on institutional support from within the
nation-state boundary, Hong Kong directors have long negotiated a commercial market in a
transnational context. Compared with their male counterparts, Hong Kong woman directors have
demonstrated a pronounced preoccupation with migration, diaspora, and Chinese identity in a
global setting. As Staci Ford and Shiao-Ying Shen show in their chapters, Cheung’s and Law’s
personal and historical backgrounds shed light on their cinematic practice, especially their
persistent attention to migration and the question of being Chinese and Hong Kong Chinese in
political and transnational contexts. Since the mid 1990s, the Hong Kong film industry has
declined in the face of financial, political, and commercial uncertainties, but a small group of
young independent women filmmakers has emerged in Hong Kong. Among them are Barbara
Wong, Carol Lai, Ching Yau, and Yan Yan Mak, who have made successful independent and/or
award-winning mainstream films.115 Although the number of women’s films on migration has
decreased in Hong Kong cinema in the new century, the transcultural character of Hong Kong
women’s cinema continues.The development of Taiwan women’s cinema in the 1980s and
1990s is connected to several important historical and cultural movements, particularly the new
Taiwan cinema movement of the early 1980s, the women’s visual arts festival of the early 1990s,
and women’s documentary filmmaking since the mid-1990s. After Chiang Kai-shek’s death in
1975, Taiwan began a series of economic, cultural, and political reforms under the leadership of
Chiang Ching-kuo. New Taiwan cinema, initiated by male directors such as Edward Yang, Hou
Hsiao-hsien, and Chang Yi in the late 1970s and early 1980s, promotes social realism, local/



native culture, and cinematic innovation (semidocumentary style) to respond to the political
melodramas and commercial genre films (romance and martial arts) of the 1970s. No women
filmmakers directly participated in the new Taiwan cinema movement, but women writers
contributed to it. As Yu-Shan Huang and Chun-Chi Wang show in their chapter, new Taiwan
cinema was influenced by Taiwan women’s and native-soil literature.As one of the leading
figures of the new Taiwan cinema, Hou Hsiao-hsien has been hailed as an auteur and the single
engine of the “Hou Hsiao-hsien aesthetic.” In his chapter, Christopher Lupke offers a study of the
long-term collaboration between Hou Hsiao-hsien and Chu T’ien-wen, an award-winning female
writer and the screenwriter of the films in which Hou’s “aesthetic” emerges and matures.
According to Lupke, Hou discovered his artistic cornerstone after Chu introduced him to Shen
Congwen’s autobiography. Lupke reveals how Chu co-authored with Hou the cinematic themes,
stories, styles, and the multi-vocal effect of his films. Lupke further argues, in his analysis of
Hou’s Dongdong de jiaqi (Summer at Grandfather’s, 1984), that Chu T’ien-wen’s scriptwriting,
which shifts between male and female characters and between gender-specific experiences,
exhibits the capacity to lay out an ostensibly patriarchal framework and perspective, while
undercutting it with the subversive sotto voce of the female voice, however attenuated it may
be.Only a few women directed in Taiwan in the mid and late 1980s. Sylvia Chang, a well-known
actress, turned to directing in 1986 with Zui ai (Passion, 1986), which explores female bonding,
heterosexual love and marriage, and extramarital affairs, topics also dealt with in her later films.
Wang Hsiao-ti, who studied drama and film in the United States and returned to Taiwan in 1979,
designed and co-directed with Sylvia Chang and Jin Kuo-Zhao the three-part anthology
Huangse gushi (The Game They Call Sex, 1987), focusing on women’s awakened
consciousness of their sexuality and constructed gendered roles. Centering on issues of gender
and family, Chang’s later films lie closer to mainstream melodrama. Wang has explored different
types of films, including children’s, martial arts, and cartoon drama films.Confronting the
blindness of English scholarship to Sylvia Chang’s success as an actress, screenwriter, and film
director, Zhen Zhang probes academic prejudices to gender, genre, and transnational and
regional identities in her chapter. She situates Chang and her works within the contexts of the
Sinophone film culture and transcultural melodrama studies, and offers analysis of Passion, Xin
dong (Tempting Heart, 1999), and 20 30 40 (2004). Set in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, and New
York, the films’ characters are transnational subjects with diverse cultural backgrounds, class
standings, and sexual orientations. Zhang illustrates how Chang’s everyday feminism
repositions the family-home motif of Chinese melodrama outside the allegorical space of nation,
organizing it not around the father-son relationship but around relationships among women
within the context of globalization.Yu-Shan Huang and Chun-Chi Wang’ s chapter, in addition to
considering directors Sylvia Chang, Huang Yu-Shan, and Zero Zhou, provides the most
comprehensive study yet of post-1980s Taiwan women’s cinema. They locate women’s films and
directors in the political and economic history of Taiwan and trace the cultural movements and
events that contributed to the development of Taiwan women’s cinema. In 1993, Taiwan’s first



women’s film festival was held in Taipei. Since the establishment, five years later, of the Taipei
Women’s Film Association (the precursor to the Taiwan Women’s Film Association), an
international women’s film festival has been held annually in Taiwan, which has stimulated the
development of local feminist cinema and women’s independent filmmaking. In 1995, the
biannual International Documentary Film Festival and documentary channels on public
television were formed, which contributed to a new tide of Taiwan documentary filmmaking.
These movements and festivals have helped produce generations of women filmmakers
concerned with representing feminist issues and the local cultures, customs, and history of
Taiwan. Some filmmakers who appeared at the turn of the new century, such as Alice Wang and
D. J. Chen, have directly addressed market demands; others, such as Singing Chen, Lisa Chen,
and Zero Chou, have made art films with social and feminist concerns.The most salient
characteristic of Taiwan women’s cinema since the 1980s is the exploration of the body and
sexuality. Attending to women’s bodies and their sexual desires has registered in new Taiwan
cinema as part of its general concern for marginalized groups under political oppression. When
women directors like Wang Hsiao-ti and Huang Yu-Shan represented these themes in their films
in the late 1980s, they shifted the focus to women’s awakening consciousness of their bodies
and sexualities. This helped mark gender and sexuality as distinctive categories and called for
critical examinations of patriarchal repression and the compulsive heterosexual paradigm.
Taiwan women’s cinema became self-conscious when it transformed new Taiwan cinema’s
general exploration of female sexuality into the specific examination and self-expression of
gender. While such feminist representations of the female body have persisted in women’s films,
new significations of the female body appeared in the 1990s after several international Taiwan
women’s film festivals centering on the body and sexuality took place.116 Some documentary
and experimental films treat the female body as an object for exploring unconventional sexual
desires and identities. For instance, Chien Wei-ssu’s short experimental film, Dengdai yueshi de
nüren (A Woman Waiting for Her Period, 1993), depicts a woman’s experience of her body and
the relationship of such experience to her ambiguous desire and her social relationships. Zero
Chou’s docudrama, Shenti dianying (A Film about the Body, 1996), and documentary, Si jiaoluo
(Corner’s, 2001), also turn to the body to re-examine and re-imagine marginalized or repressed
desires and homosexual relationships. The cinematic representation of homosexuality by Taiwan
woman directors traces to 1982, if not earlier, when Li Mei-Mi’s Nüzi xuexiao (Girl’s School,
1982) was released. Huang Yu-Shan’s Shuang zhuo (Twin Bracelets, 1990) focuses on a Fujian
local tradition of sisterhood and explores the political and sexual implications of female bonding.
Not until the late 1990s did cinematic representations of (homo)sexual relationship become
conventionalized. Mainstream and commercial filmmakers such as Sylvia Chang, Alice Wang,
and D. J. Chen have drawn on the cultural as well as commercial values of homosexual
representations. Several independent directors, especially lesbian filmmaker Zero Chou, have
recently made a critical breakthrough in the representation of the body and homosexual
intersubjective relationships. While Chou’s Ciqing (Spider Lilies, 2007) incorporated a



mainstream formula and became a commercial success, her Yanguang sishe gewutuan
(Splendid Float, 2004) and Piaolang qingchun (Drifting Flowers, 2008) go beyond conventional
portraits of homosexual relationships and link the representation of sexuality to explorations of
life, death, and local customs and cultures. Compared with other Chinese-language homosexual
and lesbian films, which are usually set in urban landscapes and have transnational and
transregional appeal, Chou’s films reconfigure the body and homosexual relationships in the
local history and cultures of Taiwan, articulating an embedded and concrete aesthetic of Taiwan
queer cinema.The history of Chinese women’s cinema illustrates how women’s participation in
filmmaking is geopolitically and historically contingent, and how women’s films’ meanings resist
uniform interpretation. Gender matters in understanding Chinese women’s cinema but is itself a
historically and geopolitically specific concept always in need of close examination. Since the
1990s, Chinese women directors across geopolitical divides have confronted similar demands
from the market but have responded differently. It is in and through a diverse cinematic
engagement with historical forces, whether of the market, politics, or patriarchal traditions at
national, transnational, or diasporic levels, that Chinese women filmmakers, as historical and
authorial subjects, have exhibited their agency, reorienting gender configurations and
articulating different meanings and aesthetics in history.NOTES 1. Ella Shohat, “Area Studies,
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Wang’s chapter in this volume.Part IFEMALE AUTHORSHIP NEGOTIATED IN DIFFERENT
TIMES, SPACES, AND GENRES1Socialist Cinema and Female
AuthorshipOVERDETERMINATION AND SUBJECTIVE REVISIONS IN DONG KENA’S SMALL
GRASS GROWS ON THE KUNLUN MOUNTAIN (1962)LINGZHEN WANGDESPITE THEIR
lack of experience in directing films, Wang Ping, Wang Shaoyan, and Dong Kena, the three best-
known female directors in 1950s’ and 1960s’ mainland China, all became film directors with the
institutional endorsement of state film studios such as August First Film Studio and Beijing Film
Studio. Given the extremely limited alternatives in the early socialist film industry, state
sponsorship—as well as the institutional and moral support these women received after the
Chinese Communist Party assumed power—was critical to their success as the first group of
female directors in modern China. The entrance of Chinese women into film production resulted
to a large extent from the new government’s official discourse and practice, which claimed
absolute equality between men and women. The inadequate number of experienced filmmakers
with revolutionary backgrounds in the early years of socialist China also accounted for the
incorporation of women into the industry—all three directors, for example, were revolutionary
cultural workers and/or left-wing film actresses before the party came to power. Of course their



experiences, artistic talents, visions, and determinations are also important factors in
understanding their roles in socialist filmmaking. As a result, female authorship of Chinese
socialist films from this period must be examined among multiple social, political, institutional,
and personal forces.Recent scholars in Chinese studies have reevaluated socialist literature and
film from different critical and comparative perspectives instead of highlighting their
propagandistic nature and conformist tendency as previous English-language scholarship on
socialist literature and art has done.1 By examining specific ideological, aesthetic, imaginary,
and formal characteristics of socialist art, these scholars have revealed both the dominant mode
of artistic production, as well as its variations, and the different mechanisms by which socialist
art functioned effectively to move, bring pleasure to, entertain, educate, and construct a socialist
mass audience. While didacticism is assumed to be the fundamental goal of socialist artistic
practice, it is nonetheless achieved through overdetermining structures and in tension with other
subordinated themes and elements. This chapter joins that revisionist approach as it attempts to
illustrate a more complex picture of socialist art and literature by exploring the concept of female
authorship and Chinese women’s roles in socialist cinema through a particular focus on the
female director Dong Kena.Given the historical and political circumstances that had enabled
Chinese women to assume directing positions, it is not surprising that films made by first-
generation female directors in the 1950s and 1960s conformed to contemporary mainstream
political and artistic ideologies. While conformity itself may signify different meanings in different
contexts, and thus demands more critical analysis and historical examination than mere
dismissal, what I intend to argue is that conformity does not exhaust the meaning and
significance of films directed by women of that period. Through closely analyzing Dong’s most
influential film, Kunlunshan shang yikecao (Small grass grows on the Kunlun Mountain, 1962;
hereafter Small Grass), and its production, I will reveal a multifaceted picture of women’s roles in
representing revolutionary ethics, socialist construction, and the gendered self. Specifically, I will
examine the personal narrative and subjective cinematic techniques Dong deploys to show how
multiple levels of contradiction are sustained throughout the film under its explicitly conformist
surface. Some of the film’s subthemes—such as domestic imagination and displaced, gendered
visions of life—diverge from the official political goals of both the film and the era. Female
authorship, as shown in Small Grass, is therefore contingent on dynamic negotiations among
diverse ideological, institutional, artistic, and personal factors.SMALL GRASS: FROM SHORT
STORY TO FILMSmall Grass is based on Wang Zongyuan’s short story “Hui Sao (Hui’s Wife)—
the Story Within the Story,” published in People’s Daily in 1961; its film adaptation was assigned
to Dong by the head of Beijing Film Studio, Wang Yang, in August of the same year. Although
Dong had already helped direct several films as assistant director, this was the first film she was
asked to direct independently. When it came out in 1962, the film (black and white, 62 minutes)
received some critical acclaim and became an instant hit among young audiences. The image
and life of the Kunlun grass represented in the film articulated a new, hard-working spirit called
for by a period in which China was undergoing huge economic setbacks, international isolation,



and natural disasters. The film influenced many young people of the time by encouraging them
to confront the difficult situations they faced and to devote their lives to building a strong socialist
China.The story of the film is relatively simple and hardly strays from the plotline of the original
story. It tells of Li Wanli, a seventeen-year-old Shanghai woman who, upon graduation from a
geological university, enthusiastically volunteers to go to the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau to work, but
on the way to her destination, finds herself completely disillusioned by the desolate reality of the
mountain areas. As she hesitates about whether she should return to Shanghai, she meets a
peasant woman at the Kunlun mountain pass, Hui Sao, a model figure who originally moved
there to reunite with her husband and later built a homelike dormitory to house the long-distance
drivers who traverse the Plateau by day and night. After listening to Hui Sao’s narration of how
she overcame her own disillusionment and found meaning in her life by serving those heroic
drivers, Li is enlightened and decides to learn from Hui Sao and devote herself to transforming
the area.The film reinscribes dominant tropes developed in socialist literature and film on several
levels. First of all, it is a typical education film with an apprenticeship structure, in which an
apprentice character learns from a model figure, usually a party member, and grows to become
a socialist or revolutionary subject.2 In the Chinese context, the social roles of apprentice
characters vary, and the degree of apprenticeship for various characters also depends on the
political and cinematic position of the character in the film. A generally accepted rule, however, is
that when intellectuals and women are depicted in literature or film in relation to the working
class (workers, peasants, soldiers) or male party members, they are often put in the position of
apprentice and witness.3 The relationships between Li and Hui Sao, and between Hui Sao (who
is not a Communist Party member) and her husband, a committed Communist Party member,
follow the typical apprenticeship hierarchy.Second, in addition to the apprenticeship structure of
the film, the director deploys a typical flashback device often used in socialist films, in which
either heroic or bitter stories of the past are told to educate and enlighten as well as to reveal
information to characters in the film and to its audience. According to Chris Berry, “In this trope,
memory is not just personal, but part of a collective process of learning from experience.”4 Small
Grass contains two additional flashback narratives: the second flashback, which is also the
major one, is narrated and anchored by Hui Sao and addressed to the targeted listener Li; the
third flashback is part of Hui Sao’s flashback and narrated by her husband, mostly while
speaking, to the targeted listener Hui Sao. Both flashback narratives function to enlighten and
change the targeted listeners in the film.Third, the film ends on a politically satisfactory and
personally uplifting note: Li is completely transformed, moving happily forward to her new
job.There is no dispute that Dong’s Small Grass, like the original short story on which it is based,
belongs to mainstream socialist cinema and literature and has a visible pedagogical goal
embedded in the narrative. However, while conforming to the overall dominant and collective
discourse in socialist film production, the film adaptation of Small Grass also enunciates,
through its subjective narrative devices and cinematic techniques, some different themes and
gendered concerns that, although subdued by the apparent didactic theme toward the film’s



end, are in fact sustained throughout. These cinematic discourses and subthemes are not
necessarily subordinate to the dominant one, as Chris Berry argues,5 but neither do they form
any effective oppositional consciousness. Rather, they reveal, consciously or unconsciously,
gaps and contradictions at the heart of the dominant discourse and offer at the same time
different subjective perspectives and psychological negotiations. Although the film achieves its
pedagogical and collective goal toward the end, it elaborates on particular psychological
processes and gendered identification, producing multiple meanings at various points within the
diegetic frame.The following discussion explores some special features and devices of Small
Grass that not only explain the film’s appeal to both past and present audiences, but also reveal
a female director’s negotiations with the original short story and the dominant mode of film
production. Thus I confront questions about the interconnections and interactions among
authorship, gender, cinema, and socialist policy.REVELATION OF IDEOLOGICAL
DISCREPANCIES: FEMALE VOICE-OVER AND OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIONSJin Fenglan, in
her book on Dong Kena’s life and films, devotes one chapter to Dong’s first film, Small Grass.6 In
the section on the cinematic language of the film, Jin points out the devices Dong deploys in
Small Grass: subjective camera, female voice-over and voice-off, flashbacks, and long takes.
The subjective camera, as Jin indicates, was rarely used in socialist films. In fact, not until the
early 1980s was it frequently used in personally oriented films, especially those by female
directors. Wei Shiyu, in her article on the historical changes in images of Chinese women on the
screen and in women’s cinema in the twentieth century, declares that it is Dong’s Small Grass—
rather than those films made in the 1980s by female directors such as Zhang Nuanxin, Hu Mei,
Huang Shuqin, and Peng Xiaolian—that should be regarded as the first women’s film in China.7
Although she mentions that the elements of female voice-over and voice-off, female perspective,
and independent female character establish Small Grass as a women’s film, she does not
elaborate on why these stylistic elements qualify it as such. In fact, these narrative devices have
all been employed in other socialist films and have produced quite different meanings and
significance.8 More in-depth studies and analyses are therefore needed to illuminate the
significance and effects of Dong’s narrative devices and techniques in producing gendered and
gender-related meanings in this film.The film begins with a lone truck bumping along in the great
wilderness of China’s northwest plateau with literally no road before or after it. As the days and
nights pass, the landscape changes to snowy mountains and an endless, snowy mountain path.
The camera then cuts to the truck cab to reveal a young male driver and a young woman sitting
next to him. Simply by observing their facial expressions and body language, the audience
recognizes that the two are not on good terms. When a truck passes by from the opposite
direction, the girl turns around, her look following the truck until it disappears. After the girl turns
back to her original position, with disappointment legible on her face, the audience is exposed to
her inner thoughts through voice-over: “The Plateau, is this the Plateau [I know through other
representations]?”The most salient narrative device in Dong’s Small Grass is the female voice-
over, which is anchored within the diegetic frame, synchronically communicating the inner



thoughts and emotions of the character (Li Wanli). The original story by Wang Zongyan has a
different narrative device. It begins with a primary first-person narrator (presumably a male writer
or reporter) who meets Li at a big celebratory meeting held for young model workers and
socialist construction activists in the Qaidam Basin area. He becomes interested in Li, a model
young woman with a Shanghai background. When he asks her about her experience of first
coming to the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, she answers him by telling a story of Hui Sao, a peasant
woman who helped transform Li’s life on the plateau. Although Li narrates the main story from
then on, her first-person narration is enveloped by the narrative frame of the male writer.In their
adaptation of the story, Dong and Hua Ming remove both the authorial male narrator and Li’s
first-person narration and cut instead directly into Li’s story as she experiences it. In other words,
unlike the story in which Li’s experience is mediated by another authorial narrator and told in
retrospect, the film begins with her riding in a truck and bumping along the Kunlun mountain
road on her way to her working post. This rearrangement of the temporal and spatial frame in the
film’s opening transforms the entire story from a recounting of a past learning story with a
historically vindicated perspective (the character is now herself a model youth)—a narrative
device that is often used in revolutionary films—to a direct presentation of what Li experienced in
the past. This change in narrative structure fundamentally alters Li’s past experience from a
provisional and insignificant state moving toward a victorious outcome to a historical reality in
which multiple discourses as well as their contradictions are enunciated and sustained.In
addition, the voice-over, which speaks Li’s inner thoughts and feelings as she is experiencing a
completely new life, emphasizes her particular internal and psychological experience. Indeed,
the director prioritizes Li’s psychological experience so much that she uses a full reel of her six-
reel film to depict Li riding in the truck where she reveals her internal struggles through voice-
over. Visually, the story takes much of the pedagogical order of socialist cinema, which is
represented literally as the beginning of a (learning) journey in the truck on the mountain road.
Li’s voice-over, however, articulates other negotiations, effectively showing her disillusionment,
hesitation, and different imagination and emotional longing.During her two-week voyage on the
mountain road, Li suffers severely from altitude sickness symptoms: severe headache, back
pain, loss of appetite, and fatigue. She mentions that she is sick and her body is in poor
condition (shenshang nanshou), possibly implying that she is having her menstrual period. The
physical challenges seem to mount beyond what Li can bear, but she is not permitted to
complain. The erasure not only of gender difference here but also of human limitations,
epitomized in the socialist slogan “Human beings can conquer nature,” is implicitly questioned
through Li’s interior voice-over and the camera’s sympathetic gaze. Indeed, her voice-over also
indicates the silencing effect produced by her companion, Xiao Liu, a model driver and heroic
figure, as the film later reveals, who looks down upon Li when he senses this newcomer may be
unable to endure the hardships of working on the plateau.Physical suffering, however, is only a
small part of Li’s problem. More troubling are her psychological suffering and disillusionment. It
turns out, as revealed in her voice-over and flashback, that the major psychological motivation



for Li to volunteer to work on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau came from a magazine cover photo of a
young Tibetan woman dressed in colorful ethnic dress and standing happily on the vast green
grassland, where the sun above her is bright, the sky behind her is blue, and the sheep
surrounding her are white (fig. 1.1). In the first flashback of the film, we see her as a young girl
from a well-to-do urban family, gazing at the photo in her cozy bed at home. The desire to meet
and become a girl just like the happy and high-spirited one on the magazine cover drives Li to
leave home to work in the high mountain area in the far west. Reality, however, completely
crushes her dream. Since entering the plateau area two weeks earlier, not only has she seen no
one like the girl on the magazine cover but she has seen no women at all. Furthermore, the
ruthless natural environment imposes its icy, stormy, and desolate lifelessness. Li is strangled by
the environment of the plateau, the same place she once dreamed of beginning a beautiful new
life. Psychologically, Li suddenly feels herself completely in the dark: on the one hand, the
subject she so desired to identify with and become—the young Tibetan girl on the magazine
cover—never appears; on the other hand, the masculine drivers she has met are not appropriate
models for self-identification. The vision of oneself and one’s future is an important component in
self-formation and transformation; Li’s voice-over demonstrates how that vision has been totally
shattered by the gap between the official representation of life and gender and their reality on
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predicated on the framework of the nation-state. The women who are objects of these studies
have been marked as the other, isolated from the “center” with a fictive cultural essence.1
Today’s accelerated global circulation of capital, people, commodities, information, and media
(including Hollywood films) has led to questions of the suitability of area studies as the site for,
and the nation-state as the organizing principle of, studies on transnational gender and cinema.
Challenges from different economic and political positions can, however, lead research in
different directions and produce radically different meanings. Instead of viewing globalization as
a means of erasing existing borders and differences for the sake of a future cosmopolitan utopia,
this anthology engages with transnational feminist practice, which views globalization processes
as inherently gendered, sexualized, and racialized, as erecting new borders even while erasing
old ones,2 and as continuously generating uneven relationships. Today, feminist film studies
must step outside the restrictive framework of the nation-state and critically resituate gender and
cinema in a transnational feminist configuration that enables the examination of relationships of
power and knowledge among and within cultures and nation-states.In the following, I first
provide a critical overview of the history and limitations of established feminist film theory,
particularly in relation to female cinematic authorship and agency. I move next to existing
critiques of established feminist film theory and of feminist theory generally, before turning to
recent developments in feminist practice to remap feminist film discourse in transnational and
interdisciplinary contexts. Finally, I redefine women’s cinema and offer a brief history of women’s
diverse cinematic practices in modern China.FEMALE AUTHORSHIP AND FEMINIST FILM
THEORYFemale cinematic authorship—and its controversial history—occupies a central place
in the development of feminist film theory. Judith Mayne states, “Virtually all feminist critics who
argue in defense of female authorship as a useful and necessary category assume the political
necessity for doing so.”3 This statement indicates that the political significance of female
authorship makes it a central concern in feminist film studies and that the study of female
authorship requires defending. But against what forces must feminist critics defend female
authorship, and what discourses are available for such a battle? Since several important reviews
of feminist film theory exist already,4 I will not provide another detailed study here, but will survey
the most critical issues concerning female film authorship in feminist film theory’s
development.The concept of the film auteur is usually traced to a group of young French critics
and film directors who contributed to the magazine Cahiers in the 1950s. They sought to elevate
film to the status of art, and called for a cinema distinguished by visual artistry that would
express the director’s individual personality, in contrast to traditional script-based French films
adapted from works by established writers.5 Holding that only geniuses could produce the new
art cinema, they adopted the traditional romantic and literary conception of the artist. This
contradiction, according to some, led to productive debates that eventually shifted the analysis
of auteurism from a critical policy of the 1950s and 1960s to a theory of authorship in the
1970s.6 During the late 1960s and 1970s, influenced by the structural linguistics of Ferdinand
de Saussure and structural anthropology of Claude Lévi-Strauss, the study of film authorship



transformed into “auteur-structuralism.” The attraction of structuralism for film criticism lay in its
“scientificness,” which allowed “critics to practice a descriptive mode of analysis that moved
them beyond the impressionistic declarations of value that characterized Romantic auteurism.”7
The intervention of semiotics and psychoanalysis in the field of film theory in the 1970s moved
this structuralist endeavor in the direction of poststructualism, calling into question the unity of
the author exterior to or prior to the text.Feminist film theory developed during the 1970s’ and
1980s’ heyday of structuralism and poststructuralism. Semiotics, which concentrated on the
structures, systems, and conventions by which cultural texts signify, helped feminist film theory
“shift its focus from the critique of the ideological content of films to the analysis of the
mechanisms and devices for the production of meaning in films.”8 It transformed the perception
of film as a reflection of reality to an active, systematic reproduction of dominant patriarchal
cultural values, especially through its construction of subject positions for viewers’ identification.
Concerned with the gendered effects of the dominant mode of film production typified by
Hollywood, feminist scholars appropriated Lacanian psychoanalysis to account for the internal
logic of sexual difference coded in dominant cinema. Structuralism, semiotics, and
psychoanalysis helped feminist scholars break with the previous empirical and sociological
study of films as realist texts. Furthermore, they led to the critical revelation of film as a coded
cinematic reproduction of a phallocentric system representing woman either as nonexistent and
nonmale9 or as the object of the male gaze and desire10 without desire of her own.11 But in the
process, feminist scholars faced the danger of collapsing overdetermined structures, or
structuralist specificities, into a universal, ahistorical homogeneity12 that overlooked the
contradictions and interplay among different structures and subjects and inadvertently
reinforced the coded condition of woman as a nonsubject. This is evident in feminist scholars’
original theorization of Hollywood cinematic spectatorship as a relation involving one-way
identifications with the central male subject positions,13 leaving little space for resistance and
difference, and none for female subjects.Feminist film theory of the 1970s and 1980s became
especially vulnerable when coming to terms with female authorship, historical agency, and
socially embedded subjectivity. Psychoanalysis, although providing a way to discuss sexual
difference, bases its system on male desire and subjectivity, allowing little room for assessing
female desire, sexuality, and subjectivity in the symbolic and cinematic narrative structure. As
some feminist critics have argued, sexual difference in psychoanalysis is fundamentally a
pseudodifference, because it centers exclusively on the male and reduces the female to its
symmetrical other.14 French feminists have responded with the concept of radical feminine
difference, which, according to Lacan, can be perceived only as something already repressed
and thus unrepresentable in the symbolic order. Though it might erupt or disturb the order, the
feminine never positively appears in the symbolic and linguistic order.The more significant
challenge to the study of female authorship in any field came from poststructuralist theory and
practice. The 1970s antihumanist structuralist and poststructuralist claim of the death of the
author in literary and cultural studies has paradigmatically reconfigured the critical focus from



“the concept of artist as a self-expressive personality to the concept of subject positions within
the text”15 occupied mostly by readers. Poststructuralism invalidated any consideration of
authorial intent or of the external author’s relation to the text’s production of meaning. Despite the
need to foreground women’s and other minorities’ cultural practices as well as their agencies
and voices, feminist scholars have encountered difficulty bridging the gap between the author
outside the text together with specific social, cultural, and political positions and experiences in
history, and the author within the text, who can only be traced or re-imagined through
circumvented means, like recurring styles, images, and other textual evidence. In addition,
antiessentialism has questioned the stability of individual identity and the uniqueness of female
representation,16 further dissolving the significance of the woman author’s relation to the
text.Since the 1970s, feminist scholar-filmmakers and critics have attempted to address the
political issue concerning feminist cinema and women’s historical and social agency. For Laura
Mulvey, a feminist film should promote experimental and avant-garde film practice to imagine
radical alternatives and shun classic Hollywood narrative technique, which centers exclusively
on male voyeuristic and fetishist desire and pleasure. While the iconoclastic style and film
language of avant-garde cinema departed from that of traditional commercially oriented films, it
introduced new problematic implications for the feminist political agenda. For instance, avant-
garde cinema had been practiced mainly by male elites for a small, exclusive audience. Its
individualistic style and association with high culture drew on the model of authorship
associated with male-centered arts.17 Additionally, as some feminist critics point out, given “the
institutionalized ways in which cinema functions, and how individuals are acculturated to
respond to it, it is difficult to know to what extent a truly alternative cinematic practice is
possible.”18Feminist critics since the late 1980s have attempted to retheorize cinematic female
authorship within the general frame of semiotics, psychoanalysis, and poststructuralism. Most
significantly, they have reconceived cinema as a discourse and not a fixed structure,
reformulated female desire within the symbolic order, and regarded Hollywood cinema as
diverse rather than monolithic. According to John Caughie, the introduction of semiotics to the
analysis of film generally took two forms. The first, typified by Christian Melz’s early work and
found largely in English-language scholarship, centers on the structure, form, and codes of
narrative. The second, influenced by Emile Benveniste’s work and concerned with signifying
practice and film as discourse,19 addresses the problem with the formalism of the first approach
by reconceptualizing film “not simply as a statement (something already formulated, ‘given’), but
also as an enunciating practice, an ‘utterance’ (something in process at the moment of
projection).”20 This analysis privileges the enunciating subject who speaks or provides visual
representation from her or his particular perspective. Feminist psychoanalysis also shifted its
focus from the critique of the patriarchal apparatus in dominant cinema and the question of
spectatorship to the exploration of female desire, fantasy, expression, and authorship.21Kaja
Silverman’s The Acoustic Mirror: The Female Voice in Psychoanalysis and Cinema combines
the reformulation of female desire and identification in psychoanalysis with the discursive turn in



film studies described above.22 Returning to Freud, she stresses maternal loss as the original
loss for boys and girls and reconfigures female desire and identification through the concept of
the negative Oedipus complex (a girl desires and identifies with the mother). Silverman
concentrates not on the male gaze and visual image but on female and maternal voice in her
critique of male dominance in classic Hollywood cinema, bringing issues of subjectivity to the
discussion of female authorship. In discussing the female authorial voice, she extends her
attention from the constructed subject and the spectator “to consider the ways in which the
Benvenistian model might help us to rethink authorship, as well.”23 Her reformulation of
authorship relies on the idea of an enunciating subject and of film as an enunciation process. But
situating her project in poststructualism, especially in linguistically based semiotics and
psychoanalysis, Silverman must argue that the author is constructed in and through discourse
and can only be inferred, traced, or imagined through textual and libidinal enunciations and
inscriptions in the text: “an author ‘outside’ the text who would come into existence as a
dreaming, desiring, self-affirming subject only through the inscription of an author ‘inside’ the
text”24 (my emphasis). Accordingly, authorial inscription assumes several textual forms: through
voice-over and points of view, namely through the subject of speech in the film, through formal
expression of the more general “libidinal coherence” or desire circulating in a single author’s
films, through “second identification” with a fictional character that stands for the film’s director,
or through a “nodal point”—a sound, image, or scene to which the film or films repeatedly
return.25 Her re-theorization of female desire, identification, and unconscious fantasy in the pre-
Oedipal realm helps her launch, to a certain extent, (one type of) sexual difference into the
discussion of enunciating subjects and authorial inscription at the textual and formal level; it
furthermore aids in projecting a bridge that gestures toward the extratextual gendered speaking
subject.Silverman’s work has advanced theories of female authorship within feminist film theory.
But her achievement has also revealed the historical incapacity of semiotic and psychoanalytic
theory to address women as historical, social, and cultural subjects outside or in relation to the
text. Although Silverman demonstrates her awareness of the political significance of the
biographical author when she states: “the libidinal masculinity or femininity [in the text] must be
read in relation to the biological gender of the biographical author, since it is clearly not the same
thing, socially or politically, for a woman to speak with a female voice as it is for a man to do so,
and vice versa,”26 the model she provides for “conceptualizing the relation between the author
‘inside’ the text and . . . the author ‘outside’ the text”27 is, as some critics have pointed out,
based on a vague assertion.28 Though she attends to the authorial inscription and enunciations
within the libidinal economy of the film text, it remains unclear to what extent “the fact of female
authorship gives a particular or distinct inflection to the representation of female desire.”29In
“Female Authorship Reconsidered,” Judith Mayne is preoccupied by precisely these questions
of female authorship and the representation of female desire. She continues the work Claire
Johnston began in her study of the director Dorothy Arzner, who made eighteen films in the
Hollywood studio system during the late 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s. One of the first feminist



critics to shift the sociological and realistic focus in feminist film criticism to structuralist
(semiotics and psychoanalysis) and ideological (ideology defined as the system of
representation via Louis Althusser) film studies,30 Johnston has left a controversial legacy over
the concept of female political agency in film production. She rejects the concepts of artistic
creativity and authorial intent by embracing the structuralist approach to auteurism, which took
an individual director’s preoccupations (generated by her or his psychoanalytic history) in the
text to decode the unconscious structure of the film and its unintended meanings.31 At the same
time, however, as a feminist and Marxist critic, she promotes the development of political and
subversive strategies in female filmmaking. The contradiction—between textual and
unconscious structure and political agency—embodied in Johnston’s position is both
emblematic and symptomatic of feminist film theory. She reasons that disruptions, dislocations,
and demystifications of patriarchal ideology at the textual level were the only forms of subversion
women’s cinema of the early 1970s could take: “New meanings have to be created by disrupting
the fabric of the male bourgeois cinema within the text of the film.”32 A genuinely revolutionary
conception of counter-cinema for women’s struggle, she held, was not realizable under the then-
historical conditions, but a future practice.33 Yet Johnston does not say how women’s disruptive
cinema could develop into women’s counter-cinema. This unresolved methodological tension
led decades later to renewed discussions of women’s historical roles in filmmaking.Several of
Johnston’s early arguments helped advance feminist film theory during the late 1980s and
1990s. Questioning several stances of early 1970s feminist film criticism, she insisted on the
usefulness of the theory of auteurism (albeit with a structuralist bent), and pointed out that
European avant-garde cinema was prone to reproducing patriarchal myth34 and that women’s
cinema should combine politics with entertainment.35 Her studies of Arzner illustrate how while
patriarchal discourse dominated Hollywood cinema, it contained complex internal heterogeneity
through which other discourses could appear.36 “The discourse of the woman,” according to
Johnston, “is the principal structuring element which rewrites the dominant discourse of the film
together with the patriarchal ideology into which it locks.”37Mayne attempts to readdress issues
raised by Johnston and other feminist film scholars. Most importantly, she develops Johnston’s
work on the existence of female discourse in Hollywood cinema and advances the discussion of
the author outside the cinematic text. Johnston defines woman’s discourse as a disruption and
dislocation of male discourse from within; Mayne tries to turn deconstructive and negative
strategies into constructive and positive policies. Drawing on Donna Haraway’s understanding
that “irony is about contradictions that do not resolve into larger wholes, even dialectically, about
the tension of holding incompatible things together because both or all are necessary and
true,”38 Mayne argues that woman’s discourse in Arzner’s Dance, Girl, Dance (1940) (female
friendship and community) and the dominant discourse (heterosexual romance) should be
understood as two compelling and incompatible truths that coexist with equal visibility in the
cinematic text.39 In other words, female discourse is not merely a disruption that is
subsequently absorbed into the dominant narrative, but helps construct a different relationship



or self-representation that coexists and competes with the dominant discourse.Furthermore,
Mayne has linked the persona of Arzner the director, especially her public identity as a lesbian,
to more radical readings of her films. She notes that despite the attention given to Arzner’s work,
“one striking aspect of her persona . . . has been largely ignored.” While photos accompanying
feminist research on Arzner imply a lesbian identity, virtually none of the critics who analyze
Arzner’s work have discussed it. Mayne reveals how the relationship between women’s historical
social and sexual roles and the films they produce is marginalized within feminist film discourse:
“discussions of her work always stop short of any recognition that sexual identity might have
something to do with how her films function, particularly concerning the ‘discourse of the
woman’ and female communities, or that the contours of female authorship in her films might be
defined in lesbian terms.”40 She illustrates, in contrast, how Arzner’s sexual identity sheds light
on the secondary female figures in Arzner’s films, “who do not evaporate into the margins,”41
because they are mirror reflections of Arzner herself.42 The components of self-reflection and
female community so central to female authorship in Arzner’s work are not identical, according
to Mayne, yet the lesbian gesture, so incompatible with the heterosexual assumptions of
psychoanalytic language, uncovers a desire for another representation of desire.43To be sure,
Mayne’s article does not draw any historical connections between Rainer’s biography and her
films. Rather, she uses Arzner’s photos as an artistic text to render her critical intervention of
female authorship at the intertextual level. Though Mayne claims that challenging the implicit
homophobia in feminist film theory would be reason enough to read the marks of lesbian
authorship in Arzner’s work, she eschews discussion of Arzner’s life and biography to avoid
charges of essentialism from the poststructuralist position. The title of Catherine Grant’s article,
“Secret Agents,”44 captures the complex situation of female film authorship theorized over the
last thirty years. Despite recognition of the political necessity of engaging women’s social and
historical roles in studies of women’s cinema, and despite the implicit yet persistent arguments
made by feminist film critics that films directed by (some) women directors contain—however
limited—the power to disrupt, subvert, and reshape, it has proven difficult to break from the
“pure” poststructuralist and psychoanalytic stance to a more productive framework embracing
textual-contextual and representational-historical interactions.The seemingly antiessentialist
feminist film theory on authorship has locked itself into an essentialist and antihistorical logic.
First, its very restraint from discussing the author or director in its analysis of her/his text
presumes the author’s essential existence. If authorship is understood, via Michel Foucault, as a
historical and institutional function,45 and if the identity of the individual author is regarded as
socially, economically, and culturally formed, the author and the text should be understood as
interconnected. Put differently, unless the author is understood as an essential entity completely
outside discourse, she/he should not be barred from the discussion of her/his text. Situated
historically, Roland Barthes’s proclamation of the death of the author does not renounce all
connections between the author and the text; instead it pronounces the end of the patriarchal,
individualist, and Western definition of authorship dominant at the time.46Second, confined



within textual structure and psychoanalysis, feminist film theory adopts a textual essentialism
and a universal model of sexual difference. Though Mayne’s intertextual strategy has brought
her research closer to Arzner, it has nevertheless flattened and fixed the historical subject into
mere performative images. These images may strongly suggest an alternative sexual desire and
identity, but they are deprived of specific historical and social significations. What did it mean to
be a lesbian in 1930s’ and 1940s’ Hollywood? What do these images suggest about lesbian
status in the United States at the time? Did Arzner express opinions about being a lesbian and a
woman director? Ironically and unexpectedly, Mayne’s antiessentialist stance reinforces a
textual essentialism that reduces complex social, historical, and sexual issues to imagery texts
and that assumes a universal and ahistorical truth or essence about lesbian desire and identity.
Bracketing the female author together with her social and historical background when
discussing her cinematic text could, therefore, lead to a universal essentialism deprived of
specific socioeconomic and historical experiences of women in the world.These problems have
been addressed but also perpetuated more recently by Geetha Ramanathan. Turning to feminist
discourse to break down the wall between text and context in previous discussions of women’s
cinema,47 she argues, “[f]eminist auteurship entails the impression of feminist authority, not
necessarily that of the auteur herself, on screen. What is at stake here is the films’ larger
acknowledgement of an informing discourse that is ideological in both form and content.”48 The
author might be the facilitator, but not a key element in constituting feminist authority.
Ramanathan focuses instead on aesthetic formats or representation strategies in women’s films
that contest or refuse the dominant patriarchal mode of representation and that enhance the
conditions of representability for women. In other words, if a contextually recognized feminist
discourse (counter-hegemonic and patriarchal ways of representation) is clearly conveyed in the
diegesis of a film text, the film is impressed with a feminist authority;49 but this authority does
not necessarily originate with female authors/directors—it is, in her words, “not necessarily or
exclusively their own.”50 Whereas she claims, “I do want to hold out for an articulated existence
of women outside the discursive frame of representation, and would maintain that unrecorded
experience does not necessarily mean absence,”51 her focus on visual strategies and narrative
aesthetics in her discussion of feminist authorship nonetheless elides women’s diverse
experiences and their roles as participating historical subjects.TRANSNATIONAL FEMINISM
AND THE REMAPPING OF FEMINIST FILM DISCOURSESince its inception, feminist film
theory has received criticism on a number of counts. In a 1976 essay,52 E. Ann Kaplan points
out that the abstraction and esotericism of Claire Johnston and Pam Cook’s mode of feminism
are “at odds with the early notion that women’s studies should be accessible to a broad
spectrum of women.”53 This early feminist theory often reduced all women to a single position in
a monolithic, patriarchal system, a tendency that “leaves no room for discussing and clarifying
specific class differences among women.” Kaplan shows that, because semiotic and structuralist
theories are “applied to any work without specific reference to time, place or historical period,”54
they are limited by their ahistorical, universalized, and implicitly elitist nature.Lesbian and queer



scholars have argued that because of its psychoanalytic foundation early feminist film theory
fails to address homosexual desire and pleasure without reference to binary heterosexuality.55
Scholars of race and ethnicity fault textual and spectator theories based on the psychoanalytic
concept of sexual difference for being “unequipped to deal with a film which is about racial
difference and sexuality,”56 and actively “suppress[ing] recognition of race.”57 Alternatively, as
Jane Gaines suggests, “history seems to be the key to understanding black female sexuality.”58
Theories of women’s sexuality universalized from a particular experience of white women have
dismissed and failed to conceive of differently configured female sexuality in, for example, the
history of black slavery. The sexual violence, repression, and displacement in black history have
a stronger formative force than the Oedipal myth.In the 1980s and 1990s, new interdisciplinary
modes of criticism began addressing the hierarchy, hegemony, and exclusivity regarding class,
race, and sexuality implicit in feminist theories and practices based on the experiences of
Western, white, middle-class, heterosexual women. In 1989, the term “intersectionality” was
coined by the legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw to underscore the multidimensionality of
marginalized groups’ lived experiences and to denote how race and gender interact to shape the
dimensions of black women’s employment experience.59 By ignoring women’s experiences
unaccounted for by categories of race or gender discrimination, feminist and antiracist
discourses failed to address the intersections of racism and patriarchy. The result, Crenshaw
writes, is “that the resistance strategies of feminism will often replicate and reinforce the
subordination of people of color.”60 According to intersectional feminism, cultural patterns of
oppression are influenced and bound together by intersecting systems of society, especially
race, gender, class, and ethnicity.61 Although racism and sexism intersect in the lives of people,
they seldom do in feminist and antiracist practices: “The problem with identity politics is not that
it fails to transcend difference, as some critics [liberal feminists] charge, but rather the opposite—
that it frequently conflates or ignores intra group differences.”62Having also emerged in the late
1980s, third-world (women of color) feminism likewise critiqued the middle-class and white
hegemony in feminism’s conceptualization and homogenization of women’s experience.
Together with postcolonial theory, it has shed light on globalized histories of gender and power
and revealed the role Western imperialism plays in the productions of knowledge and identity in
the colonial and postcolonial world.63 If intersectionality theory has helped transform feminist
discourse from a universal, single-axis framework to a dynamic, interconnected multiaxis
movement within the United States, third-world feminism has emphasized cultural specificity and
historical differences in feminist research in a global context and repositioned the center of
feminist discourse beyond the Western-oriented paradigm.Transnational feminism’s political and
intellectual roots grew out of a confluence of critical discourses and activities like
intersectionality theory, third-world feminism, postmodernist discourse, and postcolonial studies
in the early 1990s, but at the same time it critically revised these positions, committing itself to
the critique of modernity, capitalism, different forms of patriarchy, and Western imperialism.
Whereas conventional postmodernism celebrates hybridity and cultural difference as something



cosmopolitan, Western, and an apolitical matter of style, and popular neoliberalism endorses
the development of so-called global civil society, transnational feminist practice, like
postcolonialism, endeavors to uncover the unequal and political power relationships among
different subjects and spaces. It pays attention to imperial processes in colonial and neo-colonial
societies, and examines the strategies to subvert the material and discursive effects of those
processes. According to Inderpal Grewal and Caren Kaplan, patriarchal hegemonies take many
forms with different geopolitical centers and exist in a scattered, sometimes overlapping manner.
Transnational feminist practice intends to “articulate the relationship of gender to scattered
hegemonies such as global economic structures, patriarchal nationalisms, ‘authentic’ forms of
tradition, religious fundamentalism, local structures of domination, and legal-juridical oppression
on multiple levels.”64It differentiates itself from earlier “international” and “global” feminism or
sisterhood based on existing configurations of nation-states as discrete and sovereign entities.
Though international feminism dates from the late nineteenth century, most of its international
organizations and endeavors have centered on Western European and North American nations.
Global feminism, on the other hand, has upheld a universalized Western model of women’s
liberation celebrating individuality and modernity. Eliding the diversity of women’s agency in
world history, it perpetuates Western cultural imperialism. The discourses of “international” and
“global” feminism therefore “rely on political and economic as well as cultural concepts of
discrete nations who can be placed into comparative or relational status, always maintaining the
West as the center.”65As a consequence, choosing the term “transnational” over “international,”
according to Grewal and Kaplan, reflects the need to “destabilize rather than maintain
boundaries of nation, race, and gender.”66 Yet transnational feminism also considers the
historical formation and effect of those boundaries, which have produced specific, diverse, and
unequal relationships among different regions and groups of people. “Through such critical
recognition, the links between patriarchies, colonialisms, racisms, and other forms of domination
become more apparent and available for critique or appropriation.”67 This way of thinking about
scattered hegemonies and the “shared or common context of struggle due to common
exploration and domination across the north-south divide,” Chandra Talpade Mohanty argues,
forms “political links” and thus “a political rather than biological or cultural base for alliance” and
solidarity.68As a historically situated practice, transnational feminism has limitations:69 its
indebtedness to postcolonial, postmodernist, intersectional, and third-world feminist discourses
situated in Western academia reveals its privileged geopolitical position and accounts for its
neglect of economic issues and of still other parts of the world, such as socialist and
postsocialist nations and areas. But no critical and political discourse is free of historical
conditions. While fully aware of its historical position as having originated from the U.S.,
transnational feminist practice targets transnational issues as its subject and commits itself to
critiquing Western imperialism and modernity. Since “[T]here IS NO SUCH THING as a feminism
free of asymmetrical power relations,” transnational feminist practice “involves forms of alliance,
subversion, and complicity within which asymmetries and inequalities can be critiqued.”70The



most significant contribution of transnational feminism is its remapping of feminist practice in a
politically reassessed global and globalized context without losing sight of the importance of
specific feminist practice at any given time and place. It offers the most effective approach to
interdisciplinary studies of women and representation in diverse parts of the world. In other
words, transnational feminism helps to chart both the linked historical analogies and the different
perspectives of disempowered and marginalized groups. Though transnational feminist practice
arose in the early 1990s as a specific response to globalization and the expanding transnational
flow of capital, technology, and people, its critical findings and insights nonetheless have direct
relevance to the study of gender in the entire modern period. Globalization “is not a new
development; it must be seen as part of the much longer history of colonialism in which Europe
attempted to submit the world to a single ‘universal’ regime of truth and global institutional
power.”71 The significance of transnational feminism for film and media studies continues to
grow,72 because it offers the possibility of addressing issues related to women and cinema in
the world at multiple and diverse levels.First, transnational feminism helps resituate established
feminist film theory in the global and neocolonial context, by not just revealing the universal and
ahistorical model assumed in Western feminist film theory, but by also linking the model to
colonial and neocolonial histories that facilitated and disseminated that theory. Even in the
current era of globalization, when the European unitary subject has indeed become scattered by
the effects of mobile capital and multiple competing subjectivities, transnational feminism
cautions that “the historical thread or inertia of First World domination remains a powerful
presence.”73 The geopolitical recontextualization of established feminist film theory helps to
trace the asymmetrical power relationship in the production and circulation of discourse and
knowledge in a global context and to better reassess the complex roles Western feminist film
theory has played in different parts of the world. Instead of dismissing universalized Western
feminist theory as irrelevant to studies of women and representation in other parts of the world,
transnational feminist practice directs attention to the diverse historical effects produced by the
colonial and neocolonial transmissions of power and knowledge. It is, therefore, critical to both
discover the uneven power relationship that sets in motion Western feminist discourse across
different parts of the world and examine the specific historical significations Western feminist film
theory has made in a particular local setting.In Chinese context, feminist discourse was
originally bound together with Western imperialism and then took different routes and
transformations. After China’s defeat in its war against Western imperialist countries toward the
end of the nineteenth century, Western feminist discourse began appearing in China together
with discourses of the modern nation-state, modernity, and Marxism. Socialist state feminism
was influenced by Marxism and class revolution. In mainland China, except for socialist state
feminism, which was for a period part of the political system, the effects of other Western
feminisms (anarchical, liberal, or psychoanalytic) were confined to an elite Westernized circle.
On the other hand, Western feminisms have been received differently depending on context and
have very often been appropriated for varied local agendas. Liberal and psychoanalytic



feminisms, for example, were completely rejected in socialist China as individualistic and
bourgeois practices. But in the postsocialist 1980s, they were adopted piecemeal by Chinese
cultural critics to address gender issues in presocialist modern China.74 The applications of
Western feminist film theory and criticism to 1980s and 1990s film production have encountered
different receptions in mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, due to their different
geopolitical locations and historical demands. In this volume Yu-Shan Huang and Chun-Chi
Wang illustrate how Western feminist film practice and criticism played a significant role in the
development of Taiwan women’s cinema in a film industry still dominated by men in the early
1990s. But in postsocialist, mainland China, after over thirty years of state-socialist feminism,
Western cinefeminism has never played a major role in the development of women’s cinema.
Scholars like Louisa Wei, well-versed in Western feminist film theory, have sought out films by
Chinese women directors to validate points made by Western feminist film critics (the gesture
itself is indicative of both the uneven power relationship between Chinese women’s cinematic
practice and Western feminist film theory and of a reflection on the relationship), but have come
to an unexpected conclusion. In her chapter in this volume, Wei reveals that the theoretical
frameworks of psychoanalysis, Marxism, and other feminist film theories are not readily
applicable to the Chinese context of the 1980s and 1990s, although some specific concepts are
useful for textual analysis. In her chapter on Mabel Cheung Yuen-Ting, Staci Ford discusses the
mixed features of Hong Kong–style feminism (among middle-class women). She argues that
traditional Chinese gender culture and Western neoliberal values as well as Western third-wave
feminism have contributed most to the formation of Hong Kong–style feminism, which seeks
harmony rather than confrontation with men or patriarchal gender roles. Ford compares this
feminism with second- and third-wave feminism in the United States, and advocates cross-
Pacific conversations on women and cultural values. Transnational feminism calls our attention
to global but uneven and dissimilar circuits of culture and capital, and also allows us to zoom in
on a specific temporospatial and geopolitical frame to examine effects produced by interactions
among multiple and diverse historical forces.Second, transnational feminism helps explore the
historical effects of the modern nation-state and nationalism, which first-world feminism usually
dismisses.75 Transnational feminism recognizes the importance of nationalism in the rise of
women’s movements and feminism in third-world countries and has helped bring “nation” as an
important category, together with race and sexuality, into its counter-Western-universal research
on feminism and women. Third-world women first articulated their critical voices through
anticolonialism and nationalism, a departure from Western women’s rights-oriented movements.
But transnational feminism does not homogenize third-world nationalist or feminist practices. It
reveals diverse and contradictory situations in third-world countries and questions the
(hetero)masculine patriarchy that emerged with modern nationalism and collaborated with
patriarchal forces in local regions. Transnational feminism refuses to romanticize transnational
globalism as a form of neutral universalism or third-world nationalism as a final means of
salvation. Transnational feminism addresses the Eurocentric assumptions of Western feminism



as well as various patriarchal cultures of nationalist movements in history. Furthermore, it
interrogates women’s internalization of nationalism in their transnational encounters. Although
first-world women and feminism have seemed to transcend nationalist concerns, they are in fact
tied to the projection of their national power. While women’s movements in the third world have
exhibited an explicit relationship to anticolonial nationalism, Western women, according to some
transnational feminists, are invisibly complicit with their national power.76 This explains why, for
instance, many working-class women in labor struggles in Britain still supported British
colonialism.77 Contrary to the belief that feminism exists in an antagonistic relation to
nationalism, transnational feminism reveals how feminism and nationalism often constitute and
depend on each other78 with both positive and negative effects.This perspective on nationalism
and feminism provides an effective and flexible approach to the complicated, historically specific
situations regarding women and nationalism in different parts of the world. Discussing women’s
cinema in socialist China, for example, requires examining the role of socialist nation-states and
socialist feminism. Neither the Western feminist view of dominant cinema as phallocentric and
repressive, which leaves no space for female subjectivity, nor its call for a counter-cinema in
commercial society has much relevance to socialist China. In my chapter on socialist female
director Dong Kena, I demonstrate a historically nuanced relationship between the socialist
nation-state, its feminist policy, and the Chinese women who participated in socialist national
formations. After taking power in mainland China in 1949, the socialist state empowered women
by promoting and institutionalizing their political, social, and economic roles; nevertheless, it
demanded women’s self-sacrifice and identification with an implicitly masculine model. Most
Chinese women, like Dong Kena, embraced socialist views and ideals, but their involvement in
socialist filmmaking also exposed discrepancies in socialist gender ideology, articulated an
implicit critique of its masculine nature, and enunciated a displaced and alternative vision of life
and the female self. The relationship between women and the Chinese socialist nation is neither
purely conformist nor oppositional. Ching Yau, on the other hand, reveals how in the 1970s Hong
Kong director Tang Shu Shuen was caught in a set of contradictory discourses of orientalism,
colonialism, and nationalism. Westerners criticized Tang’s award-winning film Dong furen (The
Arch, 1969) as lacking authentic and original Chinese-ness, while the local press, following
Hong Kong’s colonial policy to import Anglo-American culture and to delegitimize residual
Chinese culture, celebrated Tang’s supposed Western image. Meanwhile, local, cultural-
nationalist discourse split between expecting Tang’s film to be “Westernized” enough to gain
recognition for Chinese cinema abroad and blaming it for selling out to Westerners.
Contemporary public receptions of Tang’s film dismissed both her representation of female
subjectivity and her resistance to colonialism and nationalism. The question regarding the
modern nation and nationalism therefore demands critical engagement in the study of gender
and cinema.Third, transnational feminism can provide a political perspective for the study of
transnational cinema. In film studies, the concept of transnational cinema has emerged in
response to increasing economic and media globalization and the acceleration of technological



development. As a relatively new conceptual category, transnational cinema is mobilized to
address the significance of transnational financing, production, distribution, and reception of
films, to express the need to go beyond the limitations of national cinema, to draw attention to
films made by filmmakers living in cosmopolitan centers or in the diaspora, and to denote a
transnational and hybrid cinematic aesthetics and emotional identification. Some scholars of
transnational media have projected an apolitical and utopian vision of transnationalism by
arguing that it unfolds as an essentially self-motivated, and apparently amoral, cultural force79
and that the real world is no longer defined by its colonial past (or its neocolonial present), but by
its technological future, in which people will gain greater access to the means of global
representation.80 Transnational feminism, on the other hand, argues the opposite by directing
our attention to disproportioned movements across borders, and by exposing the underbelly of
“the global village”: racism, illegal border crossing, forced economic migration, political exile,
and xenophobia.81 Transnational flows of capital and people, according to transnational
feminism, are not neutral. Not all crossings are equal, and the flows of capital run upstream as
well as down. As some critics of films on transnational migration have pointed out, “when
privileged first worlders venture abroad,” for example, “border crossing is a matter of
‘cosmopolitan’ choice; and their trauma can be alleviated by the international apparatus of
embassies and rescue helicopters. When the third worlders cross borders. . . , however, there is
no aid, only the risk of severe punishment.”82 Staci Ford echoes this view in her contribution to
this volume: “When Americans come to Hong Kong many experience a status increase while for
the Hong Kong person who has grown up with a relative amount of privilege, a move to the
United States is often accompanied by—at least initially—some status decline.” In addition to the
uneven relationships between nation-states or regions, gender, race, and religion also contribute
to the dramatically different effects of border crossings.Many chapters in this volume discuss
transnational and transregional migration and issues related to the diaspora. Especially
foregrounding the transnational feature are essays on Hong Kong cinema, since, as a British
colony and world commercial center before 1997, Hong Kong served as both a destination for
migrants from around the world, including mainland China, and as a port for Chinese migration
to the West. Consequently, the content and form of its cinema has long exhibited transnational
characteristics. As some critics have argued, the notion of transnational cinema should not act
as a mere corollary of contemporary globalization; transnational cinematic productions of earlier
periods can be conceptualized within the schema.83 Given the history of colonization and
globalization and the transnational nature of cinema, the concept of transnational cinema can
offer a critically revisionist perspective to the study of world film history. Colonization not only
gave rise to regional nationalism, but also produced different forms of diaspora due to
transnational flows of capital, people, knowledge, and technology. As the chapters on Hong
Kong cinema in this volume illustrate, the processes of colonization and globalization,
nationalism, the existence of diaspora, and individual senses of self are mutually implicated. Kar
Law researches in his chapter the life and career of Esther Eng, Hong Kong’s first female



director and the first Chinese American director in Hollywood, who made more than ten films in
her lifetime, during which she moved back and forth between the United States and Hong Kong.
Whereas Ching Yau reveals a feminist message that is critical of both nationalism and
colonialism in her reading of Tang Shu Shuen’s The Arch, Kar Law details how Esther Eng’s
patriotism, as a second-generation Chinese American growing up in San Francisco, was key to
jumpstarting her filmmaking career during the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war in the early
1930s, and how her early films featuring patriotic Chinese heroes and heroines (with a certain
commercial formula) helped establish her in Hong Kong. Tang and Eng embodied and
articulated different concerns over nationalism, imperialism/colonialism, and the diaspora in their
cinematic practice, but their experience as Chinese women straddling different national and
cultural identities assigned both to the margins of film history. In the United States, Eng’s racial
profile as a Chinese American accounts for her exclusion from Hollywood film history; in Hong
Kong, Eng’s and Tang’s gender and hybrid identities (Tang’s ambivalent Chinese-ness and Eng’s
Chinese American status), as Yau and Law have argued, contributed to their erasure from the
history of Hong Kong film. The collaboration of regional patriarchal culture and colonialism or
racism is evident in their obliterating Tang and Eng from “His-(s)tory.”In the 1980s and 1990s,
due to anxieties about Hong Kong’s return to the PRC in 1997, Hong Kong migration to Canada
and the United States surged; likewise as open-door economic reform continued in mainland
China, migration to Western countries increased. Mable Cheung Yuen-Ting and Clara Law,
prominent Hong Kong women directors who studied filmmaking in the United States, both rose
to fame with early films on Chinese migration to the U.S. and its relation to gender, cultural
identity, and politics. Their careers diverged in the late 1990s when Law chose to migrate to
Australia, and Cheung chose to stay in Hong Kong. Staci Ford’s study of Cheung in this
collection situates her films in a broad transnational and cultural framework and reveals diverse
national and transnational influences on her filmmaking. Attending to the asymmetrical situations
involved in migrations, Ford also relates Cheung’s films to discourses related to nationalism,
feminism, and the history of the diaspora. The Chinese-ness Cheung explores, according to
Ford, is not only tied to an implicit pan-Chinese cultural solidarity, but is linked more crucially to
the political uncertainties of contemporary Hong Kong, the economic development of mainland
China, the universalized American dream, as well as American racism and Western hegemonic
standards of lifestyle and beauty. Shiao-ying Shen, in her chapter on Clara Law, on the other
hand, zooms in on Law’s individual and emotional migration to Australia by reading her Australia
films as metaphorically autobiographical. Shen locates Law’s films squarely in the realm of the
diaspora and compares them with migration films by other Australian filmmakers. Turning inward
and concentrating on the psychic space of diaspora, Shen’s chapter explores emotional and
identity issues concerning modern-day, transnational migration, issues once again tied to class,
race, gender, and culture. As an independent woman (economically, professionally, and
politically), Law’s struggle and transformation in the process of her migration appears, Shen
seems to suggest, to be culturally oriented. She uses films to express melancholy and loss; and



most recently, to enact a new sense of home(lessness) and identity in the diaspora.Last but not
least, transnational feminist practice challenges the existing disciplinary boundaries and trends
in fields like gender studies or area studies. Gender studies considers Western feminist theory
and studies of Western women to be normative; whereas feminism and studies of women
outside of “Western” spaces are often “demoted” to area studies. “There the experts of the day, it
is assumed, will tell us about the plight of women; each outlandish geographical zone will be
matched with an abused bodily part.”84 In her discussion of the structure of American
academia, Ella Shohat has shown that institutional hierarchies have long existed, and women’s
studies programs have reproduced these hierarchies through a division “whereby required
courses focus on ‘pure’ issues of gender and sexuality, while optional courses focus on women
of color and Third World women as ‘special topics.’ Within this approach, Third World women
are seen as if living on another planet, in another time.”85 Shohat has cautioned us against this
cultural essentialism, which implicitly relegates women from other parts of the world to
fundamentally different and thus inferior or victimized positions.86Despite changes and the
emergence of different perspectives in the domain of area studies (such as Chinese studies),
residual cold-war mentalities, traditional sinology, nation-state-oriented research, and recent
cosmopolitan approaches have joined hands to marginalize, whether explicitly or implicitly, the
role of women’s studies and feminist research. The glaring absence of scholarly interest in
women’s work can surely be found in the study of Chinese cinema as well. Scholarship on
Taiwan cinema, for example, has conspicuously excluded women filmmakers. Zhen Zhang
demonstrates in her chapter how despite Sylvia Chang’s unprecedented achievements in
acting, screenwriting, and directing in Taiwan and Hong Kong, she has never been seriously
studied. Despite the large number of Chinese women filmmakers and the major roles they have
played in mainstream film production and experimental cinema alike, few have been studied in
published scholarship.87 While some recent anthologies include one or, in rare cases, two
chapters on women filmmakers, they function as a token, isolated from the contextual history of
women’s varied engagements with cinematic representation and their contributions to Chinese
film production. Auteurism and auteur criticism, which have been dismantled or challenged by
poststructuralism and feminist film theory, have made, as Zhen Zhang argues, an unapologetic
comeback in Chinese area studies’ interest in national cinema and modernist, international, art-
house cinema. Women directors have, however, been exiled from this masculine style of
cinematic studies. The accelerated globalization of capital and media has recently led to
research trends that question the suitability of the nation-state category in area studies. Instead
of seeing transnational or globalization processes as inherently gendered, sexualized, and
racialized, these growing movements endorse depoliticization, aesthetic transcendence, and an
indifferent cosmopolitan style,88 and dismiss the significance of gender and alternative
histories. As a consequence of the hierarchical trend in both gender and area studies, Chinese
women’s studies and cinema remain on the margins of American academia.Transnational
feminist critiques of cultural essentialism, cold-war politics, nationalism, the apolitical view of



globalization, and academic hierarchy help address issues in gender studies and area studies
and foster critical dialogues and mutual illuminations between them. The study of women from
non-Western parts of the world requires a substantial reconfiguration of current feminist theories
and American institutional structure to foreground these women as historical subjects and to
highlight the concrete and multilevel engagements they have made with diverse global and local
historical forces. This must take place without reducing them to any single, fixed position,
whether as cultural or political victim, the symbol or token of masculine modernity, or a
fundamentally different “other” from a cultural relativist perspective. It is, therefore, critical for
projects on Chinese women’s cinema to focus on women’s active involvements in Chinese film
production, to examine their historical and subjective negotiations with various forces in a multi-
axis context, to reveal their diverse manners and styles in the process, and to assess the
different significations of their cinematic practices. Going beyond purely text-and-form-based
criticism, the study of Chinese women’s cinematic authorship, which is affected by and affects
sociohistorical discourses, provides the most compelling site to address Chinese women as
negotiating historical subjects.WOMEN’S CINEMA AND HISTORY OF CHINESE WOMEN’S
FILMMAKINGCompared with female cinematic authorship, the concept of women’s cinema has
not, despite its complicated history, encountered the deadlock situation concerning historical
subjects outside the text. But women’s cinema needs first of all to be differentiated from the
woman’s film, a Hollywood genre of emotional melodrama targeting a female audience popular
throughout the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. Also known as weepies, this genre is, according to
Molly Haskell, “founded on a mock-Aristotelian and politically conservative aesthetic whereby
women spectators are moved, not by pity and fear but by self-pity and tears, to accept, rather
than reject, their lot.”89 For Mary Ann Doane, the woman’s film identifies female pleasure in
cinema as being complicit with masochistic constructions of femininity.90 Women’s cinema on
the other hand generally denotes, despite certain disputes, films made and mostly directed by
women.91 Some critics may argue that only those films addressed to or concerned with women
should be called women’s cinema, but few critics question whether women’s cinema must have
female authorship.The idea of women’s cinema emerged in film theory in the late 1960s and
had, by the early 1970s, developed into a political counter-cinema challenging mainstream and
patriarchal cinema by resisting its language. In her 1973 essay, “Women’s Cinema as Counter-
cinema,” Claire Johnston maintains that woman’s discourse can grow from within the ideological
contradictions and heterogeneous discourses of mainstream Hollywood cinema. She describes
the function of women’s cinema in Hollywood from the 1920s to the 1940s as primarily disruptive
and revisionary: “its very survival in the form of irony is in itself a kind of triumph, a victory against
being expelled or erased.”92 Laura Mulvey dismisses the possibility of feminist work emerging
from within mainstream narrative film. In “Film, Feminism and the Avant-Garde,” Mulvey
envisages women’s counter-cinema in the tradition of political modernism93 and perceives
avant-garde cinema—with its storehouse of feminist aesthetic strategies of defamiliarisation,
rupture, and reflexivity—as a model for feminist film.94Women’s cinema has been further



contested and developed since the 1980s. Teresa de Lauretis has argued that women function
both in the cinema as representation, and outside the cinema as subjects of practice, and that
for feminists to pose critique from within and without patriarchal culture, the tension between
“woman” (e.g., constituted by Hollywood and psychoanalytic narrative) and “women” (historical
subjects) should be maintained.95 She defines women’s cinema as one that “crosses the
boundaries between avant-garde and narrative cinema, independent and mainstream, but which
is rigorously exclusive on political grounds.”96 Other feminist critics have also viewed women’s
cinema to be in intertextual relation with hegemonic cinematic traditions.97 In her 2002 book on
women’s cinema, Alison Butler notices that unlike the feminist film theory that emerged in the
1970s, when few films were made by women, the diverse forms and contents of contemporary
women’s cinema of the new millennium exceed the most flexible definition of counter-cinema.98
She proposes redefining women’s cinema as “minor” cinema, a term adapted from Gilles
Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s concept of minor literature, the literature of a minority or
marginalized group written in a major language. Butler moreover shows that the defining features
of minor literature—displacement or deterritorialization, the sense of everything as political, and
the tendency for everything to take on collective value—characterize women’s cinema. Just as
minor literature involves a community’s projection rather than its expression, it is useful to
perceive women’s cinema as premised on ways of imagining future communities instead of an
essentialist understanding of women.Butler’s reformulation of women’s cinema distances itself
from the narrow, politically signified women’s cinema of earlier discussions to include the
diversity of women’s cinema in the world. But in tracing its history in Anglophone feminist film
theory, Butler also naturalizes the concept’s development. She perceives 1970s feminist film
theory as the source of minor cinema and understands its growth as the automatic consequence
of the globalized expansion of women’s film production.99 The concept of minor cinema, as a
result, runs the risk of being ahistorical, abstract, and unable to account for historical complicity
or collaboration between feminist practices and the major language.Two major issues need to
be addressed before we can move to a more historically defined women’s cinema. First of all,
until the 1990s, women’s cinema was understood as a feminist and political concept—a counter-
cinema offering feminist insights and modes of opposing or disrupting mainstream and
patriarchal film production. Feminist critics did not dispute whether feminist counter-cinema must
be practiced by women. The political necessity that women make counter-patriarchal-cinema is,
however, inconsistent with the semiotic and psychoanalytic approach to women’s films, which, in
discussing the meaning of the female author’s films, always defers or brackets her along with her
intentions and interventions, her background and experience, and her social and historical
positions. This discrepancy cannot be attended to without discussing its underlying cause: the
early feminist expectation of a homogeneous group of women involved in the production and
discussion of women’s cinema. As discussed above, semiotic and psychoanalytic approaches
to film texts have contributed to textual and sexual essentialism relying on a white and Western-
centric universal model. The counter-cinema early feminist scholars promoted presumed the



makers of women’s cinema to be white, elite Western women. Consequently, the need to
consider their social and cultural positions in discussions of their films was much less significant.
The only difference among them lay in their sexual identity, which explains why the lesbian
identity of an author (as in Arzner’s case) and the role of lesbian relationships in films were
among the first issues feminist film critics dealt with in both Hollywood and psychoanalytic
narratives. The political goal of early women’s counter-cinema, which appears to contradict
textual and (post)structural analysis, has in fact reinforced the exclusion of other historical
contexts and different social and cultural positions of the director from consideration.Claire
Johnston’s insight that mainstream and dominant cinema is not monolithic and contains
alternative and marginalized discourses is significant, but it must be further argued that
dominant discourses and mainstream cinemas exist in plural forms, and that any given
patriarchal discourse is historically conditioned, coded along sexual, racial, social, geopolitical,
and cultural axes, and needs to be analyzed on multiple levels. Only through transnational
feminist understandings of patriarchy as scattered, overlapping, and multileveled, can we
understand that women’s cinema is not practiced against one dimension of a universal
mainstream discourse (psychoanalytic interpretation of Hollywood cinema), nor does it
constitute a uniform discourse (counter-Hollywood-cinema) in itself. To historicize women’s
cinema and bring authorial subjects into discussions will not invoke the traditional patriarchal
concept of authorial control over meaning production, because it is not the essentialized or
unified identity, but the historically conditioned relationship (a form of continuity) and
performative interactions between the author outside the text and the textual significations that
need to be studied.100 The agency of women filmmakers has long existed, but it is historically
conditioned and diverse. It is situated in women’s concrete and various negotiations with
differently established dominant discourses and in their socially and politically conditioned
cinematic practice or performance.Chinese women have made mainstream, commercial,
independent, and experimental films. Some are in line with dominant discourses, some oppose;
most, however, negotiate existing worldviews and ideological assumptions.101 Rather than
perceiving women’s cinema as containing fixed intrinsic and generic values—whether aesthetic,
sexual, or political—contributors of this anthology demonstrate the necessity of approaching
women’s cinema as historically constituted. Attending to the historical and discursive conditions
of women’s filmmaking, they assess women filmmakers’ lives and experiences in relation to their
cinematic practices and conduct analyses of women filmmaker’s cinematic texts and language.
In this book, Chinese women’s cinema generally refers to Chinese-language (dialects included)
films directed and sometimes written by Chinese women in Greater China, including mainland
China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the Chinese diaspora.102 The screenplay is an essential part of
filmmaking, and since the 1920s, Chinese women have produced screen scripts for numerous
influential films. Many directors discussed in this anthology are also screenwriters. This volume
in part explores the roles women have played through writing, performing, and directing for a
modern mass media and commercial industry. The diversity of geopolitical locations and the



regional differences within those locations challenge any understanding of Chinese women’s
cinema as a unified practice. Moreover, the turbulent and dynamic history of modern China
disables any view of Chinese women’s cinema as a linear development. With these caveats, I
will offer a brief history of Chinese women’s filmmaking in the mainland, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
and the diaspora;103 I will also situate and introduce chapters of this volume in their respective
historical contexts.Chinese women’s filmmaking, which includes directing and screenwriting,
began in Shanghai, when in 1925, Xie Caizhen directed the family melodrama, Guchu beisheng
(An Orphan’s Cry, 1925), and Pu Shunqing’s screenplay Aiqing de wanou (Cupid’s Puppets,
1925) was adapted to film. In 1928, Yang Naimei wrote Qi nüzi (A Wondrous Woman, 1928) with
the film version released in the same year; in 1929, Wang Hanlun helped direct and edit Nüling
fuchouji (Revenge of an Actress, 1929). Women’s relationships to filmmaking at this stage
appeared accidental because of the lack of institutional and social support. Early female
filmmakers’ initial careers as star actresses played a significant role in their transition to film
directing and screenwriting. In addition, their relationships with men also accounted for their
success in the 1920s Shanghai film industry.104 The highly contingent character of their
participation in early filmmaking in China aside, the first wave of Chinese women filmmakers
produced a wide variety of films, illustrating the complexity of women’s negotiations with
Shanghai’s semi-colonial conditions, the film industry, mainstream discourses, and commercial
and popular cultures. While An Orphan’s Cry followed a popular genre of the time, Wang
Hanlun’s family melodrama, Revenge of an Actress, continues the late Qing Mandarin ducks-
and-butterflies tradition, a popular urban literary genre of sentimental love and forbidden
romance that privileges the entertainment. Pu Shunqing’s Cupid’s Puppets, on the other hand,
turned to the Westernized and nationalist May Fourth movement, which critiqued the traditional
family and advocated freedom in love and marriage. Yang Naimei’s A Wondrous Woman
portrays a decadent Westernized modern woman with a distinctive autobiographical feature,
promoting Yang’s own unconventional sense of self and wish for self-creation. She thereby
depicted a complicated negotiation of the female self with the Westernized new woman, the
commercial film industry, and cinematic representation.With the advancement of modern
women’s writing and the rise of left-wing drama and literary movements in the 1930s, some
talented women emerged as writer-stars. In her chapter on Shanghai actress-writers from the
1920s and 1930s, Yiman Wang traces an intricate social and historical condition within which
women with public careers mediated their lives. She situates Yang Naimei and Ai Xia (who wrote
and acted in Xiandai yi nüxing, A Woman of Today, 1933) in a discursive framework of
multifarious and even contradictory historical forces that include Ibsen’s Nora of A Doll’s House
and her transformations in China, the May Fourth cultural movement, the Western modern-girl
phenomenon, left-wing ideology, the National Party’s New Life Movement, commercialism, and
Chinese cultural traditions. Her general argument is that attached to domestic space, writing
helps to discipline and not merely express female selves, and that acting, by displaying
intractable somatic materiality on and off the screen, can challenge sublimation. Her insight that



writing cannot be automatically conflated with female agency is significant, because, as Wang
notes, the social functions of women’s reading, writing, and acting vary according to specific
contexts and thus need to be specifically examined.While Ai Xia committed suicide as a result of
these diverse historical forces, Chen Boer, another star-writer in the 1930s, succeeded as the
first screenwriter and director in the Communist base of Yan’an (with Bianqu laodong yingxiong,
Working Hero in the Communist Base, 1946), after persuading the Communist government to
establish the studio in 1946.105 Chen was the first woman screenwriter and director fully
supported and endorsed by the Communist government.In the 1930s and 1940s, the first
professional Chinese American woman director, Esther Eng, a second-generation Chinese
American, developed her filmmaking career in Hong Kong and made more than ten Cantonese
films. Pro-feminist and patriotic, Eng was forgotten by both Hong Kong and Hollywood film
history. Kar Law, one of the first critics to rediscover Eng in the mid-1990s, provides a historically
rich and critically provocative account of Eng’s life, career, and films.The end of the Chinese Civil
War (1946 to 1949) led to the formation of three distinctive yet related Chinese systems and
geographical areas: socialist mainland China, Taiwan under the Nationalist Party’s rule, and
colonial Hong Kong under British governance. Since the three areas enjoyed relatively stable
political situations, their film production increased in the 1950s, marking a new beginning for
Chinese women’s filmmaking. The policy and development of the film industry in the three
regions, however, also began to diverge into different cinematic trajectories and traditions. The
first generation of professional women directors in each Chinese community was closely tied to
its historical situation, geopolitical context, and personal backgrounds. Though their cinematic
practices exhibit different social, cultural, and market influences and demands, each first group
of directors participated in its communities’ mainstream film production.After the establishment
of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, mainland China underwent unprecedented political,
social, and economic transformation: Chinese women’s emancipation reached its highest level
in history, and the Chinese film industry adjusted itself to the socialist economy and party-state
leadership. The implementation of socialist state feminism, which claimed absolute equality
between men and women, played a tremendous role in Chinese women’s filmmaking. Wang
Ping, Wang Shaoyan, and Dong Kena, the three best-known woman directors of the 1950s and
1960s, received institutional endorsement from state film studios. The relationship of Chinese
women directors with the nation-state and its socialist feminism demands more scholarly
attention. Obviously, socialist mainstream cinema contains a feminist discourse that makes us
rethink the function and role of feminist practice to dominant, mainstream discourse.Wang Ping
is the most well-known woman director of socialist China. In almost all of her popular
revolutionary films, like Liubao de gushi (The Story of Liubao Village, 1957), Yongbu xiaoshi de
dianbo (The Everlasting Radio Signals, 1958), Huaishu zhuang (Locust Tree Village, 1961), and
Nihongdeng xia de shaobing (Sentinels under the Neon Lights, 1964), she endorses both class
revolution and socialist feminism. One could conclude that Wang subjected herself to the
“mainstream” socialist discourse, or that socialist ideology left no space for personal expression,



but Wang’s early personal struggles and her trajectory from a Chinese “Nora” in the 1930s to a
left-wing activist in the 1940s, and finally to a Communist film director in the 1950s,106 provides
an alternative understanding of Wang’s personal and emotional commitment to socialist ideals.
In my study of a socialist director Dong Kena’s Kunlunshan shang yikecao (Small Grass Grows
on the Kunlun Mountain, 1962), I locate her subject in the state ideology and mainstream
cinema of socialist China. I reveal that socialist cinema is not monolithic, and that socialist
female authorship is contingent on a dynamic interaction of different and sometimes
contradictory historical forces surrounding a particular film’s production.In the 1950s Hong Kong
film industry, Shanghai film culture continued to have influence, especially during the early
postwar period, despite competition from the local, Cantonese film tradition. Among the many
Shanghai filmmakers to move to Hong Kong after 1949 were the actresses-turned-directors
Chen Juanjuan and Ren Yizhi (Yam Yi-Ji). Eileen Chang connected Hong Kong’s cinema in the
1950s and 1960s to Shanghai culture and the aesthetic she developed there. Yingjin Zhang’s
chapter on Chang’s screenplays from the 1940s to 1960s contributes to the study of Eileen
Chang more generally. Pertinent to this discussion is Zhang’s persuasive argument that despite
their general dismissal, Chang’s 1950s and 1960s screenplays exhibit a discernable continuity,
in their treatment of gender and aesthetic style, with her Shanghai literary writing. This chapter
exposes academic prejudices against the commercial intent of Chang’s screenplays and the
comic and popular film genres of the time. Zhang also examines how certain film genres
constrain women writers and how Chang’s strategy of repetitive performance negotiates a space
for her female characters and for her aesthetic preference for equivalent contrast and
harmony.The 1950s and 1960s Taiwan film industry differed dramatically from that of Hong
Kong. Without its own heritage, Taiwan film production began developing only after the
Nationalist government moved there in the 1950s.107 Due to political censorship, inconsistent
cultural policy, and the development of the local and rural economies, the number of privately
produced Taiwanese-dialect films increased. Ch’en Wen-min, a small businesswoman of
peasant origin, accidentally became Taiwan’s first woman screenwriter and director. Her first
screenplay, Nüxing de chouren (The Enemy of Women, 1957) was immediately filmed in 1957,
and her second, Xue Rengui yu Liu Jinhua (Xue Rengui and Liu Jinhua, 1957) was finished in
1957 with Shao Luohui directing. During their second collaboration on Xue Rengui zhengdong
(Xue Rengui’s Eastern Campaign, 1957), however, a dispute led to Shao Luohui dropping out of
the project, which made Ch’en Wen-min the first woman director in Taiwan. In her direction of
seven more Taiwanese-dialect films between 1958 and 1959, Chen focused on stories of
underprivileged women and their troubled family relationships.108 The success of Taiwan’s
local, private business model granted inexperienced but talented people such as Chen access
to resources. Chen also demonstrated how much a woman could achieve despite a socio-
economic environment largely inhospitable to women, especially those with working-class
origins.In 1960s socialist China, a younger generation of women began receiving professional
training in Beijing and Shanghai film schools, but the Cultural Revolution brought feature film



production in mainland China to a virtual halt from 1966 to 1972. Although Wang Ping and Dong
Kena resumed in 1974, the younger generation of women directors did not independently direct
films until the late 1970s. In 1970s Hong Kong, two women directors were well known: Kao Pao-
shu, an actress-turned-director who made seven conventional films in that decade, and Tang
Shu-shuen, an independent filmmaker, whose first film, The Arch, gained her international
recognition. Tang Shu-shuen was the first Chinese woman to study film in the United States. Her
privileged family background and the geopolitical and cultural contexts of colonial Hong Kong in
the 1960s and 1970s made it possible for her to return to make films in Hong Kong. Ching Yau
published a detailed study of Tang Shu-shuen in 2004,109 and in this volume, Yau provides a
feminist reading of The Arch and a discussion of its colonialist, nationalist, and orientalist
receptions.In 1960s and 1970s Taiwan, the film industry experienced drastic changes.
Influences from government, folktales and theater, modern literature, and Hong Kong film culture
were evident during the years when Mandarin films came to dominate the Taiwan market. More
woman directors emerged to produce a diverse body of films. From 1958 to 1979, actress-
turned-director Chang Fang-Shia directed about twenty films, becoming the most prolific Taiwan
woman director to date. In the mid-1960s, government-promoted “Healthy Realism” became the
new trend, but was soon replaced by romantic melodrama, a genre created by the popular
romance writer Chiung Yao. Liu Li-Li became the best-known and most prolific woman director of
Chiung Yao’s films. In the mid- and late-1970s, when government film studios responded to
Taiwan’s declining political status in international affairs by encouraging and supporting patriotic
propaganda films, Wang Ying, who had studied film in the United States and returned to Taiwan
in 1968, directed Nübing riji (Diaries of a Female Soldier, 1975) based on Xie Bingying’s diaries
written during the Northern Expedition and published in 1928.110The late 1970s and early
1980s witnessed innovations in all three Chinese cinemas, which for different reasons broke
from their immediate film and cultural traditions to usher in unprecedented opportunities for a
variety of cinematic practices. The new wave movements redefined regional and national
cinema in relation to international art and commercial cinema, but their relationship to women’s
cinema remains complicated and demands critical attention. In all three regions, women such as
Zhang Nuanxin, Anne Hui, and Chu T’ien-wen played key roles in the initial development of new
waves, but they were either subdued or consciously retreated as the Chinese new waves drew a
group of male auteur filmmakers into the world spotlight. The impact of new wave cinema on
women’s cinema varied by region; while it stimulated younger generations of filmmakers in
1980s and early 1990s mainland China and Hong Kong, its male dominance directly and
indirectly prompted a reactive, feminist cinema in Taiwan. In all cases, the number of woman
directors rose and remained high during this period, totaling around one hundred. More films
were directed by women in China at this time than in any other country in the world.In mainland
China, the economic reforms initiated in 1978 heralded an era of social, cultural, and economic
change. Several generations of woman directors with diverse backgrounds had assumed
directing positions in state studios by the end of the 1970s. The most influential group included



Zhang Nuanxin, Huang Shuqin, Wang Haowei, Shi Shujun, Shi Xiaohua, Ji Wenyan, Xiao
Guiyun, Ling Zi, Wang Junzheng, and Siqi Gaowa, who, having graduated from film academies
and institutes in the 1960s, helped diversify mainstream films in the 1980s and pioneered new
cinematic practices. When the new wave cinema rose in mainland China to counter socialist
realism and melodrama, it drew its first inspiration from French New Wave, Italian neo-realism,
and Andre Bazin’s theory of the long take, before climaxing in the practice of Fifth-Generation
male filmmakers such as Chen Kaige and Zhang Yimou. In 1979 Zhang Nuanxin was among the
first to introduce the new wave documentary style to China and to call for reform in Chinese
cinematic language.111 But her personal documentary style and gendered self-consciousness
in the early 1980s set her films apart from works by the Fifth Generation male directors, who
renewed national cinema by connecting it to international masculine art-house filmmaking.
Zhang’s subjective and personal mode of cinema is among the most significant achievements of
mainland Chinese women’s cinema’s to date and has been continued by directors such as Hu
Mei and Ma Liwen/Ma Xiaoying. The subjective mode, while rare, is not absent from pre-1980s
women’s cinema, but it was never linked to personal narrative until Zhang Nuanxin’s first film,
Sha’ou (The Drive to Win, 1981). The personal narrative refers to the construction of emotional
and historical experiences directly or indirectly related to the filmmaker her/himself. In other
words, women’s cinema turned self-expressive and self-conscious in the mainland during this
period.112 This personal filmmaking, together with an increase in Chinese women’s
autobiographical literature, decentralized socialist realism and articulated subjective gendered
perspectives. Yet this personal mode of representation should not be understood according to
an individualistic or liberal feminist framework; it remains embedded in socialist history and early
postsocialist conditions. While Western influences are noticeable, for example, in Zhang’s
documentary style, she reorganizes them in her films to enunciate historically constituted
personal voices from the early postsocialist era.113After making several mainstream films,
Huang Shuqin rose to fame with Ren, gui, qing (Woman, Demon, Human, 1987), an exploration
of the predicament of a woman who embraces unconventional visions and desires that Chinese
cultural and feminist critic, Dai Jinhua, hails as the first feminist film in China.114 In this
anthology, Xingyang Li situates Huang Shuqin’s representative films—Qingchun wansui
(Forever Young, 1983), Woman, Demon, Human, and Hua hun (The Soul of the Painter, 1994)—
in relation to the mainstream discourses of the time in which each is set: the socialist political
discourse of the 1950s, the open-door cultural discourse of the 1980s, and the popular and
commercial discourses of the 1990s. Historicizing women’s consciousness in each film, he
argues that the significance of women’s cinema must be situated in a polyphonic context and
understood as a consequence of dialogues between women and mainstream discourses.
Although Woman, Demon, Human has mostly been praised as a women’s film, Li attributes the
film’s success to its polyphonic nature.In 1982, the first film students graduated from Beijing Film
Academy since the Cultural Revolution. Female directors of this so-called Fifth Generation, most
of whom grew up during the Cultural Revolution, proved to be the most innovative in the 1980s



and 1990s. The films of Hu Mei, Li Shaohong, Ning Ying, Peng Xiaolian, and Liu Miaomiao
exhibit different aesthetic styles and thematic concerns. In her chapter on Hu Mei, Liu Miaomiao,
Li Shaohong, and Peng Xiaolian, Louisa Wei argues for the existence of a female counter-
cinema in 1980s and 1990s China, which functioned to (re)write women’s history/story,
(re)construct women’s speeches/voice, and/or (re)map women’s space/place. Wei bases her
discussions on textual analysis, but her knowledge of these directors from interviews brings their
historically situated “intentions” and “actions” into the discussion of the meaning and effect of
their films. Women directors’ intentions are linked to their films’ cinematic significations. Wei
situates her project in dialogue with Western cinefeminism, revealing, however, the limitation of
the latter in analyzing Chinese women’s cinema. By focusing on Ning Ying’s 2005 Wu qiong
dong (Perpetual Motion, 2005) in her chapter, Gina Marchetti shifts the discussion to
contemporary China, where a globalized market economy, neoliberal policies, postmodern
fragmentation of subjectivity, and post-feminist popular culture reinforce each other and provide
little hope for any effective feminist re-interventions. Marchetti connects Ning’s film with an array
of different Western and Chinese film traditions, genres, and cultures to indicate its highly
historical and transnational nature and to reveal the film’s, as well as the elite female characters’,
inconsistent and, at times contradictory, moves between Maoism and global capitalism,
traditional patriarchy and consumerism, and Chinese culture and Western style. Though
Marchetti’s chapter ends on a tentatively positive note, it questions globalization’s gendered
effects and its potential for positive change.After the penetration of China’s market economy into
film starting in the early 1990s, the state retreated from its previous full sponsorship of film
production and support of women, and the late 1990s saw a significant reduction in films made
by women, and many established women directors faded from view. At the same time, market-
oriented cultural production also granted women directors of younger generations space to
explore independent and commercial filmmaking. Significant among this group are Ma Liwen, Li
Hong, Xiao Jiang, Xu Jinglei, Li Yu, and Liu Jiaying. In her chapter, Kaplan compares the
representation of emotion in Hu Mei’s Nüer lou (Army Nurse, 1985) and Xu Jinglei’s Yige
mosheng nüren de laixin (Letter from an Unknown Woman, 2004) to assess the transformations
of different conceptions of female subjectivity from 1985 to 2004, when China changed from a
nation-state to a transnational-state with a market economy. Basing her analysis on Brian
Massumi’s distinction between affect and emotion, Kaplan finds that although Hu’s film was
made under the strong control of a nation-state that granted less agency to women, Hu
paradoxically establishes a less “normative” heroine with her unconventional style (comparable
to neo-New Wave) and expressive representation of feeling. On the other hand, because it was
produced in market-oriented China, Xu’s remake of Ophüls’s 1948 film resembles commercial
Hollywood-style melodrama. Although its heroine demonstrates control and agency over her
fate, she is represented as a normative and individualist woman with fixed emotions. In her
chapter, Jingyuan Zhang first studies Xu Jinglei as a multitalented cinematic force: a film
director, screenwriter (her first two films), and lead actress in Wo he baba (My Father and I,



2003), Letter from an Unknown Woman, and Mengxiang zhaojin xianshi (Dreams May Come,
2006). Second, Zhang reveals that while the films’ styles range from realistic and commercial to
avant-garde, Xu’s authorship can be traced through the thematic similarities of gender and
emotions. Zhang draws our attention to the commercial function of Xu Jinglei’s public persona,
which lends another unity to her films in a highly commercialized society. Finally, Zhang explores
the extent to which Xu’s films can be called feminist.In her chapter, Shuqin Cui concentrates on
sexuality and feminism in the films by Li Yu, from her independent film on female homosexuality,
Jinnian xiatian (Fish and Elephant, 2001), to Hongyan (Dam Street, 2005), her mainstream film
on the female body and male voyeurism, and to her recent commercial film, Pingguo (Lost in
Beijing, 2007), on the commodification of women and their bodies. Cui argues that although the
first two films contain promising feminist elements, the confinement of homosexual experience
within heterosexual discourse in the first inhibits a potentially queer discourse capable of going
beyond homo/hetero-binary conventions, and that the representation of women’s bodies as
spectacle in the second film induces sociocultural norms. Although Li Yu’s films produce a
certain resistance to mainstream cinema, they are full of contradictions and uncertainties. Cui
questions the possibility of feminist interventions in a globalized market economy and the validity
of one global, pure feminist cinema.The year 1979 marked the beginning of Hong Kong new
wave cinema, which for many critics and filmmakers was a historical “coincidence,” whose
significance lay not in its challenge to, but its diverse influences on, Hong Kong cinema. Ann
Hui’s Feng jie (The Secret, 1979), based on a real-life murder case, together with Tsui Hark’s Die
bian (The Butterfly Murders, 1979), was regarded as the germination of the Hong Kong new
wave. Hui was known for her “Vietnamese trilogy”—Lai ke (The Boy from Vietnam, 1978), Hu
Yue de gushi (The Story of Woo Viet, 1981), and Touben nuhai (Boat People, 1982)—films
examining the transnational social and political issues related to the experiences of Vietnamese
refugees. In 1990, she made the semiautobiographical Ketu qiuhen (Song of the Exile, 1990),
which interweaves subjective memory, political history, and the mother–daughter relationship,
foregrounding the role of transnational landscapes and cultures (mainland China, Macau, Hong
Kong, Britain, and Japan) in constituting personal identities and intersubjective relationships.
Whereas the women’s subjective cinema Zhang Nuanxin and Hu Mei practiced during the
1980s in the mainland shows the political dimension of the personal within national boundaries,
Hui’s Song of the Exile illustrates a compelling aspect of the transnational in its negotiation of the
personal from different diasporas. With twenty-five art-house and commercial films to her credit
by 2009, Hui has become the most versatile new wave film director in Hong Kong and the most
prolific Chinese woman director in the world.Perhaps because the majority of its directors
studied or lived abroad, women’s cinema in Hong Kong is distinguished by its transnational,
transcultural, and border-crossing characteristics. Unlike mainland Chinese woman directors,
whose professional rise had until the late 1990s relied on institutional support from within the
nation-state boundary, Hong Kong directors have long negotiated a commercial market in a
transnational context. Compared with their male counterparts, Hong Kong woman directors have



demonstrated a pronounced preoccupation with migration, diaspora, and Chinese identity in a
global setting. As Staci Ford and Shiao-Ying Shen show in their chapters, Cheung’s and Law’s
personal and historical backgrounds shed light on their cinematic practice, especially their
persistent attention to migration and the question of being Chinese and Hong Kong Chinese in
political and transnational contexts. Since the mid 1990s, the Hong Kong film industry has
declined in the face of financial, political, and commercial uncertainties, but a small group of
young independent women filmmakers has emerged in Hong Kong. Among them are Barbara
Wong, Carol Lai, Ching Yau, and Yan Yan Mak, who have made successful independent and/or
award-winning mainstream films.115 Although the number of women’s films on migration has
decreased in Hong Kong cinema in the new century, the transcultural character of Hong Kong
women’s cinema continues.The development of Taiwan women’s cinema in the 1980s and
1990s is connected to several important historical and cultural movements, particularly the new
Taiwan cinema movement of the early 1980s, the women’s visual arts festival of the early 1990s,
and women’s documentary filmmaking since the mid-1990s. After Chiang Kai-shek’s death in
1975, Taiwan began a series of economic, cultural, and political reforms under the leadership of
Chiang Ching-kuo. New Taiwan cinema, initiated by male directors such as Edward Yang, Hou
Hsiao-hsien, and Chang Yi in the late 1970s and early 1980s, promotes social realism, local/
native culture, and cinematic innovation (semidocumentary style) to respond to the political
melodramas and commercial genre films (romance and martial arts) of the 1970s. No women
filmmakers directly participated in the new Taiwan cinema movement, but women writers
contributed to it. As Yu-Shan Huang and Chun-Chi Wang show in their chapter, new Taiwan
cinema was influenced by Taiwan women’s and native-soil literature.As one of the leading
figures of the new Taiwan cinema, Hou Hsiao-hsien has been hailed as an auteur and the single
engine of the “Hou Hsiao-hsien aesthetic.” In his chapter, Christopher Lupke offers a study of the
long-term collaboration between Hou Hsiao-hsien and Chu T’ien-wen, an award-winning female
writer and the screenwriter of the films in which Hou’s “aesthetic” emerges and matures.
According to Lupke, Hou discovered his artistic cornerstone after Chu introduced him to Shen
Congwen’s autobiography. Lupke reveals how Chu co-authored with Hou the cinematic themes,
stories, styles, and the multi-vocal effect of his films. Lupke further argues, in his analysis of
Hou’s Dongdong de jiaqi (Summer at Grandfather’s, 1984), that Chu T’ien-wen’s scriptwriting,
which shifts between male and female characters and between gender-specific experiences,
exhibits the capacity to lay out an ostensibly patriarchal framework and perspective, while
undercutting it with the subversive sotto voce of the female voice, however attenuated it may
be.Only a few women directed in Taiwan in the mid and late 1980s. Sylvia Chang, a well-known
actress, turned to directing in 1986 with Zui ai (Passion, 1986), which explores female bonding,
heterosexual love and marriage, and extramarital affairs, topics also dealt with in her later films.
Wang Hsiao-ti, who studied drama and film in the United States and returned to Taiwan in 1979,
designed and co-directed with Sylvia Chang and Jin Kuo-Zhao the three-part anthology
Huangse gushi (The Game They Call Sex, 1987), focusing on women’s awakened



consciousness of their sexuality and constructed gendered roles. Centering on issues of gender
and family, Chang’s later films lie closer to mainstream melodrama. Wang has explored different
types of films, including children’s, martial arts, and cartoon drama films.Confronting the
blindness of English scholarship to Sylvia Chang’s success as an actress, screenwriter, and film
director, Zhen Zhang probes academic prejudices to gender, genre, and transnational and
regional identities in her chapter. She situates Chang and her works within the contexts of the
Sinophone film culture and transcultural melodrama studies, and offers analysis of Passion, Xin
dong (Tempting Heart, 1999), and 20 30 40 (2004). Set in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, and New
York, the films’ characters are transnational subjects with diverse cultural backgrounds, class
standings, and sexual orientations. Zhang illustrates how Chang’s everyday feminism
repositions the family-home motif of Chinese melodrama outside the allegorical space of nation,
organizing it not around the father-son relationship but around relationships among women
within the context of globalization.Yu-Shan Huang and Chun-Chi Wang’ s chapter, in addition to
considering directors Sylvia Chang, Huang Yu-Shan, and Zero Zhou, provides the most
comprehensive study yet of post-1980s Taiwan women’s cinema. They locate women’s films and
directors in the political and economic history of Taiwan and trace the cultural movements and
events that contributed to the development of Taiwan women’s cinema. In 1993, Taiwan’s first
women’s film festival was held in Taipei. Since the establishment, five years later, of the Taipei
Women’s Film Association (the precursor to the Taiwan Women’s Film Association), an
international women’s film festival has been held annually in Taiwan, which has stimulated the
development of local feminist cinema and women’s independent filmmaking. In 1995, the
biannual International Documentary Film Festival and documentary channels on public
television were formed, which contributed to a new tide of Taiwan documentary filmmaking.
These movements and festivals have helped produce generations of women filmmakers
concerned with representing feminist issues and the local cultures, customs, and history of
Taiwan. Some filmmakers who appeared at the turn of the new century, such as Alice Wang and
D. J. Chen, have directly addressed market demands; others, such as Singing Chen, Lisa Chen,
and Zero Chou, have made art films with social and feminist concerns.The most salient
characteristic of Taiwan women’s cinema since the 1980s is the exploration of the body and
sexuality. Attending to women’s bodies and their sexual desires has registered in new Taiwan
cinema as part of its general concern for marginalized groups under political oppression. When
women directors like Wang Hsiao-ti and Huang Yu-Shan represented these themes in their films
in the late 1980s, they shifted the focus to women’s awakening consciousness of their bodies
and sexualities. This helped mark gender and sexuality as distinctive categories and called for
critical examinations of patriarchal repression and the compulsive heterosexual paradigm.
Taiwan women’s cinema became self-conscious when it transformed new Taiwan cinema’s
general exploration of female sexuality into the specific examination and self-expression of
gender. While such feminist representations of the female body have persisted in women’s films,
new significations of the female body appeared in the 1990s after several international Taiwan



women’s film festivals centering on the body and sexuality took place.116 Some documentary
and experimental films treat the female body as an object for exploring unconventional sexual
desires and identities. For instance, Chien Wei-ssu’s short experimental film, Dengdai yueshi de
nüren (A Woman Waiting for Her Period, 1993), depicts a woman’s experience of her body and
the relationship of such experience to her ambiguous desire and her social relationships. Zero
Chou’s docudrama, Shenti dianying (A Film about the Body, 1996), and documentary, Si jiaoluo
(Corner’s, 2001), also turn to the body to re-examine and re-imagine marginalized or repressed
desires and homosexual relationships. The cinematic representation of homosexuality by Taiwan
woman directors traces to 1982, if not earlier, when Li Mei-Mi’s Nüzi xuexiao (Girl’s School,
1982) was released. Huang Yu-Shan’s Shuang zhuo (Twin Bracelets, 1990) focuses on a Fujian
local tradition of sisterhood and explores the political and sexual implications of female bonding.
Not until the late 1990s did cinematic representations of (homo)sexual relationship become
conventionalized. Mainstream and commercial filmmakers such as Sylvia Chang, Alice Wang,
and D. J. Chen have drawn on the cultural as well as commercial values of homosexual
representations. Several independent directors, especially lesbian filmmaker Zero Chou, have
recently made a critical breakthrough in the representation of the body and homosexual
intersubjective relationships. While Chou’s Ciqing (Spider Lilies, 2007) incorporated a
mainstream formula and became a commercial success, her Yanguang sishe gewutuan
(Splendid Float, 2004) and Piaolang qingchun (Drifting Flowers, 2008) go beyond conventional
portraits of homosexual relationships and link the representation of sexuality to explorations of
life, death, and local customs and cultures. Compared with other Chinese-language homosexual
and lesbian films, which are usually set in urban landscapes and have transnational and
transregional appeal, Chou’s films reconfigure the body and homosexual relationships in the
local history and cultures of Taiwan, articulating an embedded and concrete aesthetic of Taiwan
queer cinema.The history of Chinese women’s cinema illustrates how women’s participation in
filmmaking is geopolitically and historically contingent, and how women’s films’ meanings resist
uniform interpretation. Gender matters in understanding Chinese women’s cinema but is itself a
historically and geopolitically specific concept always in need of close examination. Since the
1990s, Chinese women directors across geopolitical divides have confronted similar demands
from the market but have responded differently. It is in and through a diverse cinematic
engagement with historical forces, whether of the market, politics, or patriarchal traditions at
national, transnational, or diasporic levels, that Chinese women filmmakers, as historical and
authorial subjects, have exhibited their agency, reorienting gender configurations and
articulating different meanings and aesthetics in history.NOTES 1. Ella Shohat, “Area Studies,
Gender Studies, and the Cartographies of Knowledge.” 2. Katarzyna Marchiniak et al., eds.,
Transnational Feminism in Film and Media, 4. 3. Judith Mayne, The Woman at the Keyhole,
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Wang’s chapter in this volume.IntroductionTRANSNATIONAL FEMINIST RECONFIGURATION
OF FILM DISCOURSE AND WOMEN’S CINEMALINGZHEN WANGTHIS ANTHOLOGY
centers on Chinese women filmmakers from mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the
Chinese diaspora from the 1920s to 2007. It studies twenty-five women filmmakers, while
offering critical comments on many others. The sixteen contributors provide critical insights and
interdisciplinary dialogues to this volume, which is the first dedicated to Chinese female
filmmakers and their films. Foregrounding Chinese women’s complex negotiations with global
and local politics, cinematic representation, and issues related to gender and sexuality, the
anthology aims to reassess and revise theoretical, political, and academic frameworks for
transnational feminist research on women and cinema.Three issues are the central concerns of
this anthology. First, despite their large number and historical significance, few English-language
studies have been devoted to Chinese women filmmakers or their films. This is particularly
disconcerting considering the rapid development of Chinese film studies and the increased
establishment of feminist film studies in Western academia. This volume interrogates the
gendered nature of Chinese film studies, its long-term focus on national cinema, and its recent
trend in global media. Second, classical feminist film theories have undergone crises since the
mid-1980s. The advent of poststructuralism and the theories of semiotics and psychoanalysis
have restrained conceptions of female authorship and agency. Furthermore, exclusive reference
to Hollywood productions and Western avant-garde cinema rendered classical feminist film
theory blind to its complicity in perpetuating racial, heterosexual, and cultural hegemony. This
anthology joins recent feminist endeavors within and outside film studies to reevaluate
established film theories, remap feminist film discourse, and engage neglected but diverse
practices of women filmmakers around the world.Finally, American studies of “non-Western”
women and feminist practice have been relegated to area studies, which is predicated on the
framework of the nation-state. The women who are objects of these studies have been marked
as the other, isolated from the “center” with a fictive cultural essence.1 Today’s accelerated
global circulation of capital, people, commodities, information, and media (including Hollywood
films) has led to questions of the suitability of area studies as the site for, and the nation-state as
the organizing principle of, studies on transnational gender and cinema. Challenges from
different economic and political positions can, however, lead research in different directions and
produce radically different meanings. Instead of viewing globalization as a means of erasing
existing borders and differences for the sake of a future cosmopolitan utopia, this anthology
engages with transnational feminist practice, which views globalization processes as inherently
gendered, sexualized, and racialized, as erecting new borders even while erasing old ones,2
and as continuously generating uneven relationships. Today, feminist film studies must step
outside the restrictive framework of the nation-state and critically resituate gender and cinema in
a transnational feminist configuration that enables the examination of relationships of power and
knowledge among and within cultures and nation-states.In the following, I first provide a critical



overview of the history and limitations of established feminist film theory, particularly in relation
to female cinematic authorship and agency. I move next to existing critiques of established
feminist film theory and of feminist theory generally, before turning to recent developments in
feminist practice to remap feminist film discourse in transnational and interdisciplinary contexts.
Finally, I redefine women’s cinema and offer a brief history of women’s diverse cinematic
practices in modern China.FEMALE AUTHORSHIP AND FEMINIST FILM THEORYFemale
cinematic authorship—and its controversial history—occupies a central place in the
development of feminist film theory. Judith Mayne states, “Virtually all feminist critics who argue
in defense of female authorship as a useful and necessary category assume the political
necessity for doing so.”3 This statement indicates that the political significance of female
authorship makes it a central concern in feminist film studies and that the study of female
authorship requires defending. But against what forces must feminist critics defend female
authorship, and what discourses are available for such a battle? Since several important reviews
of feminist film theory exist already,4 I will not provide another detailed study here, but will survey
the most critical issues concerning female film authorship in feminist film theory’s
development.The concept of the film auteur is usually traced to a group of young French critics
and film directors who contributed to the magazine Cahiers in the 1950s. They sought to elevate
film to the status of art, and called for a cinema distinguished by visual artistry that would
express the director’s individual personality, in contrast to traditional script-based French films
adapted from works by established writers.5 Holding that only geniuses could produce the new
art cinema, they adopted the traditional romantic and literary conception of the artist. This
contradiction, according to some, led to productive debates that eventually shifted the analysis
of auteurism from a critical policy of the 1950s and 1960s to a theory of authorship in the
1970s.6 During the late 1960s and 1970s, influenced by the structural linguistics of Ferdinand
de Saussure and structural anthropology of Claude Lévi-Strauss, the study of film authorship
transformed into “auteur-structuralism.” The attraction of structuralism for film criticism lay in its
“scientificness,” which allowed “critics to practice a descriptive mode of analysis that moved
them beyond the impressionistic declarations of value that characterized Romantic auteurism.”7
The intervention of semiotics and psychoanalysis in the field of film theory in the 1970s moved
this structuralist endeavor in the direction of poststructualism, calling into question the unity of
the author exterior to or prior to the text.Feminist film theory developed during the 1970s’ and
1980s’ heyday of structuralism and poststructuralism. Semiotics, which concentrated on the
structures, systems, and conventions by which cultural texts signify, helped feminist film theory
“shift its focus from the critique of the ideological content of films to the analysis of the
mechanisms and devices for the production of meaning in films.”8 It transformed the perception
of film as a reflection of reality to an active, systematic reproduction of dominant patriarchal
cultural values, especially through its construction of subject positions for viewers’ identification.
Concerned with the gendered effects of the dominant mode of film production typified by
Hollywood, feminist scholars appropriated Lacanian psychoanalysis to account for the internal



logic of sexual difference coded in dominant cinema. Structuralism, semiotics, and
psychoanalysis helped feminist scholars break with the previous empirical and sociological
study of films as realist texts. Furthermore, they led to the critical revelation of film as a coded
cinematic reproduction of a phallocentric system representing woman either as nonexistent and
nonmale9 or as the object of the male gaze and desire10 without desire of her own.11 But in the
process, feminist scholars faced the danger of collapsing overdetermined structures, or
structuralist specificities, into a universal, ahistorical homogeneity12 that overlooked the
contradictions and interplay among different structures and subjects and inadvertently
reinforced the coded condition of woman as a nonsubject. This is evident in feminist scholars’
original theorization of Hollywood cinematic spectatorship as a relation involving one-way
identifications with the central male subject positions,13 leaving little space for resistance and
difference, and none for female subjects.Feminist film theory of the 1970s and 1980s became
especially vulnerable when coming to terms with female authorship, historical agency, and
socially embedded subjectivity. Psychoanalysis, although providing a way to discuss sexual
difference, bases its system on male desire and subjectivity, allowing little room for assessing
female desire, sexuality, and subjectivity in the symbolic and cinematic narrative structure. As
some feminist critics have argued, sexual difference in psychoanalysis is fundamentally a
pseudodifference, because it centers exclusively on the male and reduces the female to its
symmetrical other.14 French feminists have responded with the concept of radical feminine
difference, which, according to Lacan, can be perceived only as something already repressed
and thus unrepresentable in the symbolic order. Though it might erupt or disturb the order, the
feminine never positively appears in the symbolic and linguistic order.The more significant
challenge to the study of female authorship in any field came from poststructuralist theory and
practice. The 1970s antihumanist structuralist and poststructuralist claim of the death of the
author in literary and cultural studies has paradigmatically reconfigured the critical focus from
“the concept of artist as a self-expressive personality to the concept of subject positions within
the text”15 occupied mostly by readers. Poststructuralism invalidated any consideration of
authorial intent or of the external author’s relation to the text’s production of meaning. Despite the
need to foreground women’s and other minorities’ cultural practices as well as their agencies
and voices, feminist scholars have encountered difficulty bridging the gap between the author
outside the text together with specific social, cultural, and political positions and experiences in
history, and the author within the text, who can only be traced or re-imagined through
circumvented means, like recurring styles, images, and other textual evidence. In addition,
antiessentialism has questioned the stability of individual identity and the uniqueness of female
representation,16 further dissolving the significance of the woman author’s relation to the
text.Since the 1970s, feminist scholar-filmmakers and critics have attempted to address the
political issue concerning feminist cinema and women’s historical and social agency. For Laura
Mulvey, a feminist film should promote experimental and avant-garde film practice to imagine
radical alternatives and shun classic Hollywood narrative technique, which centers exclusively



on male voyeuristic and fetishist desire and pleasure. While the iconoclastic style and film
language of avant-garde cinema departed from that of traditional commercially oriented films, it
introduced new problematic implications for the feminist political agenda. For instance, avant-
garde cinema had been practiced mainly by male elites for a small, exclusive audience. Its
individualistic style and association with high culture drew on the model of authorship
associated with male-centered arts.17 Additionally, as some feminist critics point out, given “the
institutionalized ways in which cinema functions, and how individuals are acculturated to
respond to it, it is difficult to know to what extent a truly alternative cinematic practice is
possible.”18Feminist critics since the late 1980s have attempted to retheorize cinematic female
authorship within the general frame of semiotics, psychoanalysis, and poststructuralism. Most
significantly, they have reconceived cinema as a discourse and not a fixed structure,
reformulated female desire within the symbolic order, and regarded Hollywood cinema as
diverse rather than monolithic. According to John Caughie, the introduction of semiotics to the
analysis of film generally took two forms. The first, typified by Christian Melz’s early work and
found largely in English-language scholarship, centers on the structure, form, and codes of
narrative. The second, influenced by Emile Benveniste’s work and concerned with signifying
practice and film as discourse,19 addresses the problem with the formalism of the first approach
by reconceptualizing film “not simply as a statement (something already formulated, ‘given’), but
also as an enunciating practice, an ‘utterance’ (something in process at the moment of
projection).”20 This analysis privileges the enunciating subject who speaks or provides visual
representation from her or his particular perspective. Feminist psychoanalysis also shifted its
focus from the critique of the patriarchal apparatus in dominant cinema and the question of
spectatorship to the exploration of female desire, fantasy, expression, and authorship.21Kaja
Silverman’s The Acoustic Mirror: The Female Voice in Psychoanalysis and Cinema combines
the reformulation of female desire and identification in psychoanalysis with the discursive turn in
film studies described above.22 Returning to Freud, she stresses maternal loss as the original
loss for boys and girls and reconfigures female desire and identification through the concept of
the negative Oedipus complex (a girl desires and identifies with the mother). Silverman
concentrates not on the male gaze and visual image but on female and maternal voice in her
critique of male dominance in classic Hollywood cinema, bringing issues of subjectivity to the
discussion of female authorship. In discussing the female authorial voice, she extends her
attention from the constructed subject and the spectator “to consider the ways in which the
Benvenistian model might help us to rethink authorship, as well.”23 Her reformulation of
authorship relies on the idea of an enunciating subject and of film as an enunciation process. But
situating her project in poststructualism, especially in linguistically based semiotics and
psychoanalysis, Silverman must argue that the author is constructed in and through discourse
and can only be inferred, traced, or imagined through textual and libidinal enunciations and
inscriptions in the text: “an author ‘outside’ the text who would come into existence as a
dreaming, desiring, self-affirming subject only through the inscription of an author ‘inside’ the



text”24 (my emphasis). Accordingly, authorial inscription assumes several textual forms: through
voice-over and points of view, namely through the subject of speech in the film, through formal
expression of the more general “libidinal coherence” or desire circulating in a single author’s
films, through “second identification” with a fictional character that stands for the film’s director,
or through a “nodal point”—a sound, image, or scene to which the film or films repeatedly
return.25 Her re-theorization of female desire, identification, and unconscious fantasy in the pre-
Oedipal realm helps her launch, to a certain extent, (one type of) sexual difference into the
discussion of enunciating subjects and authorial inscription at the textual and formal level; it
furthermore aids in projecting a bridge that gestures toward the extratextual gendered speaking
subject.Silverman’s work has advanced theories of female authorship within feminist film theory.
But her achievement has also revealed the historical incapacity of semiotic and psychoanalytic
theory to address women as historical, social, and cultural subjects outside or in relation to the
text. Although Silverman demonstrates her awareness of the political significance of the
biographical author when she states: “the libidinal masculinity or femininity [in the text] must be
read in relation to the biological gender of the biographical author, since it is clearly not the same
thing, socially or politically, for a woman to speak with a female voice as it is for a man to do so,
and vice versa,”26 the model she provides for “conceptualizing the relation between the author
‘inside’ the text and . . . the author ‘outside’ the text”27 is, as some critics have pointed out,
based on a vague assertion.28 Though she attends to the authorial inscription and enunciations
within the libidinal economy of the film text, it remains unclear to what extent “the fact of female
authorship gives a particular or distinct inflection to the representation of female desire.”29In
“Female Authorship Reconsidered,” Judith Mayne is preoccupied by precisely these questions
of female authorship and the representation of female desire. She continues the work Claire
Johnston began in her study of the director Dorothy Arzner, who made eighteen films in the
Hollywood studio system during the late 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s. One of the first feminist
critics to shift the sociological and realistic focus in feminist film criticism to structuralist
(semiotics and psychoanalysis) and ideological (ideology defined as the system of
representation via Louis Althusser) film studies,30 Johnston has left a controversial legacy over
the concept of female political agency in film production. She rejects the concepts of artistic
creativity and authorial intent by embracing the structuralist approach to auteurism, which took
an individual director’s preoccupations (generated by her or his psychoanalytic history) in the
text to decode the unconscious structure of the film and its unintended meanings.31 At the same
time, however, as a feminist and Marxist critic, she promotes the development of political and
subversive strategies in female filmmaking. The contradiction—between textual and
unconscious structure and political agency—embodied in Johnston’s position is both
emblematic and symptomatic of feminist film theory. She reasons that disruptions, dislocations,
and demystifications of patriarchal ideology at the textual level were the only forms of subversion
women’s cinema of the early 1970s could take: “New meanings have to be created by disrupting
the fabric of the male bourgeois cinema within the text of the film.”32 A genuinely revolutionary



conception of counter-cinema for women’s struggle, she held, was not realizable under the then-
historical conditions, but a future practice.33 Yet Johnston does not say how women’s disruptive
cinema could develop into women’s counter-cinema. This unresolved methodological tension
led decades later to renewed discussions of women’s historical roles in filmmaking.Several of
Johnston’s early arguments helped advance feminist film theory during the late 1980s and
1990s. Questioning several stances of early 1970s feminist film criticism, she insisted on the
usefulness of the theory of auteurism (albeit with a structuralist bent), and pointed out that
European avant-garde cinema was prone to reproducing patriarchal myth34 and that women’s
cinema should combine politics with entertainment.35 Her studies of Arzner illustrate how while
patriarchal discourse dominated Hollywood cinema, it contained complex internal heterogeneity
through which other discourses could appear.36 “The discourse of the woman,” according to
Johnston, “is the principal structuring element which rewrites the dominant discourse of the film
together with the patriarchal ideology into which it locks.”37Mayne attempts to readdress issues
raised by Johnston and other feminist film scholars. Most importantly, she develops Johnston’s
work on the existence of female discourse in Hollywood cinema and advances the discussion of
the author outside the cinematic text. Johnston defines woman’s discourse as a disruption and
dislocation of male discourse from within; Mayne tries to turn deconstructive and negative
strategies into constructive and positive policies. Drawing on Donna Haraway’s understanding
that “irony is about contradictions that do not resolve into larger wholes, even dialectically, about
the tension of holding incompatible things together because both or all are necessary and
true,”38 Mayne argues that woman’s discourse in Arzner’s Dance, Girl, Dance (1940) (female
friendship and community) and the dominant discourse (heterosexual romance) should be
understood as two compelling and incompatible truths that coexist with equal visibility in the
cinematic text.39 In other words, female discourse is not merely a disruption that is
subsequently absorbed into the dominant narrative, but helps construct a different relationship
or self-representation that coexists and competes with the dominant discourse.Furthermore,
Mayne has linked the persona of Arzner the director, especially her public identity as a lesbian,
to more radical readings of her films. She notes that despite the attention given to Arzner’s work,
“one striking aspect of her persona . . . has been largely ignored.” While photos accompanying
feminist research on Arzner imply a lesbian identity, virtually none of the critics who analyze
Arzner’s work have discussed it. Mayne reveals how the relationship between women’s historical
social and sexual roles and the films they produce is marginalized within feminist film discourse:
“discussions of her work always stop short of any recognition that sexual identity might have
something to do with how her films function, particularly concerning the ‘discourse of the
woman’ and female communities, or that the contours of female authorship in her films might be
defined in lesbian terms.”40 She illustrates, in contrast, how Arzner’s sexual identity sheds light
on the secondary female figures in Arzner’s films, “who do not evaporate into the margins,”41
because they are mirror reflections of Arzner herself.42 The components of self-reflection and
female community so central to female authorship in Arzner’s work are not identical, according



to Mayne, yet the lesbian gesture, so incompatible with the heterosexual assumptions of
psychoanalytic language, uncovers a desire for another representation of desire.43To be sure,
Mayne’s article does not draw any historical connections between Rainer’s biography and her
films. Rather, she uses Arzner’s photos as an artistic text to render her critical intervention of
female authorship at the intertextual level. Though Mayne claims that challenging the implicit
homophobia in feminist film theory would be reason enough to read the marks of lesbian
authorship in Arzner’s work, she eschews discussion of Arzner’s life and biography to avoid
charges of essentialism from the poststructuralist position. The title of Catherine Grant’s article,
“Secret Agents,”44 captures the complex situation of female film authorship theorized over the
last thirty years. Despite recognition of the political necessity of engaging women’s social and
historical roles in studies of women’s cinema, and despite the implicit yet persistent arguments
made by feminist film critics that films directed by (some) women directors contain—however
limited—the power to disrupt, subvert, and reshape, it has proven difficult to break from the
“pure” poststructuralist and psychoanalytic stance to a more productive framework embracing
textual-contextual and representational-historical interactions.The seemingly antiessentialist
feminist film theory on authorship has locked itself into an essentialist and antihistorical logic.
First, its very restraint from discussing the author or director in its analysis of her/his text
presumes the author’s essential existence. If authorship is understood, via Michel Foucault, as a
historical and institutional function,45 and if the identity of the individual author is regarded as
socially, economically, and culturally formed, the author and the text should be understood as
interconnected. Put differently, unless the author is understood as an essential entity completely
outside discourse, she/he should not be barred from the discussion of her/his text. Situated
historically, Roland Barthes’s proclamation of the death of the author does not renounce all
connections between the author and the text; instead it pronounces the end of the patriarchal,
individualist, and Western definition of authorship dominant at the time.46Second, confined
within textual structure and psychoanalysis, feminist film theory adopts a textual essentialism
and a universal model of sexual difference. Though Mayne’s intertextual strategy has brought
her research closer to Arzner, it has nevertheless flattened and fixed the historical subject into
mere performative images. These images may strongly suggest an alternative sexual desire and
identity, but they are deprived of specific historical and social significations. What did it mean to
be a lesbian in 1930s’ and 1940s’ Hollywood? What do these images suggest about lesbian
status in the United States at the time? Did Arzner express opinions about being a lesbian and a
woman director? Ironically and unexpectedly, Mayne’s antiessentialist stance reinforces a
textual essentialism that reduces complex social, historical, and sexual issues to imagery texts
and that assumes a universal and ahistorical truth or essence about lesbian desire and identity.
Bracketing the female author together with her social and historical background when
discussing her cinematic text could, therefore, lead to a universal essentialism deprived of
specific socioeconomic and historical experiences of women in the world.These problems have
been addressed but also perpetuated more recently by Geetha Ramanathan. Turning to feminist



discourse to break down the wall between text and context in previous discussions of women’s
cinema,47 she argues, “[f]eminist auteurship entails the impression of feminist authority, not
necessarily that of the auteur herself, on screen. What is at stake here is the films’ larger
acknowledgement of an informing discourse that is ideological in both form and content.”48 The
author might be the facilitator, but not a key element in constituting feminist authority.
Ramanathan focuses instead on aesthetic formats or representation strategies in women’s films
that contest or refuse the dominant patriarchal mode of representation and that enhance the
conditions of representability for women. In other words, if a contextually recognized feminist
discourse (counter-hegemonic and patriarchal ways of representation) is clearly conveyed in the
diegesis of a film text, the film is impressed with a feminist authority;49 but this authority does
not necessarily originate with female authors/directors—it is, in her words, “not necessarily or
exclusively their own.”50 Whereas she claims, “I do want to hold out for an articulated existence
of women outside the discursive frame of representation, and would maintain that unrecorded
experience does not necessarily mean absence,”51 her focus on visual strategies and narrative
aesthetics in her discussion of feminist authorship nonetheless elides women’s diverse
experiences and their roles as participating historical subjects.TRANSNATIONAL FEMINISM
AND THE REMAPPING OF FEMINIST FILM DISCOURSESince its inception, feminist film
theory has received criticism on a number of counts. In a 1976 essay,52 E. Ann Kaplan points
out that the abstraction and esotericism of Claire Johnston and Pam Cook’s mode of feminism
are “at odds with the early notion that women’s studies should be accessible to a broad
spectrum of women.”53 This early feminist theory often reduced all women to a single position in
a monolithic, patriarchal system, a tendency that “leaves no room for discussing and clarifying
specific class differences among women.” Kaplan shows that, because semiotic and structuralist
theories are “applied to any work without specific reference to time, place or historical period,”54
they are limited by their ahistorical, universalized, and implicitly elitist nature.Lesbian and queer
scholars have argued that because of its psychoanalytic foundation early feminist film theory
fails to address homosexual desire and pleasure without reference to binary heterosexuality.55
Scholars of race and ethnicity fault textual and spectator theories based on the psychoanalytic
concept of sexual difference for being “unequipped to deal with a film which is about racial
difference and sexuality,”56 and actively “suppress[ing] recognition of race.”57 Alternatively, as
Jane Gaines suggests, “history seems to be the key to understanding black female sexuality.”58
Theories of women’s sexuality universalized from a particular experience of white women have
dismissed and failed to conceive of differently configured female sexuality in, for example, the
history of black slavery. The sexual violence, repression, and displacement in black history have
a stronger formative force than the Oedipal myth.In the 1980s and 1990s, new interdisciplinary
modes of criticism began addressing the hierarchy, hegemony, and exclusivity regarding class,
race, and sexuality implicit in feminist theories and practices based on the experiences of
Western, white, middle-class, heterosexual women. In 1989, the term “intersectionality” was
coined by the legal scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw to underscore the multidimensionality of



marginalized groups’ lived experiences and to denote how race and gender interact to shape the
dimensions of black women’s employment experience.59 By ignoring women’s experiences
unaccounted for by categories of race or gender discrimination, feminist and antiracist
discourses failed to address the intersections of racism and patriarchy. The result, Crenshaw
writes, is “that the resistance strategies of feminism will often replicate and reinforce the
subordination of people of color.”60 According to intersectional feminism, cultural patterns of
oppression are influenced and bound together by intersecting systems of society, especially
race, gender, class, and ethnicity.61 Although racism and sexism intersect in the lives of people,
they seldom do in feminist and antiracist practices: “The problem with identity politics is not that
it fails to transcend difference, as some critics [liberal feminists] charge, but rather the opposite—
that it frequently conflates or ignores intra group differences.”62Having also emerged in the late
1980s, third-world (women of color) feminism likewise critiqued the middle-class and white
hegemony in feminism’s conceptualization and homogenization of women’s experience.
Together with postcolonial theory, it has shed light on globalized histories of gender and power
and revealed the role Western imperialism plays in the productions of knowledge and identity in
the colonial and postcolonial world.63 If intersectionality theory has helped transform feminist
discourse from a universal, single-axis framework to a dynamic, interconnected multiaxis
movement within the United States, third-world feminism has emphasized cultural specificity and
historical differences in feminist research in a global context and repositioned the center of
feminist discourse beyond the Western-oriented paradigm.Transnational feminism’s political and
intellectual roots grew out of a confluence of critical discourses and activities like
intersectionality theory, third-world feminism, postmodernist discourse, and postcolonial studies
in the early 1990s, but at the same time it critically revised these positions, committing itself to
the critique of modernity, capitalism, different forms of patriarchy, and Western imperialism.
Whereas conventional postmodernism celebrates hybridity and cultural difference as something
cosmopolitan, Western, and an apolitical matter of style, and popular neoliberalism endorses
the development of so-called global civil society, transnational feminist practice, like
postcolonialism, endeavors to uncover the unequal and political power relationships among
different subjects and spaces. It pays attention to imperial processes in colonial and neo-colonial
societies, and examines the strategies to subvert the material and discursive effects of those
processes. According to Inderpal Grewal and Caren Kaplan, patriarchal hegemonies take many
forms with different geopolitical centers and exist in a scattered, sometimes overlapping manner.
Transnational feminist practice intends to “articulate the relationship of gender to scattered
hegemonies such as global economic structures, patriarchal nationalisms, ‘authentic’ forms of
tradition, religious fundamentalism, local structures of domination, and legal-juridical oppression
on multiple levels.”64It differentiates itself from earlier “international” and “global” feminism or
sisterhood based on existing configurations of nation-states as discrete and sovereign entities.
Though international feminism dates from the late nineteenth century, most of its international
organizations and endeavors have centered on Western European and North American nations.



Global feminism, on the other hand, has upheld a universalized Western model of women’s
liberation celebrating individuality and modernity. Eliding the diversity of women’s agency in
world history, it perpetuates Western cultural imperialism. The discourses of “international” and
“global” feminism therefore “rely on political and economic as well as cultural concepts of
discrete nations who can be placed into comparative or relational status, always maintaining the
West as the center.”65As a consequence, choosing the term “transnational” over “international,”
according to Grewal and Kaplan, reflects the need to “destabilize rather than maintain
boundaries of nation, race, and gender.”66 Yet transnational feminism also considers the
historical formation and effect of those boundaries, which have produced specific, diverse, and
unequal relationships among different regions and groups of people. “Through such critical
recognition, the links between patriarchies, colonialisms, racisms, and other forms of domination
become more apparent and available for critique or appropriation.”67 This way of thinking about
scattered hegemonies and the “shared or common context of struggle due to common
exploration and domination across the north-south divide,” Chandra Talpade Mohanty argues,
forms “political links” and thus “a political rather than biological or cultural base for alliance” and
solidarity.68As a historically situated practice, transnational feminism has limitations:69 its
indebtedness to postcolonial, postmodernist, intersectional, and third-world feminist discourses
situated in Western academia reveals its privileged geopolitical position and accounts for its
neglect of economic issues and of still other parts of the world, such as socialist and
postsocialist nations and areas. But no critical and political discourse is free of historical
conditions. While fully aware of its historical position as having originated from the U.S.,
transnational feminist practice targets transnational issues as its subject and commits itself to
critiquing Western imperialism and modernity. Since “[T]here IS NO SUCH THING as a feminism
free of asymmetrical power relations,” transnational feminist practice “involves forms of alliance,
subversion, and complicity within which asymmetries and inequalities can be critiqued.”70The
most significant contribution of transnational feminism is its remapping of feminist practice in a
politically reassessed global and globalized context without losing sight of the importance of
specific feminist practice at any given time and place. It offers the most effective approach to
interdisciplinary studies of women and representation in diverse parts of the world. In other
words, transnational feminism helps to chart both the linked historical analogies and the different
perspectives of disempowered and marginalized groups. Though transnational feminist practice
arose in the early 1990s as a specific response to globalization and the expanding transnational
flow of capital, technology, and people, its critical findings and insights nonetheless have direct
relevance to the study of gender in the entire modern period. Globalization “is not a new
development; it must be seen as part of the much longer history of colonialism in which Europe
attempted to submit the world to a single ‘universal’ regime of truth and global institutional
power.”71 The significance of transnational feminism for film and media studies continues to
grow,72 because it offers the possibility of addressing issues related to women and cinema in
the world at multiple and diverse levels.First, transnational feminism helps resituate established



feminist film theory in the global and neocolonial context, by not just revealing the universal and
ahistorical model assumed in Western feminist film theory, but by also linking the model to
colonial and neocolonial histories that facilitated and disseminated that theory. Even in the
current era of globalization, when the European unitary subject has indeed become scattered by
the effects of mobile capital and multiple competing subjectivities, transnational feminism
cautions that “the historical thread or inertia of First World domination remains a powerful
presence.”73 The geopolitical recontextualization of established feminist film theory helps to
trace the asymmetrical power relationship in the production and circulation of discourse and
knowledge in a global context and to better reassess the complex roles Western feminist film
theory has played in different parts of the world. Instead of dismissing universalized Western
feminist theory as irrelevant to studies of women and representation in other parts of the world,
transnational feminist practice directs attention to the diverse historical effects produced by the
colonial and neocolonial transmissions of power and knowledge. It is, therefore, critical to both
discover the uneven power relationship that sets in motion Western feminist discourse across
different parts of the world and examine the specific historical significations Western feminist film
theory has made in a particular local setting.In Chinese context, feminist discourse was
originally bound together with Western imperialism and then took different routes and
transformations. After China’s defeat in its war against Western imperialist countries toward the
end of the nineteenth century, Western feminist discourse began appearing in China together
with discourses of the modern nation-state, modernity, and Marxism. Socialist state feminism
was influenced by Marxism and class revolution. In mainland China, except for socialist state
feminism, which was for a period part of the political system, the effects of other Western
feminisms (anarchical, liberal, or psychoanalytic) were confined to an elite Westernized circle.
On the other hand, Western feminisms have been received differently depending on context and
have very often been appropriated for varied local agendas. Liberal and psychoanalytic
feminisms, for example, were completely rejected in socialist China as individualistic and
bourgeois practices. But in the postsocialist 1980s, they were adopted piecemeal by Chinese
cultural critics to address gender issues in presocialist modern China.74 The applications of
Western feminist film theory and criticism to 1980s and 1990s film production have encountered
different receptions in mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, due to their different
geopolitical locations and historical demands. In this volume Yu-Shan Huang and Chun-Chi
Wang illustrate how Western feminist film practice and criticism played a significant role in the
development of Taiwan women’s cinema in a film industry still dominated by men in the early
1990s. But in postsocialist, mainland China, after over thirty years of state-socialist feminism,
Western cinefeminism has never played a major role in the development of women’s cinema.
Scholars like Louisa Wei, well-versed in Western feminist film theory, have sought out films by
Chinese women directors to validate points made by Western feminist film critics (the gesture
itself is indicative of both the uneven power relationship between Chinese women’s cinematic
practice and Western feminist film theory and of a reflection on the relationship), but have come



to an unexpected conclusion. In her chapter in this volume, Wei reveals that the theoretical
frameworks of psychoanalysis, Marxism, and other feminist film theories are not readily
applicable to the Chinese context of the 1980s and 1990s, although some specific concepts are
useful for textual analysis. In her chapter on Mabel Cheung Yuen-Ting, Staci Ford discusses the
mixed features of Hong Kong–style feminism (among middle-class women). She argues that
traditional Chinese gender culture and Western neoliberal values as well as Western third-wave
feminism have contributed most to the formation of Hong Kong–style feminism, which seeks
harmony rather than confrontation with men or patriarchal gender roles. Ford compares this
feminism with second- and third-wave feminism in the United States, and advocates cross-
Pacific conversations on women and cultural values. Transnational feminism calls our attention
to global but uneven and dissimilar circuits of culture and capital, and also allows us to zoom in
on a specific temporospatial and geopolitical frame to examine effects produced by interactions
among multiple and diverse historical forces.Second, transnational feminism helps explore the
historical effects of the modern nation-state and nationalism, which first-world feminism usually
dismisses.75 Transnational feminism recognizes the importance of nationalism in the rise of
women’s movements and feminism in third-world countries and has helped bring “nation” as an
important category, together with race and sexuality, into its counter-Western-universal research
on feminism and women. Third-world women first articulated their critical voices through
anticolonialism and nationalism, a departure from Western women’s rights-oriented movements.
But transnational feminism does not homogenize third-world nationalist or feminist practices. It
reveals diverse and contradictory situations in third-world countries and questions the
(hetero)masculine patriarchy that emerged with modern nationalism and collaborated with
patriarchal forces in local regions. Transnational feminism refuses to romanticize transnational
globalism as a form of neutral universalism or third-world nationalism as a final means of
salvation. Transnational feminism addresses the Eurocentric assumptions of Western feminism
as well as various patriarchal cultures of nationalist movements in history. Furthermore, it
interrogates women’s internalization of nationalism in their transnational encounters. Although
first-world women and feminism have seemed to transcend nationalist concerns, they are in fact
tied to the projection of their national power. While women’s movements in the third world have
exhibited an explicit relationship to anticolonial nationalism, Western women, according to some
transnational feminists, are invisibly complicit with their national power.76 This explains why, for
instance, many working-class women in labor struggles in Britain still supported British
colonialism.77 Contrary to the belief that feminism exists in an antagonistic relation to
nationalism, transnational feminism reveals how feminism and nationalism often constitute and
depend on each other78 with both positive and negative effects.This perspective on nationalism
and feminism provides an effective and flexible approach to the complicated, historically specific
situations regarding women and nationalism in different parts of the world. Discussing women’s
cinema in socialist China, for example, requires examining the role of socialist nation-states and
socialist feminism. Neither the Western feminist view of dominant cinema as phallocentric and



repressive, which leaves no space for female subjectivity, nor its call for a counter-cinema in
commercial society has much relevance to socialist China. In my chapter on socialist female
director Dong Kena, I demonstrate a historically nuanced relationship between the socialist
nation-state, its feminist policy, and the Chinese women who participated in socialist national
formations. After taking power in mainland China in 1949, the socialist state empowered women
by promoting and institutionalizing their political, social, and economic roles; nevertheless, it
demanded women’s self-sacrifice and identification with an implicitly masculine model. Most
Chinese women, like Dong Kena, embraced socialist views and ideals, but their involvement in
socialist filmmaking also exposed discrepancies in socialist gender ideology, articulated an
implicit critique of its masculine nature, and enunciated a displaced and alternative vision of life
and the female self. The relationship between women and the Chinese socialist nation is neither
purely conformist nor oppositional. Ching Yau, on the other hand, reveals how in the 1970s Hong
Kong director Tang Shu Shuen was caught in a set of contradictory discourses of orientalism,
colonialism, and nationalism. Westerners criticized Tang’s award-winning film Dong furen (The
Arch, 1969) as lacking authentic and original Chinese-ness, while the local press, following
Hong Kong’s colonial policy to import Anglo-American culture and to delegitimize residual
Chinese culture, celebrated Tang’s supposed Western image. Meanwhile, local, cultural-
nationalist discourse split between expecting Tang’s film to be “Westernized” enough to gain
recognition for Chinese cinema abroad and blaming it for selling out to Westerners.
Contemporary public receptions of Tang’s film dismissed both her representation of female
subjectivity and her resistance to colonialism and nationalism. The question regarding the
modern nation and nationalism therefore demands critical engagement in the study of gender
and cinema.Third, transnational feminism can provide a political perspective for the study of
transnational cinema. In film studies, the concept of transnational cinema has emerged in
response to increasing economic and media globalization and the acceleration of technological
development. As a relatively new conceptual category, transnational cinema is mobilized to
address the significance of transnational financing, production, distribution, and reception of
films, to express the need to go beyond the limitations of national cinema, to draw attention to
films made by filmmakers living in cosmopolitan centers or in the diaspora, and to denote a
transnational and hybrid cinematic aesthetics and emotional identification. Some scholars of
transnational media have projected an apolitical and utopian vision of transnationalism by
arguing that it unfolds as an essentially self-motivated, and apparently amoral, cultural force79
and that the real world is no longer defined by its colonial past (or its neocolonial present), but by
its technological future, in which people will gain greater access to the means of global
representation.80 Transnational feminism, on the other hand, argues the opposite by directing
our attention to disproportioned movements across borders, and by exposing the underbelly of
“the global village”: racism, illegal border crossing, forced economic migration, political exile,
and xenophobia.81 Transnational flows of capital and people, according to transnational
feminism, are not neutral. Not all crossings are equal, and the flows of capital run upstream as



well as down. As some critics of films on transnational migration have pointed out, “when
privileged first worlders venture abroad,” for example, “border crossing is a matter of
‘cosmopolitan’ choice; and their trauma can be alleviated by the international apparatus of
embassies and rescue helicopters. When the third worlders cross borders. . . , however, there is
no aid, only the risk of severe punishment.”82 Staci Ford echoes this view in her contribution to
this volume: “When Americans come to Hong Kong many experience a status increase while for
the Hong Kong person who has grown up with a relative amount of privilege, a move to the
United States is often accompanied by—at least initially—some status decline.” In addition to the
uneven relationships between nation-states or regions, gender, race, and religion also contribute
to the dramatically different effects of border crossings.Many chapters in this volume discuss
transnational and transregional migration and issues related to the diaspora. Especially
foregrounding the transnational feature are essays on Hong Kong cinema, since, as a British
colony and world commercial center before 1997, Hong Kong served as both a destination for
migrants from around the world, including mainland China, and as a port for Chinese migration
to the West. Consequently, the content and form of its cinema has long exhibited transnational
characteristics. As some critics have argued, the notion of transnational cinema should not act
as a mere corollary of contemporary globalization; transnational cinematic productions of earlier
periods can be conceptualized within the schema.83 Given the history of colonization and
globalization and the transnational nature of cinema, the concept of transnational cinema can
offer a critically revisionist perspective to the study of world film history. Colonization not only
gave rise to regional nationalism, but also produced different forms of diaspora due to
transnational flows of capital, people, knowledge, and technology. As the chapters on Hong
Kong cinema in this volume illustrate, the processes of colonization and globalization,
nationalism, the existence of diaspora, and individual senses of self are mutually implicated. Kar
Law researches in his chapter the life and career of Esther Eng, Hong Kong’s first female
director and the first Chinese American director in Hollywood, who made more than ten films in
her lifetime, during which she moved back and forth between the United States and Hong Kong.
Whereas Ching Yau reveals a feminist message that is critical of both nationalism and
colonialism in her reading of Tang Shu Shuen’s The Arch, Kar Law details how Esther Eng’s
patriotism, as a second-generation Chinese American growing up in San Francisco, was key to
jumpstarting her filmmaking career during the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war in the early
1930s, and how her early films featuring patriotic Chinese heroes and heroines (with a certain
commercial formula) helped establish her in Hong Kong. Tang and Eng embodied and
articulated different concerns over nationalism, imperialism/colonialism, and the diaspora in their
cinematic practice, but their experience as Chinese women straddling different national and
cultural identities assigned both to the margins of film history. In the United States, Eng’s racial
profile as a Chinese American accounts for her exclusion from Hollywood film history; in Hong
Kong, Eng’s and Tang’s gender and hybrid identities (Tang’s ambivalent Chinese-ness and Eng’s
Chinese American status), as Yau and Law have argued, contributed to their erasure from the



history of Hong Kong film. The collaboration of regional patriarchal culture and colonialism or
racism is evident in their obliterating Tang and Eng from “His-(s)tory.”In the 1980s and 1990s,
due to anxieties about Hong Kong’s return to the PRC in 1997, Hong Kong migration to Canada
and the United States surged; likewise as open-door economic reform continued in mainland
China, migration to Western countries increased. Mable Cheung Yuen-Ting and Clara Law,
prominent Hong Kong women directors who studied filmmaking in the United States, both rose
to fame with early films on Chinese migration to the U.S. and its relation to gender, cultural
identity, and politics. Their careers diverged in the late 1990s when Law chose to migrate to
Australia, and Cheung chose to stay in Hong Kong. Staci Ford’s study of Cheung in this
collection situates her films in a broad transnational and cultural framework and reveals diverse
national and transnational influences on her filmmaking. Attending to the asymmetrical situations
involved in migrations, Ford also relates Cheung’s films to discourses related to nationalism,
feminism, and the history of the diaspora. The Chinese-ness Cheung explores, according to
Ford, is not only tied to an implicit pan-Chinese cultural solidarity, but is linked more crucially to
the political uncertainties of contemporary Hong Kong, the economic development of mainland
China, the universalized American dream, as well as American racism and Western hegemonic
standards of lifestyle and beauty. Shiao-ying Shen, in her chapter on Clara Law, on the other
hand, zooms in on Law’s individual and emotional migration to Australia by reading her Australia
films as metaphorically autobiographical. Shen locates Law’s films squarely in the realm of the
diaspora and compares them with migration films by other Australian filmmakers. Turning inward
and concentrating on the psychic space of diaspora, Shen’s chapter explores emotional and
identity issues concerning modern-day, transnational migration, issues once again tied to class,
race, gender, and culture. As an independent woman (economically, professionally, and
politically), Law’s struggle and transformation in the process of her migration appears, Shen
seems to suggest, to be culturally oriented. She uses films to express melancholy and loss; and
most recently, to enact a new sense of home(lessness) and identity in the diaspora.Last but not
least, transnational feminist practice challenges the existing disciplinary boundaries and trends
in fields like gender studies or area studies. Gender studies considers Western feminist theory
and studies of Western women to be normative; whereas feminism and studies of women
outside of “Western” spaces are often “demoted” to area studies. “There the experts of the day, it
is assumed, will tell us about the plight of women; each outlandish geographical zone will be
matched with an abused bodily part.”84 In her discussion of the structure of American
academia, Ella Shohat has shown that institutional hierarchies have long existed, and women’s
studies programs have reproduced these hierarchies through a division “whereby required
courses focus on ‘pure’ issues of gender and sexuality, while optional courses focus on women
of color and Third World women as ‘special topics.’ Within this approach, Third World women
are seen as if living on another planet, in another time.”85 Shohat has cautioned us against this
cultural essentialism, which implicitly relegates women from other parts of the world to
fundamentally different and thus inferior or victimized positions.86Despite changes and the



emergence of different perspectives in the domain of area studies (such as Chinese studies),
residual cold-war mentalities, traditional sinology, nation-state-oriented research, and recent
cosmopolitan approaches have joined hands to marginalize, whether explicitly or implicitly, the
role of women’s studies and feminist research. The glaring absence of scholarly interest in
women’s work can surely be found in the study of Chinese cinema as well. Scholarship on
Taiwan cinema, for example, has conspicuously excluded women filmmakers. Zhen Zhang
demonstrates in her chapter how despite Sylvia Chang’s unprecedented achievements in
acting, screenwriting, and directing in Taiwan and Hong Kong, she has never been seriously
studied. Despite the large number of Chinese women filmmakers and the major roles they have
played in mainstream film production and experimental cinema alike, few have been studied in
published scholarship.87 While some recent anthologies include one or, in rare cases, two
chapters on women filmmakers, they function as a token, isolated from the contextual history of
women’s varied engagements with cinematic representation and their contributions to Chinese
film production. Auteurism and auteur criticism, which have been dismantled or challenged by
poststructuralism and feminist film theory, have made, as Zhen Zhang argues, an unapologetic
comeback in Chinese area studies’ interest in national cinema and modernist, international, art-
house cinema. Women directors have, however, been exiled from this masculine style of
cinematic studies. The accelerated globalization of capital and media has recently led to
research trends that question the suitability of the nation-state category in area studies. Instead
of seeing transnational or globalization processes as inherently gendered, sexualized, and
racialized, these growing movements endorse depoliticization, aesthetic transcendence, and an
indifferent cosmopolitan style,88 and dismiss the significance of gender and alternative
histories. As a consequence of the hierarchical trend in both gender and area studies, Chinese
women’s studies and cinema remain on the margins of American academia.Transnational
feminist critiques of cultural essentialism, cold-war politics, nationalism, the apolitical view of
globalization, and academic hierarchy help address issues in gender studies and area studies
and foster critical dialogues and mutual illuminations between them. The study of women from
non-Western parts of the world requires a substantial reconfiguration of current feminist theories
and American institutional structure to foreground these women as historical subjects and to
highlight the concrete and multilevel engagements they have made with diverse global and local
historical forces. This must take place without reducing them to any single, fixed position,
whether as cultural or political victim, the symbol or token of masculine modernity, or a
fundamentally different “other” from a cultural relativist perspective. It is, therefore, critical for
projects on Chinese women’s cinema to focus on women’s active involvements in Chinese film
production, to examine their historical and subjective negotiations with various forces in a multi-
axis context, to reveal their diverse manners and styles in the process, and to assess the
different significations of their cinematic practices. Going beyond purely text-and-form-based
criticism, the study of Chinese women’s cinematic authorship, which is affected by and affects
sociohistorical discourses, provides the most compelling site to address Chinese women as



negotiating historical subjects.WOMEN’S CINEMA AND HISTORY OF CHINESE WOMEN’S
FILMMAKINGCompared with female cinematic authorship, the concept of women’s cinema has
not, despite its complicated history, encountered the deadlock situation concerning historical
subjects outside the text. But women’s cinema needs first of all to be differentiated from the
woman’s film, a Hollywood genre of emotional melodrama targeting a female audience popular
throughout the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. Also known as weepies, this genre is, according to
Molly Haskell, “founded on a mock-Aristotelian and politically conservative aesthetic whereby
women spectators are moved, not by pity and fear but by self-pity and tears, to accept, rather
than reject, their lot.”89 For Mary Ann Doane, the woman’s film identifies female pleasure in
cinema as being complicit with masochistic constructions of femininity.90 Women’s cinema on
the other hand generally denotes, despite certain disputes, films made and mostly directed by
women.91 Some critics may argue that only those films addressed to or concerned with women
should be called women’s cinema, but few critics question whether women’s cinema must have
female authorship.The idea of women’s cinema emerged in film theory in the late 1960s and
had, by the early 1970s, developed into a political counter-cinema challenging mainstream and
patriarchal cinema by resisting its language. In her 1973 essay, “Women’s Cinema as Counter-
cinema,” Claire Johnston maintains that woman’s discourse can grow from within the ideological
contradictions and heterogeneous discourses of mainstream Hollywood cinema. She describes
the function of women’s cinema in Hollywood from the 1920s to the 1940s as primarily disruptive
and revisionary: “its very survival in the form of irony is in itself a kind of triumph, a victory against
being expelled or erased.”92 Laura Mulvey dismisses the possibility of feminist work emerging
from within mainstream narrative film. In “Film, Feminism and the Avant-Garde,” Mulvey
envisages women’s counter-cinema in the tradition of political modernism93 and perceives
avant-garde cinema—with its storehouse of feminist aesthetic strategies of defamiliarisation,
rupture, and reflexivity—as a model for feminist film.94Women’s cinema has been further
contested and developed since the 1980s. Teresa de Lauretis has argued that women function
both in the cinema as representation, and outside the cinema as subjects of practice, and that
for feminists to pose critique from within and without patriarchal culture, the tension between
“woman” (e.g., constituted by Hollywood and psychoanalytic narrative) and “women” (historical
subjects) should be maintained.95 She defines women’s cinema as one that “crosses the
boundaries between avant-garde and narrative cinema, independent and mainstream, but which
is rigorously exclusive on political grounds.”96 Other feminist critics have also viewed women’s
cinema to be in intertextual relation with hegemonic cinematic traditions.97 In her 2002 book on
women’s cinema, Alison Butler notices that unlike the feminist film theory that emerged in the
1970s, when few films were made by women, the diverse forms and contents of contemporary
women’s cinema of the new millennium exceed the most flexible definition of counter-cinema.98
She proposes redefining women’s cinema as “minor” cinema, a term adapted from Gilles
Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s concept of minor literature, the literature of a minority or
marginalized group written in a major language. Butler moreover shows that the defining features



of minor literature—displacement or deterritorialization, the sense of everything as political, and
the tendency for everything to take on collective value—characterize women’s cinema. Just as
minor literature involves a community’s projection rather than its expression, it is useful to
perceive women’s cinema as premised on ways of imagining future communities instead of an
essentialist understanding of women.Butler’s reformulation of women’s cinema distances itself
from the narrow, politically signified women’s cinema of earlier discussions to include the
diversity of women’s cinema in the world. But in tracing its history in Anglophone feminist film
theory, Butler also naturalizes the concept’s development. She perceives 1970s feminist film
theory as the source of minor cinema and understands its growth as the automatic consequence
of the globalized expansion of women’s film production.99 The concept of minor cinema, as a
result, runs the risk of being ahistorical, abstract, and unable to account for historical complicity
or collaboration between feminist practices and the major language.Two major issues need to
be addressed before we can move to a more historically defined women’s cinema. First of all,
until the 1990s, women’s cinema was understood as a feminist and political concept—a counter-
cinema offering feminist insights and modes of opposing or disrupting mainstream and
patriarchal film production. Feminist critics did not dispute whether feminist counter-cinema must
be practiced by women. The political necessity that women make counter-patriarchal-cinema is,
however, inconsistent with the semiotic and psychoanalytic approach to women’s films, which, in
discussing the meaning of the female author’s films, always defers or brackets her along with her
intentions and interventions, her background and experience, and her social and historical
positions. This discrepancy cannot be attended to without discussing its underlying cause: the
early feminist expectation of a homogeneous group of women involved in the production and
discussion of women’s cinema. As discussed above, semiotic and psychoanalytic approaches
to film texts have contributed to textual and sexual essentialism relying on a white and Western-
centric universal model. The counter-cinema early feminist scholars promoted presumed the
makers of women’s cinema to be white, elite Western women. Consequently, the need to
consider their social and cultural positions in discussions of their films was much less significant.
The only difference among them lay in their sexual identity, which explains why the lesbian
identity of an author (as in Arzner’s case) and the role of lesbian relationships in films were
among the first issues feminist film critics dealt with in both Hollywood and psychoanalytic
narratives. The political goal of early women’s counter-cinema, which appears to contradict
textual and (post)structural analysis, has in fact reinforced the exclusion of other historical
contexts and different social and cultural positions of the director from consideration.Claire
Johnston’s insight that mainstream and dominant cinema is not monolithic and contains
alternative and marginalized discourses is significant, but it must be further argued that
dominant discourses and mainstream cinemas exist in plural forms, and that any given
patriarchal discourse is historically conditioned, coded along sexual, racial, social, geopolitical,
and cultural axes, and needs to be analyzed on multiple levels. Only through transnational
feminist understandings of patriarchy as scattered, overlapping, and multileveled, can we



understand that women’s cinema is not practiced against one dimension of a universal
mainstream discourse (psychoanalytic interpretation of Hollywood cinema), nor does it
constitute a uniform discourse (counter-Hollywood-cinema) in itself. To historicize women’s
cinema and bring authorial subjects into discussions will not invoke the traditional patriarchal
concept of authorial control over meaning production, because it is not the essentialized or
unified identity, but the historically conditioned relationship (a form of continuity) and
performative interactions between the author outside the text and the textual significations that
need to be studied.100 The agency of women filmmakers has long existed, but it is historically
conditioned and diverse. It is situated in women’s concrete and various negotiations with
differently established dominant discourses and in their socially and politically conditioned
cinematic practice or performance.Chinese women have made mainstream, commercial,
independent, and experimental films. Some are in line with dominant discourses, some oppose;
most, however, negotiate existing worldviews and ideological assumptions.101 Rather than
perceiving women’s cinema as containing fixed intrinsic and generic values—whether aesthetic,
sexual, or political—contributors of this anthology demonstrate the necessity of approaching
women’s cinema as historically constituted. Attending to the historical and discursive conditions
of women’s filmmaking, they assess women filmmakers’ lives and experiences in relation to their
cinematic practices and conduct analyses of women filmmaker’s cinematic texts and language.
In this book, Chinese women’s cinema generally refers to Chinese-language (dialects included)
films directed and sometimes written by Chinese women in Greater China, including mainland
China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the Chinese diaspora.102 The screenplay is an essential part of
filmmaking, and since the 1920s, Chinese women have produced screen scripts for numerous
influential films. Many directors discussed in this anthology are also screenwriters. This volume
in part explores the roles women have played through writing, performing, and directing for a
modern mass media and commercial industry. The diversity of geopolitical locations and the
regional differences within those locations challenge any understanding of Chinese women’s
cinema as a unified practice. Moreover, the turbulent and dynamic history of modern China
disables any view of Chinese women’s cinema as a linear development. With these caveats, I
will offer a brief history of Chinese women’s filmmaking in the mainland, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
and the diaspora;103 I will also situate and introduce chapters of this volume in their respective
historical contexts.Chinese women’s filmmaking, which includes directing and screenwriting,
began in Shanghai, when in 1925, Xie Caizhen directed the family melodrama, Guchu beisheng
(An Orphan’s Cry, 1925), and Pu Shunqing’s screenplay Aiqing de wanou (Cupid’s Puppets,
1925) was adapted to film. In 1928, Yang Naimei wrote Qi nüzi (A Wondrous Woman, 1928) with
the film version released in the same year; in 1929, Wang Hanlun helped direct and edit Nüling
fuchouji (Revenge of an Actress, 1929). Women’s relationships to filmmaking at this stage
appeared accidental because of the lack of institutional and social support. Early female
filmmakers’ initial careers as star actresses played a significant role in their transition to film
directing and screenwriting. In addition, their relationships with men also accounted for their



success in the 1920s Shanghai film industry.104 The highly contingent character of their
participation in early filmmaking in China aside, the first wave of Chinese women filmmakers
produced a wide variety of films, illustrating the complexity of women’s negotiations with
Shanghai’s semi-colonial conditions, the film industry, mainstream discourses, and commercial
and popular cultures. While An Orphan’s Cry followed a popular genre of the time, Wang
Hanlun’s family melodrama, Revenge of an Actress, continues the late Qing Mandarin ducks-
and-butterflies tradition, a popular urban literary genre of sentimental love and forbidden
romance that privileges the entertainment. Pu Shunqing’s Cupid’s Puppets, on the other hand,
turned to the Westernized and nationalist May Fourth movement, which critiqued the traditional
family and advocated freedom in love and marriage. Yang Naimei’s A Wondrous Woman
portrays a decadent Westernized modern woman with a distinctive autobiographical feature,
promoting Yang’s own unconventional sense of self and wish for self-creation. She thereby
depicted a complicated negotiation of the female self with the Westernized new woman, the
commercial film industry, and cinematic representation.With the advancement of modern
women’s writing and the rise of left-wing drama and literary movements in the 1930s, some
talented women emerged as writer-stars. In her chapter on Shanghai actress-writers from the
1920s and 1930s, Yiman Wang traces an intricate social and historical condition within which
women with public careers mediated their lives. She situates Yang Naimei and Ai Xia (who wrote
and acted in Xiandai yi nüxing, A Woman of Today, 1933) in a discursive framework of
multifarious and even contradictory historical forces that include Ibsen’s Nora of A Doll’s House
and her transformations in China, the May Fourth cultural movement, the Western modern-girl
phenomenon, left-wing ideology, the National Party’s New Life Movement, commercialism, and
Chinese cultural traditions. Her general argument is that attached to domestic space, writing
helps to discipline and not merely express female selves, and that acting, by displaying
intractable somatic materiality on and off the screen, can challenge sublimation. Her insight that
writing cannot be automatically conflated with female agency is significant, because, as Wang
notes, the social functions of women’s reading, writing, and acting vary according to specific
contexts and thus need to be specifically examined.While Ai Xia committed suicide as a result of
these diverse historical forces, Chen Boer, another star-writer in the 1930s, succeeded as the
first screenwriter and director in the Communist base of Yan’an (with Bianqu laodong yingxiong,
Working Hero in the Communist Base, 1946), after persuading the Communist government to
establish the studio in 1946.105 Chen was the first woman screenwriter and director fully
supported and endorsed by the Communist government.In the 1930s and 1940s, the first
professional Chinese American woman director, Esther Eng, a second-generation Chinese
American, developed her filmmaking career in Hong Kong and made more than ten Cantonese
films. Pro-feminist and patriotic, Eng was forgotten by both Hong Kong and Hollywood film
history. Kar Law, one of the first critics to rediscover Eng in the mid-1990s, provides a historically
rich and critically provocative account of Eng’s life, career, and films.The end of the Chinese Civil
War (1946 to 1949) led to the formation of three distinctive yet related Chinese systems and



geographical areas: socialist mainland China, Taiwan under the Nationalist Party’s rule, and
colonial Hong Kong under British governance. Since the three areas enjoyed relatively stable
political situations, their film production increased in the 1950s, marking a new beginning for
Chinese women’s filmmaking. The policy and development of the film industry in the three
regions, however, also began to diverge into different cinematic trajectories and traditions. The
first generation of professional women directors in each Chinese community was closely tied to
its historical situation, geopolitical context, and personal backgrounds. Though their cinematic
practices exhibit different social, cultural, and market influences and demands, each first group
of directors participated in its communities’ mainstream film production.After the establishment
of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, mainland China underwent unprecedented political,
social, and economic transformation: Chinese women’s emancipation reached its highest level
in history, and the Chinese film industry adjusted itself to the socialist economy and party-state
leadership. The implementation of socialist state feminism, which claimed absolute equality
between men and women, played a tremendous role in Chinese women’s filmmaking. Wang
Ping, Wang Shaoyan, and Dong Kena, the three best-known woman directors of the 1950s and
1960s, received institutional endorsement from state film studios. The relationship of Chinese
women directors with the nation-state and its socialist feminism demands more scholarly
attention. Obviously, socialist mainstream cinema contains a feminist discourse that makes us
rethink the function and role of feminist practice to dominant, mainstream discourse.Wang Ping
is the most well-known woman director of socialist China. In almost all of her popular
revolutionary films, like Liubao de gushi (The Story of Liubao Village, 1957), Yongbu xiaoshi de
dianbo (The Everlasting Radio Signals, 1958), Huaishu zhuang (Locust Tree Village, 1961), and
Nihongdeng xia de shaobing (Sentinels under the Neon Lights, 1964), she endorses both class
revolution and socialist feminism. One could conclude that Wang subjected herself to the
“mainstream” socialist discourse, or that socialist ideology left no space for personal expression,
but Wang’s early personal struggles and her trajectory from a Chinese “Nora” in the 1930s to a
left-wing activist in the 1940s, and finally to a Communist film director in the 1950s,106 provides
an alternative understanding of Wang’s personal and emotional commitment to socialist ideals.
In my study of a socialist director Dong Kena’s Kunlunshan shang yikecao (Small Grass Grows
on the Kunlun Mountain, 1962), I locate her subject in the state ideology and mainstream
cinema of socialist China. I reveal that socialist cinema is not monolithic, and that socialist
female authorship is contingent on a dynamic interaction of different and sometimes
contradictory historical forces surrounding a particular film’s production.In the 1950s Hong Kong
film industry, Shanghai film culture continued to have influence, especially during the early
postwar period, despite competition from the local, Cantonese film tradition. Among the many
Shanghai filmmakers to move to Hong Kong after 1949 were the actresses-turned-directors
Chen Juanjuan and Ren Yizhi (Yam Yi-Ji). Eileen Chang connected Hong Kong’s cinema in the
1950s and 1960s to Shanghai culture and the aesthetic she developed there. Yingjin Zhang’s
chapter on Chang’s screenplays from the 1940s to 1960s contributes to the study of Eileen



Chang more generally. Pertinent to this discussion is Zhang’s persuasive argument that despite
their general dismissal, Chang’s 1950s and 1960s screenplays exhibit a discernable continuity,
in their treatment of gender and aesthetic style, with her Shanghai literary writing. This chapter
exposes academic prejudices against the commercial intent of Chang’s screenplays and the
comic and popular film genres of the time. Zhang also examines how certain film genres
constrain women writers and how Chang’s strategy of repetitive performance negotiates a space
for her female characters and for her aesthetic preference for equivalent contrast and
harmony.The 1950s and 1960s Taiwan film industry differed dramatically from that of Hong
Kong. Without its own heritage, Taiwan film production began developing only after the
Nationalist government moved there in the 1950s.107 Due to political censorship, inconsistent
cultural policy, and the development of the local and rural economies, the number of privately
produced Taiwanese-dialect films increased. Ch’en Wen-min, a small businesswoman of
peasant origin, accidentally became Taiwan’s first woman screenwriter and director. Her first
screenplay, Nüxing de chouren (The Enemy of Women, 1957) was immediately filmed in 1957,
and her second, Xue Rengui yu Liu Jinhua (Xue Rengui and Liu Jinhua, 1957) was finished in
1957 with Shao Luohui directing. During their second collaboration on Xue Rengui zhengdong
(Xue Rengui’s Eastern Campaign, 1957), however, a dispute led to Shao Luohui dropping out of
the project, which made Ch’en Wen-min the first woman director in Taiwan. In her direction of
seven more Taiwanese-dialect films between 1958 and 1959, Chen focused on stories of
underprivileged women and their troubled family relationships.108 The success of Taiwan’s
local, private business model granted inexperienced but talented people such as Chen access
to resources. Chen also demonstrated how much a woman could achieve despite a socio-
economic environment largely inhospitable to women, especially those with working-class
origins.In 1960s socialist China, a younger generation of women began receiving professional
training in Beijing and Shanghai film schools, but the Cultural Revolution brought feature film
production in mainland China to a virtual halt from 1966 to 1972. Although Wang Ping and Dong
Kena resumed in 1974, the younger generation of women directors did not independently direct
films until the late 1970s. In 1970s Hong Kong, two women directors were well known: Kao Pao-
shu, an actress-turned-director who made seven conventional films in that decade, and Tang
Shu-shuen, an independent filmmaker, whose first film, The Arch, gained her international
recognition. Tang Shu-shuen was the first Chinese woman to study film in the United States. Her
privileged family background and the geopolitical and cultural contexts of colonial Hong Kong in
the 1960s and 1970s made it possible for her to return to make films in Hong Kong. Ching Yau
published a detailed study of Tang Shu-shuen in 2004,109 and in this volume, Yau provides a
feminist reading of The Arch and a discussion of its colonialist, nationalist, and orientalist
receptions.In 1960s and 1970s Taiwan, the film industry experienced drastic changes.
Influences from government, folktales and theater, modern literature, and Hong Kong film culture
were evident during the years when Mandarin films came to dominate the Taiwan market. More
woman directors emerged to produce a diverse body of films. From 1958 to 1979, actress-



turned-director Chang Fang-Shia directed about twenty films, becoming the most prolific Taiwan
woman director to date. In the mid-1960s, government-promoted “Healthy Realism” became the
new trend, but was soon replaced by romantic melodrama, a genre created by the popular
romance writer Chiung Yao. Liu Li-Li became the best-known and most prolific woman director of
Chiung Yao’s films. In the mid- and late-1970s, when government film studios responded to
Taiwan’s declining political status in international affairs by encouraging and supporting patriotic
propaganda films, Wang Ying, who had studied film in the United States and returned to Taiwan
in 1968, directed Nübing riji (Diaries of a Female Soldier, 1975) based on Xie Bingying’s diaries
written during the Northern Expedition and published in 1928.110The late 1970s and early
1980s witnessed innovations in all three Chinese cinemas, which for different reasons broke
from their immediate film and cultural traditions to usher in unprecedented opportunities for a
variety of cinematic practices. The new wave movements redefined regional and national
cinema in relation to international art and commercial cinema, but their relationship to women’s
cinema remains complicated and demands critical attention. In all three regions, women such as
Zhang Nuanxin, Anne Hui, and Chu T’ien-wen played key roles in the initial development of new
waves, but they were either subdued or consciously retreated as the Chinese new waves drew a
group of male auteur filmmakers into the world spotlight. The impact of new wave cinema on
women’s cinema varied by region; while it stimulated younger generations of filmmakers in
1980s and early 1990s mainland China and Hong Kong, its male dominance directly and
indirectly prompted a reactive, feminist cinema in Taiwan. In all cases, the number of woman
directors rose and remained high during this period, totaling around one hundred. More films
were directed by women in China at this time than in any other country in the world.In mainland
China, the economic reforms initiated in 1978 heralded an era of social, cultural, and economic
change. Several generations of woman directors with diverse backgrounds had assumed
directing positions in state studios by the end of the 1970s. The most influential group included
Zhang Nuanxin, Huang Shuqin, Wang Haowei, Shi Shujun, Shi Xiaohua, Ji Wenyan, Xiao
Guiyun, Ling Zi, Wang Junzheng, and Siqi Gaowa, who, having graduated from film academies
and institutes in the 1960s, helped diversify mainstream films in the 1980s and pioneered new
cinematic practices. When the new wave cinema rose in mainland China to counter socialist
realism and melodrama, it drew its first inspiration from French New Wave, Italian neo-realism,
and Andre Bazin’s theory of the long take, before climaxing in the practice of Fifth-Generation
male filmmakers such as Chen Kaige and Zhang Yimou. In 1979 Zhang Nuanxin was among the
first to introduce the new wave documentary style to China and to call for reform in Chinese
cinematic language.111 But her personal documentary style and gendered self-consciousness
in the early 1980s set her films apart from works by the Fifth Generation male directors, who
renewed national cinema by connecting it to international masculine art-house filmmaking.
Zhang’s subjective and personal mode of cinema is among the most significant achievements of
mainland Chinese women’s cinema’s to date and has been continued by directors such as Hu
Mei and Ma Liwen/Ma Xiaoying. The subjective mode, while rare, is not absent from pre-1980s



women’s cinema, but it was never linked to personal narrative until Zhang Nuanxin’s first film,
Sha’ou (The Drive to Win, 1981). The personal narrative refers to the construction of emotional
and historical experiences directly or indirectly related to the filmmaker her/himself. In other
words, women’s cinema turned self-expressive and self-conscious in the mainland during this
period.112 This personal filmmaking, together with an increase in Chinese women’s
autobiographical literature, decentralized socialist realism and articulated subjective gendered
perspectives. Yet this personal mode of representation should not be understood according to
an individualistic or liberal feminist framework; it remains embedded in socialist history and early
postsocialist conditions. While Western influences are noticeable, for example, in Zhang’s
documentary style, she reorganizes them in her films to enunciate historically constituted
personal voices from the early postsocialist era.113After making several mainstream films,
Huang Shuqin rose to fame with Ren, gui, qing (Woman, Demon, Human, 1987), an exploration
of the predicament of a woman who embraces unconventional visions and desires that Chinese
cultural and feminist critic, Dai Jinhua, hails as the first feminist film in China.114 In this
anthology, Xingyang Li situates Huang Shuqin’s representative films—Qingchun wansui
(Forever Young, 1983), Woman, Demon, Human, and Hua hun (The Soul of the Painter, 1994)—
in relation to the mainstream discourses of the time in which each is set: the socialist political
discourse of the 1950s, the open-door cultural discourse of the 1980s, and the popular and
commercial discourses of the 1990s. Historicizing women’s consciousness in each film, he
argues that the significance of women’s cinema must be situated in a polyphonic context and
understood as a consequence of dialogues between women and mainstream discourses.
Although Woman, Demon, Human has mostly been praised as a women’s film, Li attributes the
film’s success to its polyphonic nature.In 1982, the first film students graduated from Beijing Film
Academy since the Cultural Revolution. Female directors of this so-called Fifth Generation, most
of whom grew up during the Cultural Revolution, proved to be the most innovative in the 1980s
and 1990s. The films of Hu Mei, Li Shaohong, Ning Ying, Peng Xiaolian, and Liu Miaomiao
exhibit different aesthetic styles and thematic concerns. In her chapter on Hu Mei, Liu Miaomiao,
Li Shaohong, and Peng Xiaolian, Louisa Wei argues for the existence of a female counter-
cinema in 1980s and 1990s China, which functioned to (re)write women’s history/story,
(re)construct women’s speeches/voice, and/or (re)map women’s space/place. Wei bases her
discussions on textual analysis, but her knowledge of these directors from interviews brings their
historically situated “intentions” and “actions” into the discussion of the meaning and effect of
their films. Women directors’ intentions are linked to their films’ cinematic significations. Wei
situates her project in dialogue with Western cinefeminism, revealing, however, the limitation of
the latter in analyzing Chinese women’s cinema. By focusing on Ning Ying’s 2005 Wu qiong
dong (Perpetual Motion, 2005) in her chapter, Gina Marchetti shifts the discussion to
contemporary China, where a globalized market economy, neoliberal policies, postmodern
fragmentation of subjectivity, and post-feminist popular culture reinforce each other and provide
little hope for any effective feminist re-interventions. Marchetti connects Ning’s film with an array



of different Western and Chinese film traditions, genres, and cultures to indicate its highly
historical and transnational nature and to reveal the film’s, as well as the elite female characters’,
inconsistent and, at times contradictory, moves between Maoism and global capitalism,
traditional patriarchy and consumerism, and Chinese culture and Western style. Though
Marchetti’s chapter ends on a tentatively positive note, it questions globalization’s gendered
effects and its potential for positive change.After the penetration of China’s market economy into
film starting in the early 1990s, the state retreated from its previous full sponsorship of film
production and support of women, and the late 1990s saw a significant reduction in films made
by women, and many established women directors faded from view. At the same time, market-
oriented cultural production also granted women directors of younger generations space to
explore independent and commercial filmmaking. Significant among this group are Ma Liwen, Li
Hong, Xiao Jiang, Xu Jinglei, Li Yu, and Liu Jiaying. In her chapter, Kaplan compares the
representation of emotion in Hu Mei’s Nüer lou (Army Nurse, 1985) and Xu Jinglei’s Yige
mosheng nüren de laixin (Letter from an Unknown Woman, 2004) to assess the transformations
of different conceptions of female subjectivity from 1985 to 2004, when China changed from a
nation-state to a transnational-state with a market economy. Basing her analysis on Brian
Massumi’s distinction between affect and emotion, Kaplan finds that although Hu’s film was
made under the strong control of a nation-state that granted less agency to women, Hu
paradoxically establishes a less “normative” heroine with her unconventional style (comparable
to neo-New Wave) and expressive representation of feeling. On the other hand, because it was
produced in market-oriented China, Xu’s remake of Ophüls’s 1948 film resembles commercial
Hollywood-style melodrama. Although its heroine demonstrates control and agency over her
fate, she is represented as a normative and individualist woman with fixed emotions. In her
chapter, Jingyuan Zhang first studies Xu Jinglei as a multitalented cinematic force: a film
director, screenwriter (her first two films), and lead actress in Wo he baba (My Father and I,
2003), Letter from an Unknown Woman, and Mengxiang zhaojin xianshi (Dreams May Come,
2006). Second, Zhang reveals that while the films’ styles range from realistic and commercial to
avant-garde, Xu’s authorship can be traced through the thematic similarities of gender and
emotions. Zhang draws our attention to the commercial function of Xu Jinglei’s public persona,
which lends another unity to her films in a highly commercialized society. Finally, Zhang explores
the extent to which Xu’s films can be called feminist.In her chapter, Shuqin Cui concentrates on
sexuality and feminism in the films by Li Yu, from her independent film on female homosexuality,
Jinnian xiatian (Fish and Elephant, 2001), to Hongyan (Dam Street, 2005), her mainstream film
on the female body and male voyeurism, and to her recent commercial film, Pingguo (Lost in
Beijing, 2007), on the commodification of women and their bodies. Cui argues that although the
first two films contain promising feminist elements, the confinement of homosexual experience
within heterosexual discourse in the first inhibits a potentially queer discourse capable of going
beyond homo/hetero-binary conventions, and that the representation of women’s bodies as
spectacle in the second film induces sociocultural norms. Although Li Yu’s films produce a



certain resistance to mainstream cinema, they are full of contradictions and uncertainties. Cui
questions the possibility of feminist interventions in a globalized market economy and the validity
of one global, pure feminist cinema.The year 1979 marked the beginning of Hong Kong new
wave cinema, which for many critics and filmmakers was a historical “coincidence,” whose
significance lay not in its challenge to, but its diverse influences on, Hong Kong cinema. Ann
Hui’s Feng jie (The Secret, 1979), based on a real-life murder case, together with Tsui Hark’s Die
bian (The Butterfly Murders, 1979), was regarded as the germination of the Hong Kong new
wave. Hui was known for her “Vietnamese trilogy”—Lai ke (The Boy from Vietnam, 1978), Hu
Yue de gushi (The Story of Woo Viet, 1981), and Touben nuhai (Boat People, 1982)—films
examining the transnational social and political issues related to the experiences of Vietnamese
refugees. In 1990, she made the semiautobiographical Ketu qiuhen (Song of the Exile, 1990),
which interweaves subjective memory, political history, and the mother–daughter relationship,
foregrounding the role of transnational landscapes and cultures (mainland China, Macau, Hong
Kong, Britain, and Japan) in constituting personal identities and intersubjective relationships.
Whereas the women’s subjective cinema Zhang Nuanxin and Hu Mei practiced during the
1980s in the mainland shows the political dimension of the personal within national boundaries,
Hui’s Song of the Exile illustrates a compelling aspect of the transnational in its negotiation of the
personal from different diasporas. With twenty-five art-house and commercial films to her credit
by 2009, Hui has become the most versatile new wave film director in Hong Kong and the most
prolific Chinese woman director in the world.Perhaps because the majority of its directors
studied or lived abroad, women’s cinema in Hong Kong is distinguished by its transnational,
transcultural, and border-crossing characteristics. Unlike mainland Chinese woman directors,
whose professional rise had until the late 1990s relied on institutional support from within the
nation-state boundary, Hong Kong directors have long negotiated a commercial market in a
transnational context. Compared with their male counterparts, Hong Kong woman directors have
demonstrated a pronounced preoccupation with migration, diaspora, and Chinese identity in a
global setting. As Staci Ford and Shiao-Ying Shen show in their chapters, Cheung’s and Law’s
personal and historical backgrounds shed light on their cinematic practice, especially their
persistent attention to migration and the question of being Chinese and Hong Kong Chinese in
political and transnational contexts. Since the mid 1990s, the Hong Kong film industry has
declined in the face of financial, political, and commercial uncertainties, but a small group of
young independent women filmmakers has emerged in Hong Kong. Among them are Barbara
Wong, Carol Lai, Ching Yau, and Yan Yan Mak, who have made successful independent and/or
award-winning mainstream films.115 Although the number of women’s films on migration has
decreased in Hong Kong cinema in the new century, the transcultural character of Hong Kong
women’s cinema continues.The development of Taiwan women’s cinema in the 1980s and
1990s is connected to several important historical and cultural movements, particularly the new
Taiwan cinema movement of the early 1980s, the women’s visual arts festival of the early 1990s,
and women’s documentary filmmaking since the mid-1990s. After Chiang Kai-shek’s death in



1975, Taiwan began a series of economic, cultural, and political reforms under the leadership of
Chiang Ching-kuo. New Taiwan cinema, initiated by male directors such as Edward Yang, Hou
Hsiao-hsien, and Chang Yi in the late 1970s and early 1980s, promotes social realism, local/
native culture, and cinematic innovation (semidocumentary style) to respond to the political
melodramas and commercial genre films (romance and martial arts) of the 1970s. No women
filmmakers directly participated in the new Taiwan cinema movement, but women writers
contributed to it. As Yu-Shan Huang and Chun-Chi Wang show in their chapter, new Taiwan
cinema was influenced by Taiwan women’s and native-soil literature.As one of the leading
figures of the new Taiwan cinema, Hou Hsiao-hsien has been hailed as an auteur and the single
engine of the “Hou Hsiao-hsien aesthetic.” In his chapter, Christopher Lupke offers a study of the
long-term collaboration between Hou Hsiao-hsien and Chu T’ien-wen, an award-winning female
writer and the screenwriter of the films in which Hou’s “aesthetic” emerges and matures.
According to Lupke, Hou discovered his artistic cornerstone after Chu introduced him to Shen
Congwen’s autobiography. Lupke reveals how Chu co-authored with Hou the cinematic themes,
stories, styles, and the multi-vocal effect of his films. Lupke further argues, in his analysis of
Hou’s Dongdong de jiaqi (Summer at Grandfather’s, 1984), that Chu T’ien-wen’s scriptwriting,
which shifts between male and female characters and between gender-specific experiences,
exhibits the capacity to lay out an ostensibly patriarchal framework and perspective, while
undercutting it with the subversive sotto voce of the female voice, however attenuated it may
be.Only a few women directed in Taiwan in the mid and late 1980s. Sylvia Chang, a well-known
actress, turned to directing in 1986 with Zui ai (Passion, 1986), which explores female bonding,
heterosexual love and marriage, and extramarital affairs, topics also dealt with in her later films.
Wang Hsiao-ti, who studied drama and film in the United States and returned to Taiwan in 1979,
designed and co-directed with Sylvia Chang and Jin Kuo-Zhao the three-part anthology
Huangse gushi (The Game They Call Sex, 1987), focusing on women’s awakened
consciousness of their sexuality and constructed gendered roles. Centering on issues of gender
and family, Chang’s later films lie closer to mainstream melodrama. Wang has explored different
types of films, including children’s, martial arts, and cartoon drama films.Confronting the
blindness of English scholarship to Sylvia Chang’s success as an actress, screenwriter, and film
director, Zhen Zhang probes academic prejudices to gender, genre, and transnational and
regional identities in her chapter. She situates Chang and her works within the contexts of the
Sinophone film culture and transcultural melodrama studies, and offers analysis of Passion, Xin
dong (Tempting Heart, 1999), and 20 30 40 (2004). Set in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, and New
York, the films’ characters are transnational subjects with diverse cultural backgrounds, class
standings, and sexual orientations. Zhang illustrates how Chang’s everyday feminism
repositions the family-home motif of Chinese melodrama outside the allegorical space of nation,
organizing it not around the father-son relationship but around relationships among women
within the context of globalization.Yu-Shan Huang and Chun-Chi Wang’ s chapter, in addition to
considering directors Sylvia Chang, Huang Yu-Shan, and Zero Zhou, provides the most



comprehensive study yet of post-1980s Taiwan women’s cinema. They locate women’s films and
directors in the political and economic history of Taiwan and trace the cultural movements and
events that contributed to the development of Taiwan women’s cinema. In 1993, Taiwan’s first
women’s film festival was held in Taipei. Since the establishment, five years later, of the Taipei
Women’s Film Association (the precursor to the Taiwan Women’s Film Association), an
international women’s film festival has been held annually in Taiwan, which has stimulated the
development of local feminist cinema and women’s independent filmmaking. In 1995, the
biannual International Documentary Film Festival and documentary channels on public
television were formed, which contributed to a new tide of Taiwan documentary filmmaking.
These movements and festivals have helped produce generations of women filmmakers
concerned with representing feminist issues and the local cultures, customs, and history of
Taiwan. Some filmmakers who appeared at the turn of the new century, such as Alice Wang and
D. J. Chen, have directly addressed market demands; others, such as Singing Chen, Lisa Chen,
and Zero Chou, have made art films with social and feminist concerns.The most salient
characteristic of Taiwan women’s cinema since the 1980s is the exploration of the body and
sexuality. Attending to women’s bodies and their sexual desires has registered in new Taiwan
cinema as part of its general concern for marginalized groups under political oppression. When
women directors like Wang Hsiao-ti and Huang Yu-Shan represented these themes in their films
in the late 1980s, they shifted the focus to women’s awakening consciousness of their bodies
and sexualities. This helped mark gender and sexuality as distinctive categories and called for
critical examinations of patriarchal repression and the compulsive heterosexual paradigm.
Taiwan women’s cinema became self-conscious when it transformed new Taiwan cinema’s
general exploration of female sexuality into the specific examination and self-expression of
gender. While such feminist representations of the female body have persisted in women’s films,
new significations of the female body appeared in the 1990s after several international Taiwan
women’s film festivals centering on the body and sexuality took place.116 Some documentary
and experimental films treat the female body as an object for exploring unconventional sexual
desires and identities. For instance, Chien Wei-ssu’s short experimental film, Dengdai yueshi de
nüren (A Woman Waiting for Her Period, 1993), depicts a woman’s experience of her body and
the relationship of such experience to her ambiguous desire and her social relationships. Zero
Chou’s docudrama, Shenti dianying (A Film about the Body, 1996), and documentary, Si jiaoluo
(Corner’s, 2001), also turn to the body to re-examine and re-imagine marginalized or repressed
desires and homosexual relationships. The cinematic representation of homosexuality by Taiwan
woman directors traces to 1982, if not earlier, when Li Mei-Mi’s Nüzi xuexiao (Girl’s School,
1982) was released. Huang Yu-Shan’s Shuang zhuo (Twin Bracelets, 1990) focuses on a Fujian
local tradition of sisterhood and explores the political and sexual implications of female bonding.
Not until the late 1990s did cinematic representations of (homo)sexual relationship become
conventionalized. Mainstream and commercial filmmakers such as Sylvia Chang, Alice Wang,
and D. J. Chen have drawn on the cultural as well as commercial values of homosexual



representations. Several independent directors, especially lesbian filmmaker Zero Chou, have
recently made a critical breakthrough in the representation of the body and homosexual
intersubjective relationships. While Chou’s Ciqing (Spider Lilies, 2007) incorporated a
mainstream formula and became a commercial success, her Yanguang sishe gewutuan
(Splendid Float, 2004) and Piaolang qingchun (Drifting Flowers, 2008) go beyond conventional
portraits of homosexual relationships and link the representation of sexuality to explorations of
life, death, and local customs and cultures. Compared with other Chinese-language homosexual
and lesbian films, which are usually set in urban landscapes and have transnational and
transregional appeal, Chou’s films reconfigure the body and homosexual relationships in the
local history and cultures of Taiwan, articulating an embedded and concrete aesthetic of Taiwan
queer cinema.The history of Chinese women’s cinema illustrates how women’s participation in
filmmaking is geopolitically and historically contingent, and how women’s films’ meanings resist
uniform interpretation. Gender matters in understanding Chinese women’s cinema but is itself a
historically and geopolitically specific concept always in need of close examination. Since the
1990s, Chinese women directors across geopolitical divides have confronted similar demands
from the market but have responded differently. It is in and through a diverse cinematic
engagement with historical forces, whether of the market, politics, or patriarchal traditions at
national, transnational, or diasporic levels, that Chinese women filmmakers, as historical and
authorial subjects, have exhibited their agency, reorienting gender configurations and
articulating different meanings and aesthetics in history.NOTES 1. Ella Shohat, “Area Studies,
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Wang’s chapter in this volume.Part IFEMALE AUTHORSHIP NEGOTIATED IN DIFFERENT
TIMES, SPACES, AND GENRESPart IFEMALE AUTHORSHIP NEGOTIATED IN DIFFERENT
TIMES, SPACES, AND GENRES1Socialist Cinema and Female
AuthorshipOVERDETERMINATION AND SUBJECTIVE REVISIONS IN DONG KENA’S SMALL
GRASS GROWS ON THE KUNLUN MOUNTAIN (1962)LINGZHEN WANGDESPITE THEIR
lack of experience in directing films, Wang Ping, Wang Shaoyan, and Dong Kena, the three best-
known female directors in 1950s’ and 1960s’ mainland China, all became film directors with the
institutional endorsement of state film studios such as August First Film Studio and Beijing Film
Studio. Given the extremely limited alternatives in the early socialist film industry, state
sponsorship—as well as the institutional and moral support these women received after the
Chinese Communist Party assumed power—was critical to their success as the first group of
female directors in modern China. The entrance of Chinese women into film production resulted



to a large extent from the new government’s official discourse and practice, which claimed
absolute equality between men and women. The inadequate number of experienced filmmakers
with revolutionary backgrounds in the early years of socialist China also accounted for the
incorporation of women into the industry—all three directors, for example, were revolutionary
cultural workers and/or left-wing film actresses before the party came to power. Of course their
experiences, artistic talents, visions, and determinations are also important factors in
understanding their roles in socialist filmmaking. As a result, female authorship of Chinese
socialist films from this period must be examined among multiple social, political, institutional,
and personal forces.Recent scholars in Chinese studies have reevaluated socialist literature and
film from different critical and comparative perspectives instead of highlighting their
propagandistic nature and conformist tendency as previous English-language scholarship on
socialist literature and art has done.1 By examining specific ideological, aesthetic, imaginary,
and formal characteristics of socialist art, these scholars have revealed both the dominant mode
of artistic production, as well as its variations, and the different mechanisms by which socialist
art functioned effectively to move, bring pleasure to, entertain, educate, and construct a socialist
mass audience. While didacticism is assumed to be the fundamental goal of socialist artistic
practice, it is nonetheless achieved through overdetermining structures and in tension with other
subordinated themes and elements. This chapter joins that revisionist approach as it attempts to
illustrate a more complex picture of socialist art and literature by exploring the concept of female
authorship and Chinese women’s roles in socialist cinema through a particular focus on the
female director Dong Kena.Given the historical and political circumstances that had enabled
Chinese women to assume directing positions, it is not surprising that films made by first-
generation female directors in the 1950s and 1960s conformed to contemporary mainstream
political and artistic ideologies. While conformity itself may signify different meanings in different
contexts, and thus demands more critical analysis and historical examination than mere
dismissal, what I intend to argue is that conformity does not exhaust the meaning and
significance of films directed by women of that period. Through closely analyzing Dong’s most
influential film, Kunlunshan shang yikecao (Small grass grows on the Kunlun Mountain, 1962;
hereafter Small Grass), and its production, I will reveal a multifaceted picture of women’s roles in
representing revolutionary ethics, socialist construction, and the gendered self. Specifically, I will
examine the personal narrative and subjective cinematic techniques Dong deploys to show how
multiple levels of contradiction are sustained throughout the film under its explicitly conformist
surface. Some of the film’s subthemes—such as domestic imagination and displaced, gendered
visions of life—diverge from the official political goals of both the film and the era. Female
authorship, as shown in Small Grass, is therefore contingent on dynamic negotiations among
diverse ideological, institutional, artistic, and personal factors.SMALL GRASS: FROM SHORT
STORY TO FILMSmall Grass is based on Wang Zongyuan’s short story “Hui Sao (Hui’s Wife)—
the Story Within the Story,” published in People’s Daily in 1961; its film adaptation was assigned
to Dong by the head of Beijing Film Studio, Wang Yang, in August of the same year. Although



Dong had already helped direct several films as assistant director, this was the first film she was
asked to direct independently. When it came out in 1962, the film (black and white, 62 minutes)
received some critical acclaim and became an instant hit among young audiences. The image
and life of the Kunlun grass represented in the film articulated a new, hard-working spirit called
for by a period in which China was undergoing huge economic setbacks, international isolation,
and natural disasters. The film influenced many young people of the time by encouraging them
to confront the difficult situations they faced and to devote their lives to building a strong socialist
China.The story of the film is relatively simple and hardly strays from the plotline of the original
story. It tells of Li Wanli, a seventeen-year-old Shanghai woman who, upon graduation from a
geological university, enthusiastically volunteers to go to the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau to work, but
on the way to her destination, finds herself completely disillusioned by the desolate reality of the
mountain areas. As she hesitates about whether she should return to Shanghai, she meets a
peasant woman at the Kunlun mountain pass, Hui Sao, a model figure who originally moved
there to reunite with her husband and later built a homelike dormitory to house the long-distance
drivers who traverse the Plateau by day and night. After listening to Hui Sao’s narration of how
she overcame her own disillusionment and found meaning in her life by serving those heroic
drivers, Li is enlightened and decides to learn from Hui Sao and devote herself to transforming
the area.The film reinscribes dominant tropes developed in socialist literature and film on several
levels. First of all, it is a typical education film with an apprenticeship structure, in which an
apprentice character learns from a model figure, usually a party member, and grows to become
a socialist or revolutionary subject.2 In the Chinese context, the social roles of apprentice
characters vary, and the degree of apprenticeship for various characters also depends on the
political and cinematic position of the character in the film. A generally accepted rule, however, is
that when intellectuals and women are depicted in literature or film in relation to the working
class (workers, peasants, soldiers) or male party members, they are often put in the position of
apprentice and witness.3 The relationships between Li and Hui Sao, and between Hui Sao (who
is not a Communist Party member) and her husband, a committed Communist Party member,
follow the typical apprenticeship hierarchy.Second, in addition to the apprenticeship structure of
the film, the director deploys a typical flashback device often used in socialist films, in which
either heroic or bitter stories of the past are told to educate and enlighten as well as to reveal
information to characters in the film and to its audience. According to Chris Berry, “In this trope,
memory is not just personal, but part of a collective process of learning from experience.”4 Small
Grass contains two additional flashback narratives: the second flashback, which is also the
major one, is narrated and anchored by Hui Sao and addressed to the targeted listener Li; the
third flashback is part of Hui Sao’s flashback and narrated by her husband, mostly while
speaking, to the targeted listener Hui Sao. Both flashback narratives function to enlighten and
change the targeted listeners in the film.Third, the film ends on a politically satisfactory and
personally uplifting note: Li is completely transformed, moving happily forward to her new
job.There is no dispute that Dong’s Small Grass, like the original short story on which it is based,



belongs to mainstream socialist cinema and literature and has a visible pedagogical goal
embedded in the narrative. However, while conforming to the overall dominant and collective
discourse in socialist film production, the film adaptation of Small Grass also enunciates,
through its subjective narrative devices and cinematic techniques, some different themes and
gendered concerns that, although subdued by the apparent didactic theme toward the film’s
end, are in fact sustained throughout. These cinematic discourses and subthemes are not
necessarily subordinate to the dominant one, as Chris Berry argues,5 but neither do they form
any effective oppositional consciousness. Rather, they reveal, consciously or unconsciously,
gaps and contradictions at the heart of the dominant discourse and offer at the same time
different subjective perspectives and psychological negotiations. Although the film achieves its
pedagogical and collective goal toward the end, it elaborates on particular psychological
processes and gendered identification, producing multiple meanings at various points within the
diegetic frame.The following discussion explores some special features and devices of Small
Grass that not only explain the film’s appeal to both past and present audiences, but also reveal
a female director’s negotiations with the original short story and the dominant mode of film
production. Thus I confront questions about the interconnections and interactions among
authorship, gender, cinema, and socialist policy.REVELATION OF IDEOLOGICAL
DISCREPANCIES: FEMALE VOICE-OVER AND OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIONSJin Fenglan, in
her book on Dong Kena’s life and films, devotes one chapter to Dong’s first film, Small Grass.6 In
the section on the cinematic language of the film, Jin points out the devices Dong deploys in
Small Grass: subjective camera, female voice-over and voice-off, flashbacks, and long takes.
The subjective camera, as Jin indicates, was rarely used in socialist films. In fact, not until the
early 1980s was it frequently used in personally oriented films, especially those by female
directors. Wei Shiyu, in her article on the historical changes in images of Chinese women on the
screen and in women’s cinema in the twentieth century, declares that it is Dong’s Small Grass—
rather than those films made in the 1980s by female directors such as Zhang Nuanxin, Hu Mei,
Huang Shuqin, and Peng Xiaolian—that should be regarded as the first women’s film in China.7
Although she mentions that the elements of female voice-over and voice-off, female perspective,
and independent female character establish Small Grass as a women’s film, she does not
elaborate on why these stylistic elements qualify it as such. In fact, these narrative devices have
all been employed in other socialist films and have produced quite different meanings and
significance.8 More in-depth studies and analyses are therefore needed to illuminate the
significance and effects of Dong’s narrative devices and techniques in producing gendered and
gender-related meanings in this film.The film begins with a lone truck bumping along in the great
wilderness of China’s northwest plateau with literally no road before or after it. As the days and
nights pass, the landscape changes to snowy mountains and an endless, snowy mountain path.
The camera then cuts to the truck cab to reveal a young male driver and a young woman sitting
next to him. Simply by observing their facial expressions and body language, the audience
recognizes that the two are not on good terms. When a truck passes by from the opposite



direction, the girl turns around, her look following the truck until it disappears. After the girl turns
back to her original position, with disappointment legible on her face, the audience is exposed to
her inner thoughts through voice-over: “The Plateau, is this the Plateau [I know through other
representations]?”The most salient narrative device in Dong’s Small Grass is the female voice-
over, which is anchored within the diegetic frame, synchronically communicating the inner
thoughts and emotions of the character (Li Wanli). The original story by Wang Zongyan has a
different narrative device. It begins with a primary first-person narrator (presumably a male writer
or reporter) who meets Li at a big celebratory meeting held for young model workers and
socialist construction activists in the Qaidam Basin area. He becomes interested in Li, a model
young woman with a Shanghai background. When he asks her about her experience of first
coming to the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, she answers him by telling a story of Hui Sao, a peasant
woman who helped transform Li’s life on the plateau. Although Li narrates the main story from
then on, her first-person narration is enveloped by the narrative frame of the male writer.In their
adaptation of the story, Dong and Hua Ming remove both the authorial male narrator and Li’s
first-person narration and cut instead directly into Li’s story as she experiences it. In other words,
unlike the story in which Li’s experience is mediated by another authorial narrator and told in
retrospect, the film begins with her riding in a truck and bumping along the Kunlun mountain
road on her way to her working post. This rearrangement of the temporal and spatial frame in the
film’s opening transforms the entire story from a recounting of a past learning story with a
historically vindicated perspective (the character is now herself a model youth)—a narrative
device that is often used in revolutionary films—to a direct presentation of what Li experienced in
the past. This change in narrative structure fundamentally alters Li’s past experience from a
provisional and insignificant state moving toward a victorious outcome to a historical reality in
which multiple discourses as well as their contradictions are enunciated and sustained.In
addition, the voice-over, which speaks Li’s inner thoughts and feelings as she is experiencing a
completely new life, emphasizes her particular internal and psychological experience. Indeed,
the director prioritizes Li’s psychological experience so much that she uses a full reel of her six-
reel film to depict Li riding in the truck where she reveals her internal struggles through voice-
over. Visually, the story takes much of the pedagogical order of socialist cinema, which is
represented literally as the beginning of a (learning) journey in the truck on the mountain road.
Li’s voice-over, however, articulates other negotiations, effectively showing her disillusionment,
hesitation, and different imagination and emotional longing.During her two-week voyage on the
mountain road, Li suffers severely from altitude sickness symptoms: severe headache, back
pain, loss of appetite, and fatigue. She mentions that she is sick and her body is in poor
condition (shenshang nanshou), possibly implying that she is having her menstrual period. The
physical challenges seem to mount beyond what Li can bear, but she is not permitted to
complain. The erasure not only of gender difference here but also of human limitations,
epitomized in the socialist slogan “Human beings can conquer nature,” is implicitly questioned
through Li’s interior voice-over and the camera’s sympathetic gaze. Indeed, her voice-over also



indicates the silencing effect produced by her companion, Xiao Liu, a model driver and heroic
figure, as the film later reveals, who looks down upon Li when he senses this newcomer may be
unable to endure the hardships of working on the plateau.Physical suffering, however, is only a
small part of Li’s problem. More troubling are her psychological suffering and disillusionment. It
turns out, as revealed in her voice-over and flashback, that the major psychological motivation
for Li to volunteer to work on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau came from a magazine cover photo of a
young Tibetan woman dressed in colorful ethnic dress and standing happily on the vast green
grassland, where the sun above her is bright, the sky behind her is blue, and the sheep
surrounding her are white (fig. 1.1). In the first flashback of the film, we see her as a young girl
from a well-to-do urban family, gazing at the photo in her cozy bed at home. The desire to meet
and become a girl just like the happy and high-spirited one on the magazine cover drives Li to
leave home to work in the high mountain area in the far west. Reality, however, completely
crushes her dream. Since entering the plateau area two weeks earlier, not only has she seen no
one like the girl on the magazine cover but she has seen no women at all. Furthermore, the
ruthless natural environment imposes its icy, stormy, and desolate lifelessness. Li is strangled by
the environment of the plateau, the same place she once dreamed of beginning a beautiful new
life. Psychologically, Li suddenly feels herself completely in the dark: on the one hand, the
subject she so desired to identify with and become—the young Tibetan girl on the magazine
cover—never appears; on the other hand, the masculine drivers she has met are not appropriate
models for self-identification. The vision of oneself and one’s future is an important component in
self-formation and transformation; Li’s voice-over demonstrates how that vision has been totally
shattered by the gap between the official representation of life and gender and their reality on
the plateau.1Socialist Cinema and Female AuthorshipOVERDETERMINATION AND
SUBJECTIVE REVISIONS IN DONG KENA’S SMALL GRASS GROWS ON THE KUNLUN
MOUNTAIN (1962)LINGZHEN WANGDESPITE THEIR lack of experience in directing films,
Wang Ping, Wang Shaoyan, and Dong Kena, the three best-known female directors in 1950s’
and 1960s’ mainland China, all became film directors with the institutional endorsement of state
film studios such as August First Film Studio and Beijing Film Studio. Given the extremely limited
alternatives in the early socialist film industry, state sponsorship—as well as the institutional and
moral support these women received after the Chinese Communist Party assumed power—was
critical to their success as the first group of female directors in modern China. The entrance of
Chinese women into film production resulted to a large extent from the new government’s official
discourse and practice, which claimed absolute equality between men and women. The
inadequate number of experienced filmmakers with revolutionary backgrounds in the early years
of socialist China also accounted for the incorporation of women into the industry—all three
directors, for example, were revolutionary cultural workers and/or left-wing film actresses before
the party came to power. Of course their experiences, artistic talents, visions, and
determinations are also important factors in understanding their roles in socialist filmmaking. As
a result, female authorship of Chinese socialist films from this period must be examined among



multiple social, political, institutional, and personal forces.Recent scholars in Chinese studies
have reevaluated socialist literature and film from different critical and comparative perspectives
instead of highlighting their propagandistic nature and conformist tendency as previous English-
language scholarship on socialist literature and art has done.1 By examining specific
ideological, aesthetic, imaginary, and formal characteristics of socialist art, these scholars have
revealed both the dominant mode of artistic production, as well as its variations, and the different
mechanisms by which socialist art functioned effectively to move, bring pleasure to, entertain,
educate, and construct a socialist mass audience. While didacticism is assumed to be the
fundamental goal of socialist artistic practice, it is nonetheless achieved through
overdetermining structures and in tension with other subordinated themes and elements. This
chapter joins that revisionist approach as it attempts to illustrate a more complex picture of
socialist art and literature by exploring the concept of female authorship and Chinese women’s
roles in socialist cinema through a particular focus on the female director Dong Kena.Given the
historical and political circumstances that had enabled Chinese women to assume directing
positions, it is not surprising that films made by first-generation female directors in the 1950s and
1960s conformed to contemporary mainstream political and artistic ideologies. While conformity
itself may signify different meanings in different contexts, and thus demands more critical
analysis and historical examination than mere dismissal, what I intend to argue is that conformity
does not exhaust the meaning and significance of films directed by women of that period.
Through closely analyzing Dong’s most influential film, Kunlunshan shang yikecao (Small grass
grows on the Kunlun Mountain, 1962; hereafter Small Grass), and its production, I will reveal a
multifaceted picture of women’s roles in representing revolutionary ethics, socialist construction,
and the gendered self. Specifically, I will examine the personal narrative and subjective
cinematic techniques Dong deploys to show how multiple levels of contradiction are sustained
throughout the film under its explicitly conformist surface. Some of the film’s subthemes—such
as domestic imagination and displaced, gendered visions of life—diverge from the official
political goals of both the film and the era. Female authorship, as shown in Small Grass, is
therefore contingent on dynamic negotiations among diverse ideological, institutional, artistic,
and personal factors.SMALL GRASS: FROM SHORT STORY TO FILMSmall Grass is based on
Wang Zongyuan’s short story “Hui Sao (Hui’s Wife)—the Story Within the Story,” published in
People’s Daily in 1961; its film adaptation was assigned to Dong by the head of Beijing Film
Studio, Wang Yang, in August of the same year. Although Dong had already helped direct
several films as assistant director, this was the first film she was asked to direct independently.
When it came out in 1962, the film (black and white, 62 minutes) received some critical acclaim
and became an instant hit among young audiences. The image and life of the Kunlun grass
represented in the film articulated a new, hard-working spirit called for by a period in which
China was undergoing huge economic setbacks, international isolation, and natural disasters.
The film influenced many young people of the time by encouraging them to confront the difficult
situations they faced and to devote their lives to building a strong socialist China.The story of the



film is relatively simple and hardly strays from the plotline of the original story. It tells of Li Wanli,
a seventeen-year-old Shanghai woman who, upon graduation from a geological university,
enthusiastically volunteers to go to the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau to work, but on the way to her
destination, finds herself completely disillusioned by the desolate reality of the mountain areas.
As she hesitates about whether she should return to Shanghai, she meets a peasant woman at
the Kunlun mountain pass, Hui Sao, a model figure who originally moved there to reunite with
her husband and later built a homelike dormitory to house the long-distance drivers who
traverse the Plateau by day and night. After listening to Hui Sao’s narration of how she overcame
her own disillusionment and found meaning in her life by serving those heroic drivers, Li is
enlightened and decides to learn from Hui Sao and devote herself to transforming the area.The
film reinscribes dominant tropes developed in socialist literature and film on several levels. First
of all, it is a typical education film with an apprenticeship structure, in which an apprentice
character learns from a model figure, usually a party member, and grows to become a socialist
or revolutionary subject.2 In the Chinese context, the social roles of apprentice characters vary,
and the degree of apprenticeship for various characters also depends on the political and
cinematic position of the character in the film. A generally accepted rule, however, is that when
intellectuals and women are depicted in literature or film in relation to the working class (workers,
peasants, soldiers) or male party members, they are often put in the position of apprentice and
witness.3 The relationships between Li and Hui Sao, and between Hui Sao (who is not a
Communist Party member) and her husband, a committed Communist Party member, follow the
typical apprenticeship hierarchy.Second, in addition to the apprenticeship structure of the film,
the director deploys a typical flashback device often used in socialist films, in which either heroic
or bitter stories of the past are told to educate and enlighten as well as to reveal information to
characters in the film and to its audience. According to Chris Berry, “In this trope, memory is not
just personal, but part of a collective process of learning from experience.”4 Small Grass
contains two additional flashback narratives: the second flashback, which is also the major one,
is narrated and anchored by Hui Sao and addressed to the targeted listener Li; the third
flashback is part of Hui Sao’s flashback and narrated by her husband, mostly while speaking, to
the targeted listener Hui Sao. Both flashback narratives function to enlighten and change the
targeted listeners in the film.Third, the film ends on a politically satisfactory and personally
uplifting note: Li is completely transformed, moving happily forward to her new job.There is no
dispute that Dong’s Small Grass, like the original short story on which it is based, belongs to
mainstream socialist cinema and literature and has a visible pedagogical goal embedded in the
narrative. However, while conforming to the overall dominant and collective discourse in socialist
film production, the film adaptation of Small Grass also enunciates, through its subjective
narrative devices and cinematic techniques, some different themes and gendered concerns
that, although subdued by the apparent didactic theme toward the film’s end, are in fact
sustained throughout. These cinematic discourses and subthemes are not necessarily
subordinate to the dominant one, as Chris Berry argues,5 but neither do they form any effective



oppositional consciousness. Rather, they reveal, consciously or unconsciously, gaps and
contradictions at the heart of the dominant discourse and offer at the same time different
subjective perspectives and psychological negotiations. Although the film achieves its
pedagogical and collective goal toward the end, it elaborates on particular psychological
processes and gendered identification, producing multiple meanings at various points within the
diegetic frame.The following discussion explores some special features and devices of Small
Grass that not only explain the film’s appeal to both past and present audiences, but also reveal
a female director’s negotiations with the original short story and the dominant mode of film
production. Thus I confront questions about the interconnections and interactions among
authorship, gender, cinema, and socialist policy.REVELATION OF IDEOLOGICAL
DISCREPANCIES: FEMALE VOICE-OVER AND OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIONSJin Fenglan, in
her book on Dong Kena’s life and films, devotes one chapter to Dong’s first film, Small Grass.6 In
the section on the cinematic language of the film, Jin points out the devices Dong deploys in
Small Grass: subjective camera, female voice-over and voice-off, flashbacks, and long takes.
The subjective camera, as Jin indicates, was rarely used in socialist films. In fact, not until the
early 1980s was it frequently used in personally oriented films, especially those by female
directors. Wei Shiyu, in her article on the historical changes in images of Chinese women on the
screen and in women’s cinema in the twentieth century, declares that it is Dong’s Small Grass—
rather than those films made in the 1980s by female directors such as Zhang Nuanxin, Hu Mei,
Huang Shuqin, and Peng Xiaolian—that should be regarded as the first women’s film in China.7
Although she mentions that the elements of female voice-over and voice-off, female perspective,
and independent female character establish Small Grass as a women’s film, she does not
elaborate on why these stylistic elements qualify it as such. In fact, these narrative devices have
all been employed in other socialist films and have produced quite different meanings and
significance.8 More in-depth studies and analyses are therefore needed to illuminate the
significance and effects of Dong’s narrative devices and techniques in producing gendered and
gender-related meanings in this film.The film begins with a lone truck bumping along in the great
wilderness of China’s northwest plateau with literally no road before or after it. As the days and
nights pass, the landscape changes to snowy mountains and an endless, snowy mountain path.
The camera then cuts to the truck cab to reveal a young male driver and a young woman sitting
next to him. Simply by observing their facial expressions and body language, the audience
recognizes that the two are not on good terms. When a truck passes by from the opposite
direction, the girl turns around, her look following the truck until it disappears. After the girl turns
back to her original position, with disappointment legible on her face, the audience is exposed to
her inner thoughts through voice-over: “The Plateau, is this the Plateau [I know through other
representations]?”The most salient narrative device in Dong’s Small Grass is the female voice-
over, which is anchored within the diegetic frame, synchronically communicating the inner
thoughts and emotions of the character (Li Wanli). The original story by Wang Zongyan has a
different narrative device. It begins with a primary first-person narrator (presumably a male writer



or reporter) who meets Li at a big celebratory meeting held for young model workers and
socialist construction activists in the Qaidam Basin area. He becomes interested in Li, a model
young woman with a Shanghai background. When he asks her about her experience of first
coming to the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, she answers him by telling a story of Hui Sao, a peasant
woman who helped transform Li’s life on the plateau. Although Li narrates the main story from
then on, her first-person narration is enveloped by the narrative frame of the male writer.In their
adaptation of the story, Dong and Hua Ming remove both the authorial male narrator and Li’s
first-person narration and cut instead directly into Li’s story as she experiences it. In other words,
unlike the story in which Li’s experience is mediated by another authorial narrator and told in
retrospect, the film begins with her riding in a truck and bumping along the Kunlun mountain
road on her way to her working post. This rearrangement of the temporal and spatial frame in the
film’s opening transforms the entire story from a recounting of a past learning story with a
historically vindicated perspective (the character is now herself a model youth)—a narrative
device that is often used in revolutionary films—to a direct presentation of what Li experienced in
the past. This change in narrative structure fundamentally alters Li’s past experience from a
provisional and insignificant state moving toward a victorious outcome to a historical reality in
which multiple discourses as well as their contradictions are enunciated and sustained.In
addition, the voice-over, which speaks Li’s inner thoughts and feelings as she is experiencing a
completely new life, emphasizes her particular internal and psychological experience. Indeed,
the director prioritizes Li’s psychological experience so much that she uses a full reel of her six-
reel film to depict Li riding in the truck where she reveals her internal struggles through voice-
over. Visually, the story takes much of the pedagogical order of socialist cinema, which is
represented literally as the beginning of a (learning) journey in the truck on the mountain road.
Li’s voice-over, however, articulates other negotiations, effectively showing her disillusionment,
hesitation, and different imagination and emotional longing.During her two-week voyage on the
mountain road, Li suffers severely from altitude sickness symptoms: severe headache, back
pain, loss of appetite, and fatigue. She mentions that she is sick and her body is in poor
condition (shenshang nanshou), possibly implying that she is having her menstrual period. The
physical challenges seem to mount beyond what Li can bear, but she is not permitted to
complain. The erasure not only of gender difference here but also of human limitations,
epitomized in the socialist slogan “Human beings can conquer nature,” is implicitly questioned
through Li’s interior voice-over and the camera’s sympathetic gaze. Indeed, her voice-over also
indicates the silencing effect produced by her companion, Xiao Liu, a model driver and heroic
figure, as the film later reveals, who looks down upon Li when he senses this newcomer may be
unable to endure the hardships of working on the plateau.Physical suffering, however, is only a
small part of Li’s problem. More troubling are her psychological suffering and disillusionment. It
turns out, as revealed in her voice-over and flashback, that the major psychological motivation
for Li to volunteer to work on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau came from a magazine cover photo of a
young Tibetan woman dressed in colorful ethnic dress and standing happily on the vast green



grassland, where the sun above her is bright, the sky behind her is blue, and the sheep
surrounding her are white (fig. 1.1). In the first flashback of the film, we see her as a young girl
from a well-to-do urban family, gazing at the photo in her cozy bed at home. The desire to meet
and become a girl just like the happy and high-spirited one on the magazine cover drives Li to
leave home to work in the high mountain area in the far west. Reality, however, completely
crushes her dream. Since entering the plateau area two weeks earlier, not only has she seen no
one like the girl on the magazine cover but she has seen no women at all. Furthermore, the
ruthless natural environment imposes its icy, stormy, and desolate lifelessness. Li is strangled by
the environment of the plateau, the same place she once dreamed of beginning a beautiful new
life. Psychologically, Li suddenly feels herself completely in the dark: on the one hand, the
subject she so desired to identify with and become—the young Tibetan girl on the magazine
cover—never appears; on the other hand, the masculine drivers she has met are not appropriate
models for self-identification. The vision of oneself and one’s future is an important component in
self-formation and transformation; Li’s voice-over demonstrates how that vision has been totally
shattered by the gap between the official representation of life and gender and their reality on
the plateau.
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